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II 

ABSTRACT 

Since 2011, mobile Internet, e-commerce and social network have bloomed in China and 

have significantly impacted almost every aspect of Chinese people’s life. The Internet, as the 

driving factor, has changed business place, extended business hours, enriched goods to supply, 

lowered the cost of deal, and speed up the transaction. Undoubtedly, this huge social and 

economic environment change will challenge, influence and transform the internal 

management of Chinese enterprises. Hence, it recently calls great attention to academic 

research.  

This study starts with literature review of information society, findings and principles in 

Internet business in the recent decade, concepts of innovation and management innovation as 

well as ideas of so-called Internet Thinking. The analysis implies that the management 

innovation in the Internet age is a paradigm shift: from product-centered thinking paradigm to 

user-centered thinking paradigm.  

Through interviews with top executives in 5 consumer electronics companies that 

attribute their rapid business growth to their management innovation in Internet age over the 

past 4 years, as well as other first-hand data, the study uses Grounded Theory to induct 

concepts and deduct context. The conclusion unveils 12 characteristics of management 

innovation that falls into four categories – “Leverage of multiplication” impact, 

“Empowerment and Autonomy” Organization, “Allied value Co-create” action 

andPeople/user first” Logos. Symbolically it is named “LEAP” model. 

A follow-up quantitative analysis validated the “LEAP” model from the qualitative 

research with a questionnaire survey involving 300 participants. 

This empirical study, based on first-hand data and the systematic approach of Grounded 

Theory, follows up the pulse of the times and is backed up with correlation coefficient 

validation. Thus, it may provide reference for other academic study. The findings and 

suggestions can guide firms who want to LEAP their business through management 

innovation in the Internet age. 
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Chapter I Introduction 

1.1 Research Background 

Since the invention of steam engine, technology has been an important force to push 

forward business and society. Today, Internet is undoubtedly one of the most influential 

technologies. Internet has changed one industry after another: computer, telecommunication, 

music, film, television, publishing, retailing, finance, education, etc. The Impact in that 

Internet gathers user’s need is pushing forward huge business transformations in almost every 

aspect of our society.  

Since Internet entered China in 1994, it has brought profound influences on and great 

changes to Chinese society, economy, business and way of life in the past 20 years. The year 

of 2011 has generally been recognized as the year when Mobile Internet era began in China. 

From then on, low-price smartphones begin to spread; e-commerce is more and more popular; 

social media is flourishing; cloud computing comes into being and cellular 4G network 

continually gets improved. In such a short time, Internet has changed our way of life and the 

living environment for enterprises. Meanwhile, it also inevitably changes the management 

model and organization of enterprises. Such is the macro background for this research. 

1.1.1 Internet’s Impact on Enterprises 

With the development of Internet, the competitive environment has undergone dramatic 

changes. The Internet, as the driving factor, has changed business place, extended business 

hours, enriched goods to supply, lowered the cost of deal, and speed up transactions. Since 

2012, a batch of new “Internet-way” enterprises have sprung up and posed challenges to 

traditional enterprises. Let’s start with some well-known events: 

 

(1) Influence on Retailing Enterprises – the “￥100 million bet” 

On December 12, 2012, at 2012 CCTV Economic People of the Year Award Ceremony, 

Jack Ma, chairman and CEO of Alibaba Group, and Wang Jianlin, chairman of Dalian Wanda 

Group, reached an agreement that if e-commerce retailing have had over 50% share of the 

whole Chinese e-commerce market by 2022, Wang would give Ma 0.1 billion YUAN RMB; 

otherwise, Ma would give that amount of money to Wang. This is the so-called “0.1 billion 

bet”. 

E-commerce retailing and traditional retailing represent a same type of business but in 

two different business models that follow two different business logics. E-commerce retailing 

adopts Internet Thinking and a capital-light mode l, and does business online. With lower 

costs and low-price products, it has a rapid development. Traditional retailing adopts 

traditional thinking and a capital-heavy model, and does business on site. With higher costs 

and high-price products, it has a decreasing competitiveness. The years from 2012 to 2014 

witnessed a trend of physical retail stores close in China. Over 3,000 stores of Anta, Li-Ning, 

Peak and other top 6 sportswear brands closed their physical stores, and another 2,000 in 

2013. 

 

(2) Influence on Industrial Enterprises – the “￥1 billion bet” 

On 12 December 2013, at 2013 CCTV Economic People of the Year Award Ceremony, 

Dong Mingzhu, chairman and president of Gree Electric, and Lei Jun, chairman and CEO of 

Xiaomi Inc., made a bet that if Xiaomi Inc. has exceeded Gree Electric in terms of total 
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turnover in five years, Dong would give Lei ￥1 billion; otherwise, Lei would the same 

amount to Dong. This is the so- called “1 billion bet”. 

Xiaomi Inc. and Gree Electric, though both dedicate to manufacturing, have different 

business models with different business thinking hidden behind. Gree Electric is physical 

while Xiaomi Inc. is a virtual enterprise; Gree Electric has a complete industry chain while 

Xiaomi Inc. only concerns one or two links of phone production chain; Gree Electric adopts a 

capital-heavy model, with 9 factories, 70,000 employees working on production line and 

30,000 franchised shops while Xiaomi Inc. adopts a capital-light model, with 0 factory, 0 

production line employee and 0 franchised shop. In 2004, Gree Electric had an annual sales of 

more than CNY 100 billion after 23 years of development while Xiaomi Inc.’s annual sales 

exceeded CNY 70 billion only 4 years after the company had been established. 

 

(3) Influence on Financial Enterprises – the “￥100 billion bet” 

On June 13, 2013, Alipay, a subsidiary of Alibaba Group, and Tianhong Fund jointly 

established Yuebao. In less than a year, Yuebao managed over CNY 500 billion with more 

than 100 million users, which stimulated the development of similar wealth management 

products, such as Xianjinbao, operated by Baidu Inc. and NetEase Inc., and Licaibao via 

WeChat. As a result, various “Baos” began to play an important role in financial sector. The 

emergence of Yuebao has attracted a large number of bank account holders to transfer their 

money into their fund account. Although the capital still runs in the bank accounts, the banks 

now has to pay a much larger amount of capital use costs to Yuebao, the new agent of the 

massive users who were previously owned by banks themselves. Hence the banks’ profit 

margin is reduced to a great extent. 

Those Baos and banks seem to be similar financial management services, actually have 

different operating thinking, different operating models and different target users. For 

traditional bank financing, their account holders have to visit branches to go through the 

complex money management service routine, adding time cost on users and labour cost on 

banks, so they only target at a small number of VIP account holders. By contrast, Internet 

financial services can be easily settled with smartphones or tablet computers anywhere 

anytime, requiring fewer time cost on users and fewer labour cost on banks. Traditional banks 

call this industry-crossing success “robbery”, and the author regards it “100 billion bet” here. 

 

From the above three examples, we can see that Internet has exerted a great influence on 

enterprises. Although the result of these bets are still unknown, and it is too early to judge 

which model is superior, the causes, characteristics and rules behind the emergence of this 

new phenomenon is worth deep studying. 
 

1.1.2 Phenomenon of “Internet Thinking” 

Facing the disruptive force of Internet and its great impact on enterprises, some 

entrepreneurs put forward the term of “Internet Thinking” as an overview label, a word used 

to reflect Internet’s great role in pushing forward business transformations. It is believed that 

“Internet Thinking” is a methodology, an important method for traditional enterprises to 

realize business model transformation and management innovation. According to Baidu Baike, 

Internet Thinking is a way of thinking in which enterprises and entrepreneurs rethink such 

concepts as market, user, product, enterprise value chain and even the whole business 

ecosystem against the background where the mobile Internet, big data, cloud computing and 

other related technologies enjoy a constant growth. At a time, the word “Internet Thinking” is 

popular among enterprise mangers who use it to describe how to deal with the transformation 
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of management innovation brought by the Internet. 

On November 3, 2013, CCTV flagship news program “Network News Broadcast” used 

the term “Internet Thinking” in its report “What has Internet Thinking brought for us,” which 

aroused public concern of Internet Thinking to a new level. This news report introduced how 

Xiaomi Inc. achieved iterative development of its products by relying on users’ feedbacks and 

how Haier Group built a global technology development crowdsourcing platform. 

On February 15, 2014, Wenhui Daily, a famous Shanghai newspaper, published an article 

entitled “Internet Thinking Overturns Traditional Industries”. 

On August 20, 2014, “Guidance on Promoting an Integrated Development of Traditional 

Media and Newly-rising Media” reported by Network News Broadcast clearly mentioned that 

“to promote a media-integrated development, it’s necessary to follow the laws of news 

broadcasting and of newly-rising media’s development and to strengthen Internet 

Thinking …” 

On August 29, 2014, CCTV news program “Live News” launched a special report “What 

Exactly is Internet Thinking”, in which many entrepreneurs, experts and scholars from fields 

of Internet and traditional industries were interviewed about their opinions on the nature and 

characteristics of Internet Thinking. 

Topics related to “Internet Thinking” also frequently showed up in Wemedia like 

“Logical Thinking” and “Liang Dong-Wu Bofan Face to Face”. 

Recently, never has a buzzword attracted as much attention as “Internet Thinking”. 

According to Baidu’s statistics, among 2013 top 10 words in Internet industry, “Internet 

Thinking” ranked first, ahead of “020” ”P2P” “crowdfunding” and “big data”. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The academic circle has not given a definition to “Internet Thinking”, but a batch of 

entrepreneurs and management experts who have been immersed in business practices has 

their own interpretation of the word: 

Lei Jun, chairman of Xiaomi Inc., said in his article “Arm Yourself with Internet 

Thinking” that “Internet Thinking is a methodology”. He concluded further it into four 

phrases: focus, ultimate, word of mouth and fast, and differentiated it from Internet 

technology. Zhou Hongyi, chairman of Qihoo 360, gives his definition of Internet Thinking 

on many occasions as “users first, ultimate experience and free of charge”. Further 

explanation can be seen in his new book My Internet Methodology.  

Li Shanyou, founder of the Business Creating Camp (one of the courses offered by China 

Europe International Business School), summarizes “Internet Thinking” as follows: “For 

products, communities and self-organizations, real materials is the entry point and users are 

the capital.” He further points out that the Internet age equals quantum, during which 

self-organization is the basic form of organizations. Modern scientific Business management 

theories are put forward based on Newton world view, while Internet Thinking on quantum 

Figure 1- 1Baidu Search Index for “Internet Thinking” 
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world view. 

Zhao Dawei, cofounder of Hejun Consulting Company, described 9 thinking and 20 rules 

behind Internet Thinking in his book Nine Subtypes of Thinking behind Internet Thinking, 

which are as follows: 

User thinking (an understanding of consumers and market) 

Simplicity thinking (an understanding of product planning and design) 

Ultimate thinking (an understanding of products/services and users’ experience) 

Iterative thinking (an understanding of innovative processes) 

Web traffic thinking (an understanding of business models) 

Big data thinking (an understanding of capital and competitiveness) 

Social thinking (an understanding of relation chain and supply chain) 

Platform thinking (an understanding of business models and organization forms) 

Industry-crossing thinking (an understanding of boundaries of industries and of industrial 

chains) 

To sum up, it seems that Internet Thinking has become a “fashion”. Some acknowledge 

its disruptive innovation while others regard it as a hype. Though people’s opinions vary on 

Internet Thinking, as a business phenomenon and a management concept, Internet Thinking is 

generally discussed and begin to draw more and more attention from management scholars 

and entrepreneurs. 

1.1.3 Management Innovation Practice in Traditional Enterprises 

“The real brake on innovation is the drag of old mental models”(Hamel, The Future of 

Management, 2007). After realizing the importance of thinking breakthrough, a batch of 

traditional enterprises started to draw on Internet Thinking and make management innovations 

so as to keep pace with the time. 

In the mid of 2014, leading enterprises like Vanke in real estate industry followed 

Xiaomi’s model of “user management” and launched a trial business model of “property 

management” in which they only lease not sell. Banking industry launched new wealth 

management products similar to P2P and mobile Internet financial services to address the 

challenges those Baos (referred to Internet financial services such as Yuebao and Licaibao) 

have posed. Leading traditional retailer Suning sped up its innovation and launched 

Suning.com, an online e-commerce platform, to compete with JD.com, a type of online B2C 

enterprise. Michael Yu’s New Oriental Education remodelled its online education platform by 

working with Tencent, to face the challenges from YY free online education platform. 

Traditional smartphone enterprise Huawei launched its sub-branch “Honor” to compete 

against Xiaomi with an operation model resembling Xiaomi’s by using Internet Thinking. TV 

station, the leading player in traditional media industry, also looked for breakthrough. CCTV 

put forward a new media strategy, under which it would improve broadcasting efficiency by 

working with social media and cooperated with Tencent to form an online TV station: CNTV, 

so as to compete against Netflix, which adopts an Internet TV model.   

From these examples, we can see that Internet Thinking is penetrating almost all sectors. 

Internet revolution is happening ，  and enterprise management is embracing the 

transformations brought by Internet Thinking. 

1.2 Research Questions 

Mobile Internet has exerted a profound influence on Chinese people’s way of life and on 

business activities in China; management innovation has been pushed ahead by Chinese 

entrepreneurs at full steam; the concept of Internet Thinking has provoked much discussion; 
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“Internet +” was written in the 2015 Premier’s report on the government work. Despite all of 

these facts, what exactly is this kind of phenomenon? Which are superficial? Which are 

essential? Which are disruptive? And which successive? To figure out these questions, 

scholars’ ration and logic is required. 

 

According to the author’s initial searching during the literature and data collection stage, 

theoretical research in this area has just begun. Different mouths are talking about the same 

concept with different words. Some researches only stop at the surface. Rigorous empirical 

researches are even scarce. 

 

Innovation, especially management innovation, is an important issue to which enterprises 

and academia have closely paid attention and many scholars have done a lot of research on 

enterprise management innovation theories from different perspectives. Today, the outside 

general environment “the Internet age” is promoting fundamental reforms of enterprise 

management. From the perspective of the depth and width of the influence, the reforms in 

nature are a kind of management innovation, not just an innovation of business models or 

operation models. Against this background, by doing an empirical research on management 

innovation practices in some Chinese enterprises in the era of mobile Internet, this thesis aims 

to find out the nature of and the traits of management innovation. The research questions the 

author tries to answer are following: 

1. What is the core of the management innovations in the Internet age labeled “Internet 

Thinking”? 

2. What is the social environment for the management innovation in the Internet age? 

What are the driving factors and related theories?  

3. If we say Taylorism and Fordism are representatives of management thinking modes 

of industrial society, what difference will the management thinking mode of information 

society have? 

4. What are the characteristics of the enterprises that have practiced successful 

management innovation? How can we borrow their rules?？ 

1.3 Research Significance 

1.3.1 Theoretical Significance 

From JosephSchumpeter to Peter F．Drucker, from Pierre Benghozi to Gary Hamel, 

scholars have never stopped their research on innovation and management innovation. 

Domestic scholars’ theoretical studies on the research results of management innovation in 

Chinese enterprises are also springing up. For instance, Su Jingqin, president of School of 

Business from Dalian University of Technology, conducted a case-study on the aspects such 

as driving forces and determinant factors of management innovation in China from adaptation 

perspectives of enterprises’ internal and external systems. Dr. Lu Yuanyuan from Tsinghua 

SEM sorted out the basic elements of management innovation. Hence, this research will 

follow the previous research structure, and try to supplement and develop the current 

theoretical research through empirical study. 

This study is a research of management innovation in Chinese enterprises, which is 

conducted under the China context. According to the phenomenon of management 

transformation labelled “Internet Thinking” in the recent four years, this multi-case empirical 

study is conducted in the hope that its research results can contribute to the fields of 

innovation and management innovation with a distinct sense of contemporaneity.  
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On the other hand, with the advent of Internet age, management scholars are pushed to 

improve their theories. For example, at the end of 2014 Michael Porter published an article in 

which he discussed the influences of the Internet and smart devices on his classical Five 

Forces Model and extended his original model. (Porter & Heppelmann, 2014)Therefore, the 

research results of this empirical study based on the Internet age in China context will 

probably contribute to the extension of current management theories in the Internet age. 

1.3.2 Practical Significance 

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang mentioned in his report on the government work, “Market, 

which functions to encourage people to do business creatively and drive innovation, is one of 

the engine of economic growth under China’s New Normal. Innovation is not merely 

technology innovation. It also includes system innovation, management innovation and model 

innovation.” Without doubt, research results about management innovation will provide 

guidance and reference for government and enterprises to “mass entrepreneurship and 

innovation (大众创业, 万众创新)” The result of this multi-case empirical study on a specific 

industry is of realistic practical significance. 

Moreover, during the transition period of China from an industrial society to an 

information society, enterprises from every walk of life are seeking for transitions and 

transformations. Entrepreneurs and managers always hope to find relevant management 

theories and case studies for reference. By providing a summary of management innovation 

theories in the Internet age and a case-analysis of five sample enterprises, this study may offer 

a beneficial and objective help for entrepreneurs so that they can better practice management 

innovation. 

1.4 Research Methods 

1.4.1 The Overall Consideration of the Research 

This is a multi-case empirical study. Based on the literature review, the author explores 

the deficiency and inadaptability of current management theories and summarizes the 

characteristics and laws of management innovation through empirical qualitative study on the 

interviews of entrepreneurs and managers. Then the author conducts a quantitative analysis 

through questionnaire survey and verifies the research results. 

1.4.2 Overview of Research Methods 

Qualitative and quantitative methods are necessarily combined in this research, neither of 

which can be dispensed with. At different stages, the method employed is different: during the 

theory development stage, qualitative method is mainly used, while quantitative method is 

employed to testify the theories found through summarization. The overall process goes like 

follows: 
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Figure 1- 2The Technical Route of the Thesis 

1.4.3 The Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis consists of five parts: 

Chapter 1 is Introduction, which includes research background, research significance, 

research methods and technical route, and an introduction of the main content of the thesis.  

Chapter 2 is Literature Review. This thesis reviews related theories about information 

society, thinking and business thinking, laws of Internet, innovation and management 

innovation. The literature review provides “theoretical sensitivity” for the author and serves as 

a guidance to locate the thesis’s position in the academic field. 

Analysis of the phenomenon of “Internet Thinking” 

A collection of related discussions and opinions of Internet Thinking 
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management innovation;  Internet + 
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Conclusion 
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Chapter 3 is Research Design, including an introduction of the research methods mainly 

adopted in this study, and the research conception. 

Chapter 4 is Research Process and Findings, including data collection and analysis, and 

research results. 

Chapter 5 is Conclusion and Discussion, which summarizes the research results, makes a 

conclusion of the thesis, and points out the strength and limits of this thesis and directions for 

future researches. 
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Chapter II Literature Review 

Literature review in this research is to provide a framework of related theoretical 

background, to support the author with an enhanced sensibility of theories and to position this 

research paper within the academic field. This part is less about establishing theoretical 

hypotheses based on literature, but more about correlation, that is, the author offers his insight 

into the existing findings of empirical study, which will be used as reference for generating 

new concepts. This research conducts review and summary in the following five aspects: (1) 

information society; (2) Internet-related business theories; (3) innovation and management 

innovation; (4) thinking mode and Internet Thinking; (5) paradigm shift—from 

product-centered to user-centered. 

2.1 Information Society 

Every management-related research cannot be conducted without considering its 

historical background and social context. There must be certain macro social background 

behind the huge upsurge of various management innovation practices in the Internet age and 

enterprise transformation tagged with “Internet Thinking”. In 2014, China’s per capita GDP 

was approximately USD 7,485, and industrialization was basically completed. Moreover, 

China has the largest number of cyber citizens and mobile users in the world, and annual 

college graduates ups to 7 million, suggesting that China is accelerating its pace towards an 

information society. On this basis, the author thinks that the upsurge of management 

innovation in the Internet age is under the macro background of China’s transformation into 

an information society. 

2.1.1 Definition and connotation of information society 

The definition of information society termed in Geneva Declaration of Principles 

byWorld Summit on the Information Society in 2003 has currently been most popular and 

widely accepted in the international community. Geneva Declaration of Principles states that 

information society is “a people-centered, inclusive and development-oriented society, where 

everyone can create, access, utilize and share information and knowledge, enabling 

individuals, communities and peoples to achieve their full potential in promoting their 

sustainable development and improving their quality of life.”  

The kernel points contained in this definition are “people-centered & inclusive”, 

“sustainable development” and “information & knowledge are the crucial resources and 
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production factors in an information society”. 

Report on Information Society Development in China written by Zhang Xinhong offers a 

more explicit definition, “The so-called Information Society refers to a new-type social form 

and a new stage of social development based on information activities, which includes a 

variety of activities related to creating, processing, managing and transmitting information. 

These activities will penetrate into all sectors of human society such as politics, economics, 

social lives and culture, gradually becoming the main shape of human activities.” 

Consequently, information society is an information-activity-based society in nature. 

2.1.2 Theoretical review of information society and knowledge economy 

Concepts related to knowledge economy were first proposed by Fritz Machlup, Marc 

Porat, Daniel Bell and Peter Drucker. Later, Manuel Castells summarized influences of the 

network society in his three-volume series, The Information Age: Economy, Society and 

Culture. 

Fritz Machlup proclaimed in The Production and Distribution of Knowledge in the 

United States as early as 1962 that knowledge industry could be classified into five 

categories—education, R&D, transmission, information equipment and information service, 

each of which has its economic values and accounts for a certain proportion of GDP. He was a 

pioneer in using appraisal of data to make analysis and demonstration of the effects of 

knowledge and information in the U.S. economy. 

In 1977, Marc Porat has made a measurement in The Information Economy: Definition 

and Measurement of the scale of U.S. information department, and came to a conclusion that 

it accounted for over 50% of the U.S. gross domestic product. He defined the U.S. economy 

in the late 1960s and early 1970s as “information economy”. 

Daniel Bell suggests in The Coming of Post Industrial Society that it is knowledge that 

has built up the post-industrial society, wherein it aims at social management and knowledge 

innovation, and in turn, new-type social relations and social structures emerge. 

In his published book The Rising of the Network Society, Manuel Castells puts forward 

that production, trade as well as other business activities have radically altered in two major 

areas. They are: (1) the transition of manufacture from standard mass production to flexible 

production based on user’s demand; (2) and the transition of organizational structure from 

traditional vertical division of labor to horizontal production network with devolution of 

management authority. 

Peter Drucker has made extensive contributions in this field. The Effective Executive 

unveils the differences between manual workers and knowledge workers, and The Age of 
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Discontinuity offers guidelines to tackle with disruption and discontinuity resulted from 

information technologies supporting production work. More importantly, in the 

Post-Capitalist Society, Drucker discerns that at the heart of transformation from 

industrialized capitalist society to post-capitalist society in West are knowledge innovation 

and knowledge creators & users in place of production factors (capital, natural resources and 

labor) becoming the main impetus for economic development. We are entering knowledge 

society where knowledge is the focus, Intellectual Capital is the most important resource of 

enterprises, highly educated people are the mainstream, and productivity of knowledge as the 

determinant for a nation, an industry or a company to achieve success in competition. 

2.1.3 Basic features of information society 

The transition from industrial societies to information societies, in essence, is the 

extensive application and penetration of information and communication technology, 

especially Internet and cloud computing, in all aspects of social organization, including 

economy, culture, social lives and government departments, inevitably leading to distinctive 

characteristics which emerge concomitantly with the information society, compared to the 

industrial society. 

Four dimensions of the information society are as follows: knowledge economy, network 

society, digital life and service-oriented government. 

Knowledge economy is the fundamental economic characteristic of the information 

society and also the principal factor in determining information society’s development level. 

Knowledge economy is a new-type of economic mode focusing on the creation, distribution, 

ownership and use of knowledge. It has four remarkable features, that is, human capital 

knowledge, sustainable development, software based and service-oriented industrial structure, 

thriving economic development.     

Network society 

The dominated feature of information society is being network-based, which is mainly 

embodied in three aspects: well-established information infrastructure, inclusiveness of social 

services and coordination of social development. 

Digital life 

Information technologies are widely used in the information society, the public’s lifestyle 

and ideas have drastically altered in three aspects: digital tools, digital lifestyle and digital 

content. 

Service-oriented government 

The development of information society makes request of government management, and 
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meanwhile creates conditions for implementing service-oriented government. 

Service-oriented government supported by information technologies has following traits: 

scientific decision-making, openness and transparency, efficient governance and interactive 

participation. 

2.1.4 Economic features of information society 

The constitutional unit of an industrial society is tangible atoms whereas the Internet 

world consists of intangible bits, suggesting that in the era of industrial civilization exerts the 

scarcity economics and in the Internet age the economics of abundance. According to the 

Moore’s law, three basic components of Internet—bandwidth, storage space and server—are 

all directed unlimitedly to be free of charge. 

Consequently, factors for production have undergone fundamental changes in the 

information society. In agricultural society, land and labor were the most significant 

production factors that all the production activities were carried out around these two factors. 

When it came to the industrial age, capital and energy in place of land and labor became the 

most important resources, factories using machines for production and tools & technology 

development in pursuit of efficiency improvement were the theme of the times. In the 

information society, knowledge and data has now become the core factors of production, 

hence new-type production model and market structure have emerged. 

Information society crept into formulating a new system of ownership, different from the 

ones in the industrial society, of which the separation of right to dominate and right to use lies 

at the heart. Accordingly, carrying with this feature forms the ownership of sharing economy, 

wherein individuals will not be charged for using or sharing the right of dominion, and with 

respect to the right of use, rent will be paid depends on how much goods or services is 

consumed. Hence, it shapes a new business ecological relationship that can complement 

within yet each part still keeps relatively independent, as the saying goes, “access is more 

important than ownership.”   

Moreover, transaction cost has been reduced in the Internet age, especially the decreased 

cost of information and logistics, lessening the importance of attribution of the ownership, 

facilitating the transaction of property rights, therefore, ownership is more effectively 

allocated.  

Jeremy Rifkin in The Zero Marginal Cost Society describes the future shape of Internet 

of Things by converging three factors, communication, energy and logistics. In his belief, due 

to the reduced intermediate links, this open-ended, distributed and collaborative business 

mode of Internet of Things will lower the marginal cost to near zero, as a result, speeding us 
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to an era of producing and delivering nearly free goods and services. Rifkin claims that under 

the collaborative commons system of the “zero marginal cost society”, both sellers and buyers 

give way to prosumer, property rights give way to open source and sharing, ownerships to 

access, and market to Internet; the marginal cost of education and producing information, 

energy as well as goods will decrease to near zero.(Rifkin, 2014) 

2.1.5 Current stage of information society in China 

Mr. Zhang Xinhong, director of Information Research Department of State Information 

Center, member of “Information Society 50 Forum”, classified the stages of China’s 

information society in the report on Analysis of Information Society in China. See Chart 2-1. 

Table 2- 1Stages of information society 

stages of 

development 

Preparatory phase Growth phase 

Starting 

stage 

Transformatio

n stage 

Initial stage Middle stage Advanced stage 

ISI Below 0.3 0.3～0.6 0.6～0.8 0.8～0.9 Above 0.9  

Basic feature 

Preliminary 

application of 

information 

technologies 

Accelerated 

diffusion of 

information 

technologies, 

substantial 

results begin to 

emerge 

Influences of 

information 

technologies 

constantly 

extend  

Economic sector, 

social sector as 

well as others 

drastically alter 

An inclusive 

society is built up 

 

Note: Standard ISI is defined as 1. If ISI is less than 0.6, information society is in the 

preparatory phase; above 0.6, information society is in the growth phase. 

In 2012, Zhang Xinhong made a quantitative assessment of states of China’s information 

society development, covering more than 315 cities in 31 provinces and came into the 

following conclusions: 

1. China is currently at the stage of transition from industrial society to information 

society. In 2012, China’s ISI reached 0.4391, showing that our country was in the midst of 

transformation. 

2. China is accelerating its pace of constructing information society, with compound 

annual growth rate up to 7.75%. 

3. Information consumption becomes one of the main drives to stimulate domestic 

demands. It covers the areas of productive consumption, living consumption, a variety of 

electronic information products such as smartphone and smart TV are included. E-commerce 

and cloud service are currently booming in China. 

Apart from the ISI, the author also employed in the research other reference indexes, for 
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instance, four Chinese Internet companies are on the list of world’s top ten Internet companies. 

According to the analysis released by McKinsey Global Institute, Internet economy accounted 

for 4.4% of China’s GDP (iGDP index) in 2014. 

2.2 Internet business theories review 

2.2.1 The Long Tail model 

The concept of the Long Tail, proffered by Chris Anderson, editor-in-chief of Wired 

Magazine in U.S., is used to describe the profit-making model of Amazon.com in the first 

place. He argues that products in low demand or that have a low sales volume can collectively 

make up a market share that rivals or exceeds the relatively few current bestsellers, if the store 

or distribution channel is large enough. For instance, obscure books that rank below 100,000 

accounts for 1/4 of Amazon’s book sales, and their sales proportion is still growing. 

According to the Long Tail Model, niche market that is abundant in non-hits is possibly 

bigger than bestseller market.(Anderson C. , The Long Tail, 2006) 

The Long Tail Model poses challenges to some traditional theories, among which the 

80–20 Rule received most attention. This rule is the statistical conclusion worked out by 

Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto in 1897. 80% of the wealth here refers to an approximate 

number rather than a definite number. In the business field, the 80-20 Rule shows that 80% of 

your sales and revenue come from 20% of best sellers. Most scholars think that the Long Tail 

Model has extended the 20-80 Rule, for example, Jin Hongwei (2007) argues that Long Tail 

Model does help enterprises find more markets whilst the 20-80 Rule still plays the dominate 

role in each market. 

In the Long Tail Model, customers are treated as distinctive individuals, and enterprises 

sell “customized products” rather than “standardized products” by mass production in the 

industrial age. 
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2.2.2 Big data 

Computer technologies are used in every aspect of our social lives, leading to the 

expansion of information explosion that could trigger social transformation. The world is 

flooded with much more information than before, moreover, information is arriving at an 

alarming velocity. Change of information gross also contributes to the transformation of 

information morphology. Disciplines that were first faced with information explosion such as 

astronomy and genetics created the concept of “Big Data”, which are now applied to most 

every field of human endeavor. 

The concept of “big data” first came from Nature Magazine’s special issue Big Data on 

September 4, 2008, and it was popularized by Viktor Mayers-Schonberger’s book, Big Data, 

A Revolution that will transform how we live, work and think. Big data is a collection of data 

beyond the ability of commonly used software tools to capture, manage, and process data 

within a tolerable elapsed time. IBM concludes the characteristics of big data with 5Vs: 

Volume, Velocity, Variety, Value and Veracity. 

Due to the constant development of information technologies, data size demonstrates an 

explosive growth around the world. Meanwhile, the complexity of data has also been 

massively increasing, data carrying characteristics of variety, low value density and real-time. 

The age of “Big Data” has come, bringing new opportunities for business. Data mining is 

widely used in business operations and remarkable achievements have been made in this area. 

Studies and application related to big data become the hotspot in the information technology 

field. 

 

Figure 2- 1The Long Tail Model 
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Big data is the source for bringing us new understandings about the world and creating 

new values. It is also the methodology of changing the existing markets, organizational 

structure and relations between government and the public. 

Schönberger suggests in his book Big Data that it is a revolution, which transforms how 

we will think. Big data involves the entirety rather than random samples; it focuses on 

hybridity and correlation not veracity or causality.(Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier, 2013) 

Viewing from the management perspective, how to use big data properly in business 

analysis and decision-making becomes the one of the research directions attracting most 

attention. Practices based on data to propel strategy, marketing, operation and management 

becomes hot topics in enterprises. According to the characteristics of big data, related studies 

can be categorized from three research perspectives and four research directions. 

Under the context of big data, (1) production and value creation tend to be 

society-oriented, which means that the public are more engaged in enterprises’ operation and 

manufacturing, for instance, the rise of “crowdsourcing” mode; (2) enterprises’ operation and 

their ecosystem becomes more networked and dynamic; (3) enterprises’ real-time and precise 

insight into customer needs and understanding towards market. 

On this basis, studies on big data tend to focus on four directions: behavior mechanism 

and capital structure under the backdrop of social networking, enterprise’s network ecosystem 

Figure 2- 2Big Data 
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and its collaborative coexistence mechanism, customer insight and marketing strategy under 

the context of big data, and business model innovation based on previous three directions.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Management theories related to big data carrying the distinctive characteristics of the 

Internet age can be representative of the future direction of management under the Internet 

context to a certain degree. 

 

Society-based 

value creation 

behavior mechanism and 

capital structure under 

the backdrop of social 
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customerinsight and 
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Real-time market insight Network-based business operation 

Figure 2- 3Characteristics of big data, research perspectives and directions 
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2.2.3 Two-sided market and platform strategy 

Two-sided market has existed for long. Its profit model developed with the growth of 

newspaper industry, but not until 2000, due to the advancement in Internet technologies, 

improvement of service techniques and segmented division of labor, two-sided market then 

appears more and more often around the world. The concept of two-sided market is proposed 

in comparison with one-sided market, which refers to the conventional market comprised of 

suppliers and demanders. Two-sided market is an economic network having two distinct user 

groups that provide each other with network benefits, such as the profit model of Apple Inc.’s 

App Store and Google’s pattern of advertising profit.  

So far, the academic circles haven’t agreed on a unified concept of two-sided market. 

With respect to the research directions concerning this idea, generally there are two types of 

definitions: price structure and network externality. 

Two-sided markets are embodied with the following three characteristics: (1) having two 

(or more) distinct user groups; (2) one group would benefit from the demands of members 

from another group, network externality exists between the two groups; (3) user groups find it 

hard to internalize the network externality whilst platform enterprises are capable of 

internalization and thus make profits.(Rochet, Jean-Charles, & Tirole, Defining Two- Sided 

Markets, 2004) 

Many researches have been studied two-sided market in addition to the above two, for 

example, platform enterprises of Online-to-Offline mode (O2O) in the Chinese market. Due 

to space constraints, those researches will not be discussed in details in this research. 

Figure 2- 4Two-sided Market 
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2.2.4 Crowdsourcing 

Crowdsourcing is the term coined by Jeff Howe, reporter at Wired Magazine, in June 

2006, but the business practice it describes has a history of prior cases, for instance, offering a 

reward for crime solving or problem solving, and so forth. The advent of Internet has 

dramatically reduced the cost of mass communication, which is the direct cause for making it 

possible to implement crowdsourcing activities in the modern times. Web2.0 emerged in 2005 

and plentiful websites of user-generated content (UGC) have been booming for the recent 

decade, all of which are vivid examples of crowdsourcing.(Howe, 2009) 

In UGC websites such as Wiki, YouTube, the core value of an enterprise/organization 

almost entirely comes from users’ value creation with no direct cost generated. The crucial 

prerequisite for this mode is that nowadays people start considering creation as a kind of 

entertainment and they enjoy the self-value realization during this process. More and more 

traditional enterprises outside the field of Internet are copying this low-cost model of value 

creation and are achieving success. 

Crowdsourcing also leads to the change of production organizations, that is, communities 

will take the place of enterprises. It is mainly due to: (1) the rise of a stratum of amateurs; (2) 

the application of open-source software; (3) the popularity of Internet and other inexpensive 

tools have endowed consumers with power that once only belonged to well-capitalized 

enterprises; (4) individuals are organized in an efficient way by social networking as 

production units of economic efficiency. The growth of communities has empowered the first 

three irreplaceable impacts. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2- 5Crowdsourcing & others 
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2.2.5 Business ecosystem 

The concept of “business ecosystem” first appeared in Moore’s, a famous American 

economist, 1993 Harvard Business Review articles. Business ecosystem is defined as an 

economic community supported by a foundation of interacting organizations and individuals 

(the organisms of the business world), a group focusing on producing goods and services 

which is comprised of value by suppliers, producers, distributors, market intermediaries, 

investors, government agencies and consumers. The group members play different parts in the 

business ecosystem and each does their own duties, forming an ecosystem of interdependence 

and commensalism. 

Consumer demand propels economic growth, accelerating the formation of business 

ecosystem and the development of super division of labor and integration, which results in 

incapability of a single enterprise to provide customers full set of goods independently. Hence, 

in order to meet customer need, they must closely align themselves with the related 

enterprises. In other words, consumer demand promotes the alliance among enterprises, 

eventually leading to cooperation of higher level, i.e., business ecosystem. 

2.2.6 Co-creation of Value 

This theory has two important embranchments. One is proffered by Prahalad and 

Ramaswamy in view of user experience and argues that co-creation of value is the process of 

firms to create user experience by collaborating with customers. Value lies in the consumers’ 

personalized experience, accordingly, they also built a “DART” model, suggesting simulating 

enterprises to co-create value with customers through dialogue, access, risk assessment and 

transparency, as to ensure the efficiency of co-creation of value. (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, Co 

- creation experiences: The next practice in value creation, 2004) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 2- 6 Building Blocks of Interactions for Co-creation of Value 
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The other embranchment is based on service-dominant logic put forward by Vargo and 

Lusch, who argue that service is the prime cornerstone for all the business exchanges, and that 

the customer is co-creator of value and owner of manipulated resources. Customers put their 

knowledge, techniques and experience into the process of co-creating, which is the crucial 

premise of value co-creation. The Chinese scholar Guo Chaoyang suggests offering 

consumers with perfect user experience through “goods + services”, and that the transition 

from traditional approach of value creation to user-experience-centered approach of value 

co-creation optimize the effective allocation and integral application of internal or external 

resources of a company. Another two Chinese scholars Wu Wenzhen and Chen Qijie built a 

process model of value co-creation based on producer logic and consumer logic. 

 

Figure 2- 7Firm-Consumer Interaction Model 

2.2.7 Collaborative consumption 

Collaborative consumption was named by Time magazine one of the “10 ideas that will 

change the world” in 2011 and received 2015 Thinkers50 “Breakthrough idea Award”.  

In a “collaborative consumption” mode, people share access to goods and services with 

each other, involving no sellers or firms, just as social media has employed P2P-based 

content-sharing, supporting the technologies of collaborative economy and peer entities as to 

fast implement peer-to-peer-based share of goods, services, transportation, accommodation 

and money. 

Rachel Botsman and Roo Rogers organized the thousands of examples of collaborative 

consumption into three types of systems. First is the redistribution market, similar to Swaptree, 

wherein used or preowned goods are moved from somewhere they are not needed to 
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somewhere they are. Over time, “redistribute” may become the fifth R—joining “reduce, 

reuse, recycle, and repair”--have extended product lifecycle and hence reduced waste. 

The second type is collaborative lifestyles, referring to share and exchange of assets such 

as money, skills and time. Examples of collaborative lifestyle are working spaces sharing, 

timeshare, time bank and carpooling travel. 

The last type is product service system (PSS) that enable companies to offer goods as a 

service rather than sell them as products. PSS appeals to the increasing number of people 

shifting to the usage mind-set, so that they could gain the benefits of a product, but they don’t 

need to own the product outright. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the heart of this trend is the idea that “technologies like the Internet and smartphones 

can help consumers monetize assets that they own — their home or car, for example — in 

ways that were previously difficult or downright impossible”. (Botsman & Rogers, 2010) 

“There are two forces converging,” says Wharton marketing professor David R Bell. 

“First is the notion that it might be better to have access to something than to own it outright. 

And the second is the realization that people have slack resources. So that car you own may 

sit idle for 22 hours a day. The grease that makes the whole thing work is social media and 

technology.”A host of startups has popped up to tap into this movement, such as Getaround, 

which have created marketplaces to allow consumers to rent their cars by the hour. 

Liquidspace allows workers on the go to rent out workspace or a conference room for a day. 

Figure 2- 8Three types of collaborative consumption 
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2.3 Innovation and Management Innovation 

“Innovation is the specific tool of 

entrepreneurs, the means by which they exploit 

change as an opportunity for a different business or 

a different service…Entrepreneurs need to search 

purposefully for the sources of innovation, the 

changes and their symptoms that indicate 

opportunities for success innovation. and they need 

to know and to apply the principles of successful 

innovation. 

--Drucker, Innovation and Entrepreneurship 

As the times goes on, enterprises are faced with challenges in business and management 

coming out thick and fast. The only solution to make breakthroughs is self-innovations, which 

take many forms including product innovation, business model innovation, process innovation 

and fundamentally management innovation.  

2.3.1 Definition of innovation 

Innovation has been a hot topic in nowadays society. Whether a company is built to last 

largely depends on its ability to make innovations. Report of Eighteenth National Congress of 

the Communist Party of China clearly states that innovation drives development strategies, of 

which the key task is to place technological innovation at the heart of national development 

and to make China an innovative nation. Since innovation is of so much significance, what is 

innovation then? 

Joseph Alois Schumpeter, an Austrian-born American economist, first proposed the 

innovation theory. He argues in The Theory of Economics Development in 1912 that 

“innovation” is to “build a new-type production function”, that is, new combinations of factor 

endowments and production conditions, which includes five different forms: 

Introduction of a new commodity or improvement of commodity’s quality 

Employment of new method of production 

Opening of a new market 

Discovery of a new source of raw material or half-finished goods 

Change in the form of organization 

Schumpeter’s innovation theory is featured with the following six characteristics: 

(1) Innovations take place within the process of production. Schumpeter proclaims 

that innovations must be promoted within the system, not imposed by external forces. 
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For example, if firms ignored making innovations, even with more investment by the 

government, the efficiency would remain low. 

(2) Innovation is a kind of “revolutionary” change. Schumpeter once made such a 

vivid metaphor that no matter how many post roads, wagons or mail cars you 

incessantly put together, there is no way you would build a railroad. “Revolutionary” 

changes involve issues in the technology, economy and management development, so 

carry the features of discontinuity and paroxysm. 

(3) Innovation also means destruction. In competitive business activities, new 

combinations of factor endowments and production conditions eliminate old 

combinations. Through competitions, new tools will take the place of old tools, new 

methods of old methods, new products of old products, and new market of old 

market.  

(4) Innovation must create new values. Firms apply to manufacturing and social 

practices new tools, new methods and new ways, in pursuit of new economic benefit 

and social values, which exactly shows innovation’s function of creating new values. 

(5) Innovation is required by the nature of economic growth. According to 

Schumpeter, economic “growth” and “development” are two different terms. 

“Development” here refers to “spontaneous and discontinuous change in the channels 

of the circular flow, disturbance of equilibrium, which forever alters and displaces 

the equilibrium state previously existing.” In other words, development is the 

discontinuity in the circular flow of economy, that is, innovation. 

(6) “Entrepreneurs” are the agents of innovation. Schumpeter defines the subject of 

“new combination” as “enterprise” and people in pursuit of the “new combinations” 

are the “entrepreneurs”. They focus not only on operation and management, but on 

discovery and execution of this kind of “new combination”. The uniqueness of 

innovation is highlighted in this definition of entrepreneur, suggesting the distinctive 

value of innovative activities—the achievement of “new combinations”.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Schumpeter’s innovation theory underlines the significance of innovation from 

economics perspective. He claims that innovation is a production process for achieving 

certain business goal, and a kind of approach in pursuit of economic benefits.(Joseph, 1990) 

According to Peter Drucker, because the purpose of business is to create a customer, the 

2. Innovation 

is a kind of 

“revolutionary” 

change 

Innovation  

1. Innovation takes 

place within the 

process of production 

6. “Entrepreneurs” 

are the agents of 

innovation. 5. Innovation is 

required by the nature 

of economic growth 

3. Innovation 

also means 

destruction 

4. Innovation 

must create 

new values 

Figure 2- 9 Innovation 
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business enterprise has two—and only two—basic functions: marketing and 

innovation.(Drucker P. F., The Effective Executive, 1966) 

The second function of enterprises is to make innovations—to meet customers’ different 

economic demands. Producing only products and services is far from enough, enterprises 

must offer more and better economical products and services; enterprises do not necessarily 

expand their organization size and strengthen their power, but they must continually strive to 

make transformation as to achieve progress. 

The definition of innovation proffered by Drucker resembles Schumpeter’s. 

Drucker suggests that innovation is “the task of giving human and material resources 

new and greater wealth-producing capacity”. He also considers “innovation a kind of practice” 

and elaborates that systematic innovation requires monitoring seven sources for innovative 

opportunity: the unexpected; the incongruity; innovation based on process need; changes in 

industry structure or market structure that catch everyone unawares; demographics 

(population changes); changes in perception, meaning and mood; new knowledge (both 

scientific and nonscientific).(Ducker, 1985) 

These seven sources for innovative opportunity have some overlap though, the first four 

generally lie within the enterprise and the last four involve changes outside the enterprise or 

industry. 

2.3.2 Disruptive innovation 

Harvard professor Clayton Christensen describes in his bestseller The Innovator’s 

Dilemma two types of technologies for business growth.(Clayton, 1997) 

The most common type is sustaining technologies that involve make marginal 

improvements in the existing business model as well as existing products or services. Because 

this technology appeals to the existing client base and promises short-term benefits for 

business, most companies choose to focus on this kind of value-added innovation. 

The less common type is “disruptive technologies” that deals with brand new methods to 

meet customer demand. On the other hand, they do not entirely fit into the existing business 

model and always come at the enterprise from unexpected directions. Traditional companies 

often shrink away from this kind of breakthrough because they believe it will pose threats to 

their profitable business chains that already have an established role in the market—or that it 

won’t satisfy the existing clients. 

Christensen warns that most traditional companies committed to offering their best 

clients with premium products will expose themselves to the impact of grass-root startups that 

knows how to adaptable and make disruptive innovations. 
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After further reflecting on his observation, Christensen realized that it was rarely the 

technology per se that was disruptive but the business model that startups put to use. 

Consequently, in his follow-up book, The Innovator’s Solution, he changed the term from 

“disruptive technology” to “disruptive innovation”. 

2.3.3 Open innovation 

Henry Chesbrough, professor of the Haas School of Business at the University of 

California, Berkeley improved on the notion of tapping into unusual and creative ideas 

outside an organization in his well-received works—Open Innovation, Open Business Models 

and Open Services Innovation. Enterprises have made this conception come true through 

several different approaches, one of which is to post s reward for who solves the particular 

challenge. Another approach is crowdsourcing, enabling enterprises to cast a wide net looking 

for creative ideas in a certain group—for instance, regular customers or even the public. 

The concept of open innovation is becoming more and more popular. As a result, the 

research lab of an enterprise has a gradually lowered significance. Studies show that quite a 

few innovative ideas contributed to the success of products and services are not from the lab.  

For a long period, Eric von Hippel, MIT Professor and the author of Democratizing 

Innovation, has been advocating the user-centered innovation. He says this kind of innovation 

exists everywhere, and innovations not inspired by users fails to grasp the key point because 

firms still “discuss about the intellectual property markets, which is part of the old model”. 

Von Hippel argues that companies that have a close relationship with their main user 

groups design better products and usually new products enter market very faster. This 

suggestion seems to be contradictory to Clayton Christensen’s opinion (following best clients’ 

advice would result in useless appreciation of assets and the firm being vulnerable to 

disruptive impact by rivals), but actually these two viewpoints could supplement each other. 

Christensen’s disruptive innovation indicates that enterprises shouldn’t uncritically cater to 

the customer demand that brings highest profit in the existing client base without 

discrimination, and that they must discern otherwise what they do is just useless appreciation. 

Christensen also claims that enterprises should pay a close attention to those new customers 

who are unsatisfied with the current condition as they highly possible is the source of 

disruptive innovation, which makes him on the same page with von Hippel. 

  Moreover, Von Hippel says that user network comprised of demanding customers 

could help firms to fast survive the fittest and eliminate the inferior, thereby accelerating 

product upgrading. New trend led by social network such as Facebook makes a big difference. 

Studies show that people usually discuss how they use some product on these websites, 
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reflecting a certain social structure and consumption preference, which is useful for 

companies to know more about their customers and to do research on how to promote 

marketing efficiency.   

Internet thinker Clay Shirky says that the crucial reason why people have time to carry 

out these social endeavors lies in what he called “cognitive surplus”. (Shirky, Cognitive 

Surplus: Creativity and Generosity in a connected Age, 2012)He argues that after social 

transformation into the post-industrial age, most people had much spare time to do thinking, 

but all this time, common people didn’t take advantage of the time and ability. According to 

Shirky’s opinion, this is because television had kept the public in a negative and 

self-anesthetizing state. Over the past decades, tremendous theoretical cognitive surplus 

capacity was wasted. Nowadays, however, with the advent of new social media tools as well 

as the upgrading of network and wireless technologies, people are enabled to jointly develop 

products, to analyze other cities’ public health data and to provide petty loans to microfinance 

institutions from Micronesia and other places. Don Tapscott and Anthony D. Williams in their 

influential work Wikinomics and the follow-up Macrowikinomics published recently proclaim 

that using social network to do mass collaboration will be the brand-new social production 

mode. 

2.3.4 Management innovation 

Ray Stata, a pioneer in management innovation theory, discerns management innovation 

from product innovation, process innovation and other concepts and takes the lead in 

suggesting management innovation problems within the ventures. He doesn’t offer an explicit 

dentition of management innovation however. Pierre-Jean Benghozi distinguishes 

management innovation from market innovation and technology innovation. Gary Hamel 

discusses in The Future of Management about operation innovation, product innovation, 

business model innovation and management innovation, and further argues that modern 

management theories are faced with a good deal of challenges in the Internet age, to enter the 

phase of management 2.0 entailing management innovation. (Benghozi, 1990)(Stata, 

1989)(Hamel, The why, what and how of management innovation, 2006) 

Table 2- 2List of foreign scholar’s viewpoints 

Serial 

number 
Scholars  Date  Viewpoints  

1 Schumpeter 1912 Innovation is introduction of a new commodity, 

employment of new method, opening of a new 

market, discovery of a new source and change in 

the form of organization 
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2 Ray Stata 1989 First person put forward the difference between 

management innovation and product and process 

innovation, and the bottleneck of venture growth 

is management innovation 

3 Pierre JBenghozi 1990 Distinguishing management innovation from 

market and technology innovation 

4 J. Birkingshaw 2006 The invention and implementation of a new 

management practice, process, structure, or 

technique that is intended to further 

organizational goals 

5 G. Hamel 2006 A marked departure from traditional management 

principles, processes, and practices or a departure 

from customary organizational forms that 

significantly alters the way the work of 

management is performed 

6 M.Mol 2006 The process of introducing new management 

practice as to improve performance 

7 Lynch 2007 Implementation of management 

innovation—employees listen, organization 

learns, organization makes innovations, and so 

forth 

8 Damanpour 2006 Goal-oriented activity to promote organizational 

transformation, to adjust organizational behavior 

and to improve performance 

Review of Chinese scholars’ viewpoints:  

Table 2- 3 List of Chinese scholar’s viewpoints 

Serial 

number 
Scholars  Date  Viewpoints  

1 Rui 

Mingjie 

1994 Exceeding the Top Intelligence (《超越一流的智慧》), 

new-type high effective resource integration to achieve 

firm’s new goal 

2 Li Yan 2007 Organizational learning in management innovation  

3 Chang 

Xiuze 

1994 Innovation of Modern Enterprises (《现代企业创新

论》), making innovation by introduction, to reduce 

transaction cost for the goal of management innovation 

4 Su Jingqin 2009 The process of management innovation is exploratory 

case study 

5 Lu 2009 Basic elements of management innovation 
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Yuanyuan 

To conclude the above viewpoints, there are basically two kinds of definitions of 

management innovation among scholars: 

1) The invention and implementation of a new management practice, process, structure, 

or technique that is intended to further organizational goals (J. Birkinshaw). 

2)A marked departure from traditional management principles, processes, and practices 

or a departure from customary organizational forms that significantly alters the way the work 

of management is performed (Gary Hamel). 

This research employs the definition of management innovation by Julian Birkinshaw 

and Michael Mol’s in 2008 Acadamy of Management Review, that is: 

“We define management innovation as the invention and implementation of a 

man-agement practice, process, structure, or technique that is new to the state of the art and is 

intended to further organizational goals.” (Birkinshaw, Hamel, & Mol, 2008) 

In the article titled with “Management Innovation”, Birkinshaw and Mol elaborated four 

research perspectives of management innovation: the institutional perspective (influence 

factor), the fashion perspective, the cultural perspective and the rational perspective. 

Moreover, they discussed about the process of management innovation, unveiled the 

generative mechanisms through which it occurs and made a summary of rules that are 

common to different management innovation process. Based on their collection and 

investigation of a variety of representative management innovation practice in the world over 

the last century, such as M-form organizations, total quality management, balanced score card, 

modern integrated production line, just to name a few, those two scholar developed a model of 

four interlinked phases of the innovation process: horizontal and vertical dimensions. The 

horizontal dimension consists of four phases, that is, motivation, invention, implementation, 

theorization and labeling; the vertical dimension shows the actions carried out by internal and 

external change agents in each phase. 
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2.4 Internet Thinking 

2.4.1 Thinking and thinking mode 

Thinking is derived from a Latin word, tongere, researches related to this term 

concerning several disciplines, such as philosophy, logic, culturology and law. Thinking is 

human brain’s conclusion and response to the external objective world, indicating the general 

pattern of the essence of matter or the correlations between matters. To be more specific, what 

thinking reflects is the essence, property of things and the inherent, necessary correlations 

between things, that is, rational understanding of things. Thinking is born of human cognition; 

it is a senior form of cognition. Based on feeling and perception in human cognition, external 

information is processed, and then certain conception or image is generated, on this basis 

reasoning is made to show the internal correlation or law between different things. Moreover, 

thinking process is under the influence and constraint of human psychological activities, the 

interplay between the two forming the stable mental structure. There is no generally accepted 

agreement as to the definition of thinking. Thinking is the process through which human 

beings come to know the world whilst scholars’ research thinking is more about 

understanding human’s cognitive ability, rule and methods. (余汉铭, 2010)(曹日昌, 1987) 

According to Aristotle, there are two types of thinking mode, “contemplation” and 

“deliberation”. The former is the way to look at a question, the understanding of things, which 

Figure 2- 10Management innovation process framework 
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reflects the theoretical reason of human beings; and the latter is about how to make a correct 

decision, i.e. the way of doing things, indicating human’s practical reason. The interplay of 

these two types of thinking modes formulates human thinking.  

Thinking, as a kind of cognition, is generated by means of some way, i.e., thinking mode. 

Thinking mode is the form of thinking activities based on one’s knowledge structure, cultural 

background, thinking habits and means in certain circumstances, manifesting the concrete 

structure of reasoning activates, determining the way people perceive problems as well as 

human social practice and cultural activities. Human development across different 

geographical areas has a close relation with their thinking mode, for instance, Eastern and 

Western modes of thinking shows distinct differences from each other. Human society has a 

great impact on the integration, development and transformation of thinking mode, as Engels 

suggests, “Every age has its distinctive theoretical thinking, which is the product of historical 

conditions. Theoretical thinking in different times has different forms and content.”The 

development of human thinking always follows the advancement of social technologies. (恩

格斯&马克思, 1995) 

2.4.2 Internet Thinking 

Internet thinking is the thinking mode of taking a fresh look at market, user, goods, 

enterprises’ value chain and even the entire business ecosystem under the backdrop of 

advanced science and technologies including mobile Internet, big data and cloud computing 

(Baidu-pedia).  

Robin Li, co-founder of Baidu, Inc., is the first to propose the term of Internet Thinking. 

At 2011 Baidu Partner Summit, he said in a speech, “In China, traditional industries have 

limited knowledge, acceptance and usage of Internet. There is one phenomenon that is 

common in each traditional sectors, that is, they do not have the ‘Internet Thinking’. ” This is 

the first time well documented in official records that Chinese entrepreneur put forward the 

concept of “Internet Thinking” in a formal occasion. 

On this basis, “Internet Thinking” has not been confined at the outset to Internet 

companies or Internet–related businesses, whereas it refers to a thinking paradigm of 

universal meaning. Over the past few years, this concept has been accepted by more and more 

entrepreneurs, and even by people outside enterprises who come from all walks of life. 

Meanwhile, the meaning of “Internet Thinking” has evolved with several different 

interpretations, typical ones listed below: 
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Table 2- 4Compilation of perspectives on “Internet Thinking” 

presenter Enterprise  content Data source 

1. Lei Jun Xiaomi  
Four phrases: focus, ultimate, 

word of mouth and fast 

Lei Jun’s public 

speech 

2. Ma 

Huateng 
Tencent  

Ma’s seven principle: connecting 

everything, Internet + traditional 

industry = innovation, open-type 

collaboration, consumer 

participation in decision-making, 

data becoming resource, courage 

to go with the trend of the times 

and risks of connecting everything 

Ma’s speech on 

seven introspective 

principles of future 

Internet at the “WE 

2013”, the plenary 

session on Tencent’s 

15th anniversary  

3. Zhao 

Dawei 

Hejun 

Consulting 

Group 

Nine types of thinking: 

User thinking, simplicity thinking, 

ultimate thinking, iteration 

thinking, web traffic thinking, big 

data thinking, platform thinking 

and industry-crossing thinking 

Zhao, Dawei. 

Internet Thinking—Zen 

of sword (《互联网思维

——独孤九剑》). 

Beijing: China Machine 

Press. April, 2014.  

4. Zhang 

Ruimin 

Haier 

Group 

Zero distance to users, 

decentralization, 

resource-distributed  

Zhang Ruimin’s 

pubic speech at National 

Development and 

Reform Commission in 

November 2015 

5. Liu 

Chuanzhi 

Lenovo 

Group 

Four effects: 

The long tail effect, free strategy 

effect, iteration effect and social 

interaction effect 

Internet thinking, being open-type 

and interactive, will change the 

entire industrial chain of 

manufacturing. Companies need 

to follow this trend and be 

adaptive. 

CEO speech at 

Lenovo Group 

The four phrases presented by Xiaomi’s chairman Lei Jun is the most quoted one among 

these ideas. Lei Jun claims, “Do things with the Internet Thinking shows a kind of 

methodology, not just a tool-based approach. Internet Thinking is the integrated methodology 

involving product R&D, word of mouth and services.” 

“Focus, ultimate, word of mouth and fast” is considered as the essence of Internet 

Thinking, and also one of the secrets of Xiaomi’s rapid business growth. First, foucs—less is 

more; simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. Only by focusing can ventures produce good 

commodities, or better, best, ultimate. What is ultimate? To the limits of your abilities, and 

beyond the height others can reach. When commodities exceed users’ expectation, them 

establish word of mouth. Last, there is only one word for holding the head—fast, to be 

specific, fast iteration. “In the world of kung fu, speed defines the winner” (Launch of Mi 3 in 

2003). 
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The American scholar Nicholas Negroponte puts forward in his work Being Digital that 

in the information era, the existence mode has the four characteristics of decentralization, 

globalization, pursuit of harmony and empowerment. Currently, as China is transforming into 

an information society under the context of knowledge economy, Internet’s cultural property 

and spirit make a big difference to every aspect of Chinese society. On one hand, as the times 

goes on, traditional thoughts and perspectives have their limitations, and can no longer apply 

to today’s world. On the other hand, due to a variety of Internet technologies springing up, 

ideas of sharing, collaboration, democracy, split benefits, equity and freedom have been 

enriched and enhanced, becoming the Internet spirit, a kind of business thinking, gradually 

leading to the formulation of Internet Thinking. This thinking mode provides entrepreneurs 

with a new perspective on business environment, promotes entrepreneurs to implement 

management innovation, thus for seeking breakthroughs. 

Consequently, the so-called “Internet Thinking” should be interpreted merely as “Internet 

instrumentalism”, Internet technologies such as e-commerce, social networks being means 

rather than ultimate goals. From the perspective of methodology, Internet Thinking is addition, 

not subtraction. In this regard, for most enterprises, addition does not mean to develop one 

more website, an app, an online shop on Tmall, or a social operation team. On the contrary, it 

is precisely a minus, “Internet-”, eliminating all the obstacles between enterprises and 

end-users, intermediate links that leads to price raising, redundant hierarchies within the 

enterprises, internal transaction of low efficiency that could be externalized, appetency and 

impulsions beyond organization’s core competence and finally eliminating the unrealistic idea 

of everlasting. Returning back to the beginner’s mind and going forward with no burdens is 

probably what Internet Thinking talks about (Shen Yin, founder and plotter of the famous 

owned media “Luo’s Logic Thinking”). 

Figure 2- 11Xiaomi’s four-phrase idea 
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2.4.3 Management innovation and Internet Thinking 

Gary Hamel says, “Innovation comes in many flavors: operational innovation, product 

innovation, strategy innovation, and, of course, management innovation. Each genre makes its 

own contribution to success, but if we were to array these various forms of innovation in a 

hierarchy, where higher tiers denote higher levels of value creation and competitive 

defensibility, management innovation would come out on top.”(Hamel, The Future of 

Management, 2007) This is because the other three genres have their limitations. 
 

 

 

Operational innovation. Innovations in operation often depend heavily on the quality of a 

company’s information system and workflow. Besides, many companies today outsource a 

wide range of business activities to third parties, so most information systems tend to be of 

homogenization and process standardization (through consultant firms), especially when all 

the outsourcing works are commissioned to the same outsourcing company, operation 

innovation brings only more and more invisible competitiveness and distinction. 

Product innovation. A product that wins customers’ favor will lead to manifold orders, 

however due to the end of enforceable patent protection and new technological 

transformations unceasingly popping out, those breakthrough products hardly could grant 

enterprises long-lasting strategic leadership. 

Strategy innovation. Business model innovation is included in strategic innovation, 

therefore a killer business model or a strategic transformation often leads to breakthrough in 

business growth. However, on average, this distinctive business model or competitive strategy 

management 
innovation

strategy 
innovation

product innovation

operational innovation

Figure 2- 12Management innovation 
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is more easily decoded, duplicated or even counteracted. 

Management innovation. Gary Hamel claims that when companies are faced with big, 

chunky problems, management innovation possesses a unique capacity to create 

difficult-to-duplicate advantages. He defines management innovation in The Future of 

Management that “a marked departure from traditional management principles, processes, and 

practices or a departure from customary organizational forms that significantly alters the way 

the work of management is performed. Put simply, management innovation changes how 

managers do what they do.” The author interprets that in this case it is more about the design 

of organizational management and decision-making mechanism as well as enterprise culture 

construction. Meanwhile, Hamel claims that the Internet is the most adaptable, innovative, 

and engaging thing that human beings have ever created. He made a further suggestion that 

the Web is the new technology of management (p.240). 

Accordingly, based on Hamel’s innovation hierarchy, the author examines the four tiers 

of innovation from the perspective of Internet Thinking. 

At the bottom of hierarchy is operational innovation, equivalent to the instrumentalism in 

Internet Thinking, which changes a company’s mode of doing business and marketing through 

internet means, such as building word of mouth on social networks and e-commerce. 

The second tier is product innovation, which focuses on the user-centered idea. To know 

user need, meet user need and aggregating user need by taking advantage of information 

transmission traits in the Internet age, thereby to grasp product’s “tender spot”, achieve 

“ultimate” and fast iteration in the Internet Thinking.  

The third tier is strategy innovation. Internet altered economic pattern, consumption 

habits and modes as well as industrial system. An innovative strategy or business model is 

employed, posing disruptive impacts on industries meanwhile, the application of ideas such as 

ecological platform, sharing, subsidy and free strategy becomes an enterprise’s competitive 

edge. 

At the bottom of hierarchy is management innovation, which injects the spirit of 

transformation and innovation deeply into management system. As a result, rivals find it hard 

to duplicate and the enterprise could form new core competitiveness, driving the entire 

organization’s continuing development and transformation. The reason why management 

innovation is of so much importance is that it has three layers of innovation, i.e., process 

innovation, product innovation and strategy innovation. Outmoded management system, 

thinking mode and values form strong constraint holding up these innovations proceeding 

down the organization. Enterprises only through management innovation can really protect 

their self-innovation ability. 
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In a nutshell, “Internet Thinking” can be interpreted as a mythology of management 

innovation through which enterprises make reconstruction and transformation. 

2.5 Paradigm Shift – From Product-centered to User-centered 

“Some understand its power to upend old 

business models. But few have faced up to the 

fact that sooner or later, the Web is going to 

turn our smoke-stack management model on its 

head.” 

The Future of Management Innovation, 

Gary Hamel, p.242 

When our society transforms into an information society in the era of knowledge 

economy, and when our technologies progress rapidly bringing radical changes to our lifestyle, 

will our management mode changes as well? As management professor Drucker says in 

Management Challenges for the 21st Century, “We live in a period of profound transition – 

and the changes are unprecedented and radical. Today’s management theories are still rooted 

in the assumptions of the 20th century while few people would be aware that they are no 

longer the ‘truth’. In fact, they have all been outmoded.”Then, what challenges management 

is in face with in the Internet age? 

2.5.1 Examination on the challenges of scientific management 

Reviewing the history of modern management, a series of management philosophy and 

regulations proposed by management masters such as Taylor, Henry Fayol and Max Weber 

constituted the theoretical basis of early modern management. As the times went on, overall 

environment altered and accordingly these philosophies began to show their limitations. Here 

presents some conceivable examples. Standard Management results in accurate control while 

it also means anything that does not meet the standards is against orthodoxy. Management by 

objectives ensures the consistency between individuals and organizational objectives and 

meanwhile rules out the possibilities of innovation outside the objectives. Hierarchical system 

guarantees top-down control and probably blocks communication among each sector in 

horizontal direction. Whether predictable strategy making would decrease entrepreneurs’ 

sensitiveness to the discontinued, unexpected and dynamic environment; in the externality 

theories of which X theory is a major part, we could hardly see the possibility of responsibility, 

honor and enthusiasm stimulated as individual powers.  
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Gary Hamel suggests in The Future of Management that while the practice of 

management evolves slow, the environment that faces 21st-century businesses is more volatile 

than ever. This new century may still be young, but it has already spawned a sizable brood of 

daunting management challenges that are markedly different from the ones that taxed our 

forebears. These challenges are summarized in the follow table.(Hamel, The Future of 

Management, 2007) 

Table 2- 5New challenges posed to modern management 

reduced 

barriers to 

entry across 

industries, 

transient 

competitive 

edge 

Deregulation, along with the de-scaling effects of new technology, is 

remarkably reducing the barriers to entry across a wide range of industries, 

from publishing to telecommunications to banking to airlines. As a result, 

industrial leaders’ competitive edge diminishes faster than the past.  

Challenges 

posed by “free 

of charge” 

The digitization of any articles threatens companies that make their 

living out of creating and selling intellectual property. Drug companies, 

film studios, publishers, and fashion designers are al struggling to adapt to 

a world where information and ideas “want to be free.” 

Customers get 

hold of 

information 

and initiative  

With the advent of Internet, market initiative is rapidly shifted from 

producers to consumers. In the past, companies profited from customer 

ignorance due to limited ability and high cost of information collection. 

Today, in the Internet age with information transparency, there is less and 

less room for mediocre products and services.  

Shrinking 

product/service 

lifecycles 

Thanks to plentiful capital, the upsurge of outsourcing, and the global 

reach of the Web, it’s possible to ramp up a new business faster than ever 

before. Today, the parabola of success is often a short, sharp spike. 

Globalizing 

leading to “flat 

cost” 

Plummeting communication costs and globalization are opening up 

industries to a horde of new, ultra-low-cost competitors. As companies 

from India and China expand their share of global manufacturing, 

companies everywhere else will struggle to maintain their margins. 

The representative domestic pathfinder in this area is Zhang Ruimin. At the annual 

meeting of the Academy of Management (AOM), he made a speech suggesting, “The 

American professor of business history Chandler attributed the motive power of modern 

industrial capitalism to scale and scope. Chinese enterprises are now pursuing economies of 

scale as well as economies of scope. They are eager to be bigger and stronger. The so-called 

economy of scale is about enlargement, becoming the largest within the industry; and 

economy of scope is tapping into more than one sectors, growing into the strongest. However, 

the motive power in the Internet age is not scale and scope, but platform. Take e-commerce 

that grows rapidly in China at present for example, last year, the revenue of China’s largest 

e-commerce Taobao reached CNY one trillion. How many years it takes a physical store to 

gain a revenue of CNY one trillion? Taobao had such an achievement only in the span of a 

very short time, thanks to platform. There is a definition of platform I thought is pretty 
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appropriate: platform is an ecosystem fast aggregating a wide range of resources. Only in the 

Internet age can resources be aggregated in the fastest speed.” 

To make a further extension of the above viewpoint, the author tends to take a new and 

comprehensive look at challenges posed to the existing practices of management innovation 

in the new social environment (especially the Internet age). The management literature Giant 

Steps in Management: Creating Innovations That Changes the Way We Work offers an 

all-sided classification. In the book，(Mol & Brikinshaw, Giant Steps in Management: 

Creating Innovations That Change the Way We Work, 2008)Michael J. Mol and Julian 

Birkinshaw examine the major management innovations of the last 150 years by “Area of 

activity” of 7. They documented each one in details based on literally hundreds of sources, 

managerial publications such as HBR, Journal of operations management, and books of 

business executives (such as Alfred Sloan’s “My years with GM”). These areas of activity are 

not watertight compartment, and many of them extend across multiple areas. 

The author made a prudent review of Micharl Mol and Julian Birkingshaw’s research 

findings and by reflection, the author summarized challenges posed to management 

innovations by “Area of activity” of seven. 

Table 2- 6Challenges posed to management innovations by “Area of activity” of 7 

Area of activity Management innovations  Remarks 

1.Process - Scientific management 

- Moving assembly line 

- Lean manufacturing 

- Cellular manufacturing 

- Mass customization 

- BPR 

- Supply Chain management 

- 6 Sigma / TQM 

With the advent of information 

society, the standardized 

large-scale manufacturing with 

production lines is increasingly 

hard to meet consumer’s 

personalized demand. 

2.Money - Cost accounting 

- Return on investment 

- Discounted cash flow 

- Beyond budgeting 

- Activity-based costing 

- Balance scorecard 

- Economic value-added 

Although financial indexes are 

significant parts of an 

enterprise’s performance 

assessment, entrepreneurs are 

increasingly aware of (1) the 

limitations of the way to 

forecast the future on the basis 

of the past; (2) strategic 

significance of non-financial 

indexes such as customer 

satisfaction, product innovation 

capability, culture, and so forth 

3.People - Corporate Welfarism 

-Professional managers 

- Business Education 

- Performance-related Pay 

- Assessment center 

A variety of management 

transformations within the 

hierarchic system are constantly 

occurring, improving 

organizational efficiency. But 
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- T-Groups 

- Quality of work life 

- Mentoring & executive coaching 

- 360-degree feedback 

challenges of “knowledge 

workers consisting the main 

labor force” and “horizontal 

coordination among 

organization needed” remain 

unsolved under this framework. 

4.Internal structure 

 

-The divisional structure 

-Strategic Business Units 

- Matrix Org 

- Work-out groups 

- Communities of Practice 

When in the face of 

multi-task-driven business, 

functional department has to be 

grouped into project teams 

(T/F) and coordination work 

becomes heavier. 

Decision-making efficiency of 

matrix structure are often not 

able to meet the requirement of 

timeliness in the Internet age. 

5.Customer and 

partner interfaces 

 

- Franchising 

- Direct marketing 

- Market segmentation 

- Brand management 

- CRM 

- Vertical integration 

- Outsourcing 

- Consortia and alliances 

Due to the reduced transaction 

costs, “zero distance” and 

disintermediation brought about 

by Internet, enterprises’ 

boundary has radically altered. 

Meanwhile, many more 

new-type structure of deal such 

as crowdsourcing, 

crowdfunding and wiki 

development shows higher 

efficiency in some areas. 

6. Innovation and 

strategy  

-Industrial research labs 

- Skunk works 

- Corporate venturing 

- Open Innovation 

- MBO 

- Strategic Planning 

- Benchmarking 

With the popularization of the 

open innovation concept, the 

research lab of an enterprise has 

a gradually lowered 

significance. Studies show that 

quite a few innovative ideas 

contributed to the success of 

products and services are not 

from the lab. 

7.Information 

efficiency 

 

- Ops research 

- Yield Management 

- MRP I and MRP II 

- ERP 

The popularization of could 

computing pushes enterprises to 

rethink IT efficiency within the 

organization.  

IT Doesn’t Matter, Nicholas 

Carr. 2007 

According to the above table, management principles on the basis of industrial scale are 

faced with new problems under the new context and era of new technologies booming. Some 

of the principles become the outmoded constraint forces to enterprises’ innovation, 

transformation and business growth, casting a shadow over the organization’s vitality. 

The author argues that due to the increasing dissatisfaction to the current situation of 

management, reflections are triggered and conceptual breakthroughs are achieved through 

enlightenment and guidance of external forces and eventually management innovations are 

formulated. When China is entering into the information society, external transformation, 
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changes of production factors, challenges posed to modern management theories are forcing 

the implementation of conceptual breakthroughs and paradigm shift.  

In the end of the book, they tried to answer the question: “How does management 

innovation happen?” They conclude to see management innovation as occurring in 5 steps: 

Explicit dissatisfaction with the status quo; Inspiration from the outside; A conceptual 

breakthrough; Internal selling and validation; External selling and validation. 

2.5.2 Enterprise-centered thinking paradigm and its constraints 

We live in a period of profound transition—and the changes are unprecedented and 

radical. Today’s management theories are still rooted in the assumptions of the 20th 

century while few people would be aware that they are no longer the “truth”. In fact, they 

have all been outmoded. Using false assumptions for strategy making will inevitably leads 

the organization onto a wrong course. 

--Management Challenges for the 21stCentury(Peter Drucker) 

The economic paradigm in the era of industrial economy was Business to Customer 

(B2C), that is, an enterprise-centered mode wherein the supply of business resources created 

and stimulated demands. Technologies related to energy &power were commonly used for 

driving mass production and large-scale deployment of business resources. The typical trait of 

this paradigm was standardized mass production, mass marketing, mass consumption big 

distribution, and big finance. The paradigm of B2C not only focuses on manufacturing, but is 

also embodied in business, agriculture, culture and every aspect of social lives. Therefore, the 

author defines it as an “enterprise-centered” business-thinking paradigm, in other 

words,deliberating on the overall business environment, market discipline, organizational 

structure and competitive strategy in the light of enterprises. 

Peter Drucker states, “Because the purpose of business is to create a customer, the 

business enterprise has two—and only two—basic functions: marketing and innovation.” The 

author suggests that enterprises need to take into consideration the external element market 

and the internal element organization. Hence, the author elaborates some quandaries the 

“enterprise-centered” paradigm have been faced with since the industrial society from all 

together four perspectives, (1) market, (2) organization, (3) innovation, and (4) marketing.As 

can be seen in the following figure: 
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(1) In Market/Resource Aspect 

Supply chain management, enterprise diversification strategy, and vertical integration in 

modern management theory are comprised of part of marketing, but their economic 

foundations are division of labor and transaction cost. 

Adam Smith argues in The Wealth of Nation that only by adopting division of labor, 

would labor productivity increase in proportion. Ronald H. Coase proposes in The Nature of 

the Firm questions about transaction costs. As a result, the relation between division of labor 

and transaction cost forms. Enterprises have the reason to remain existing in the market 

because they could reduce related transaction costs. Ronald H. Coase says why builds up 

enterprises. It aims to minimize the transition costs; otherwise, there is no necessity to form 

an enterprise. This is the Coase theorem, arguing that enterprises have their boundaries. When 

internal overhead costs is bigger than external transaction costs, the enterprise should narrow 

its boundary; otherwise, the enterprise should extend its boundary.   

However, in the Internet age, when we anatomize the constitution of transaction costs, 

we find that with the advent of Internet, transaction costs are greatly reduced. 

According to Coase’s theory, transaction costs include investigation cost, information 

cost, deal cost, contract cost, supervision cost and execution cost. However, it can be seen that 

these costs are lowered in the Internet age, based on the following table. 

 

 

Figure 2- 13Enterprise-centered paradigm 
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Table 2- 7Internet leading to the reduced costs 

Cost item Reasons for reduction 

investigation 

cost 

Social media and users’ comment form the natural investigation conclusions 

information 

cost 

Search engine and a variety of catalogs provide complete information about goods 

and services, offer and even specifications, grade of service 

contract cost The growth of e-commerce makes contract and deal inexpensive and convenient  

supervision 

cost 

Improvement of trading systems such as Alipay 

execution cost Increasingly improved appeal, recourse and complaint system in e-commerce 

Due to the greatly reduced transaction costs, coloration with others within the market 

often achieves better results than enterprises running on their own, hence, there is no necessity 

of enterprises. Clay Shirky proposes in Here Comes Everybody “Coaseanfloor” (equivalent to 

Coasean Ceiling, of what size an enterprise is suitable to the market), meaning that because of 

reduced transaction costs and simplified group structure, many tasks could be done without 

the establishment of an enterprise or organization. (Shirky, Here Comes Everybody: The 

Power of Organizing With, 2012) 

(2) In Organizational Apect 

The part concerning organization in modern management theories focuses on 

employment relations, labor-capital relations, organization’s efficiency, incentive theory, and 

so forth. For instance, Max Webber’s hierarchic system, Douglas McGregor’s X Theory and Y 

Theory, Ford’s product line management that emphasizes on worker’s production process, 

KPI assessment and employee’s 360-degree feedback. With the advent of information society, 

these theories are all faced with difficult position. 

(2.1) organizational structure 

Decentralization and disintermediation are the remarkable characteristics of the Internet 

age. Every individual within the organization is one node of information. There is no center, 

hence leader’s functions are greatly weakened and the established hierarchic system are 

challenged. Hawthorne Studies show that 

 Employees are “social being” 

 “Informal organizations” existing within enterprises 

 New-type leadership is to improve employees’ satisfaction 

Enterprises face the transition from pyramid structure to inverted pyramid structure, the 

shift from bureaucratic system to Amoeba organization (Inamori Kazuo) as well as challenges 

from makers’ organizations. 

In The Connected Company, Dave Grey from Dachis Group suggests, “How can you 

divide the labor in your organization to optimize for innovation rather than efficiency? The 

answer is to supplement divisional thinking with anotherapproach: podular 
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organization.”(Dave & Wal, 2012) 

(2.2) Incentive mechanism 

Knowledge workers become the main force of labor in the Internet age. The management 

approach of Carrot and Stick has gradually failed while the establishment of learning 

organizations is taking its place. Meanwhile, assessment mechanism shifts from KPI to OKR 

(the spontaneous system of management by objectives Google uses for its employees). Zhang 

Ruimin proclaims that “employee 360-degree feedback” often turns out unsatisfactory, 

because employees tend to give good evaluations of each other. One good idea is “to engage 

users in assessment” (Zhang Ruimin, annual conference of AOM, 2013). 

(3) Marketing 

Chris Anderson claims in The Long Tail that with the advent of Internet, what consumers 

confront is no longer economy of scarcity, but economy of abundance. With the break out of 

consumer personalized demand, shift from mass production to large-scale customization or 

even private customization, the consumption age of individuation and diversification has 

come. The operational and management mode of traditional enterprises are confronted with 

challenges due to the shift from mass production to large-scale customization and reduced 

marginal benefits. 

Drucker proposed the biggest influence of Internet was zero distance long time ago. 

Thanks to information symmetry, customers could know more about products or even 

participate in the process of product R&D, hence comes the age of customer future and 

customer empowerment. The Future of Competition—Co-Creating Unique Value with 

Customers suggests that market is shifting from manufacturer-centered to customer-centered 

and the influence of customers voting becomes more remarkable. The era of customer 

sovereignty really comes. So, how to manage challenges these transformations 

confront?(Prahalad & Ramaswamy, Co-optingcustomercom- petence, 2000) 

In short, customers are empowered as they could claim personalized demands, acquire 

more information, get hold of the initiative through transparent rating system, and social 

networks.  

(4) Innovation  

In the “enterprise-centered” paradigm, enterprise’s innovation often focuses on one of 

the three strategies (only one) from Porter’s “GE competitive strategies”— “cost leading edge, 

differentiation, segment and focus” to enact their own competitive strategy. Moreover, most 

innovations are driven internally within an enterprises, for instance by the leadership of R&D 

institutions such as “innovative lab”. This kind of innovation is of high input, long span and 

high barriers. 
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However, in Big Bang Disruption, Larry Downes and Paul Nunes from Accenture 

Institute for High Performance claims that: 

(i) “Index tech” (annotation) in the information society allows new entrants of market to 

carry out competition simultaneously in the three strategic layer. They come to the market 

with smaller differentiation of product quality, reduced price and more specialized/customized 

products. 

(ii) Three main costs of innovation, R&D, organization and capital, all become more and 

more inexpensive. 

 Open-source innovation: enterprises no longer rely on internal forces to make 

innovation. They are increasingly aware of the significance of internetinformation 

service including crowdsourcing platform and social media to crowd source the 

innovation work. “Open-source” innovation becomes normal. Even customers’ 

knowledge, time, innovative capability and other forms of cognitive surplus are 

engaged in product design and R&D through Internet. 

 Innovative collaboration: organization’s tentative virtual research group is more 

relaxed than ever. With the aid of cloud collaboration service, business incubator 

service, even the smallest organization can easily form a virtual research group 

based on a certain project. 

 Cost of capital: the advent of new-type financing platforms such as crowdfunding 

had reduced costs, leading to innovative financing in a simple and fast way. 

2.5.3 User-centered thinking paradigm – core of Internet Thinking 

“What is the core of Internet Thinking? 

The essence lies in the Internet’s power of bringing people all together!” 

Zhou Hongyi 

Chairman of Qihoo 

“Internet has eliminated distance. This is the biggest influence brought about by Internet,” 

said Zhang Ruimin, “Internet Thinking and traditional thinking differ mainly in two aspects, 

zero distance and network-based.” Which distance on earth has been eliminated? Based on the 

above literature review, the author suggests that the so-called “zero distance” refers to “zero 

distance” between users and enterprises. To be more specific, “zero distance” of transaction 

between users and enterprises (elimination of intermediary links of sales and service); “zero 

distance” of information communication and interaction between users and enterprises 

(elimination of communication disorders and intermediations); “zero distance” between user 

demand and the response of enterprises (horizontal and network-based organization); “zero 

distance” between market resources integrated by enterprises and user demand (the boundary 

of enterprises and market becomes obscure due to the reduced transaction costs). 

Attribute to “zero distance” between users and enterprises, the above-mentioned 
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“enterprise-centered” paradigm in industrial society will shift to the “user-centered” paradigm, 

as can be seen in the following figure: 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2- 14User-centered Paradigm 

 

 

If we say that in industrial age prevailed the thinking mode and economic paradigm of 

enterprise-centered resource integration, large-scale manufacturing and marketing, the author 

considers at the heart of the Internet Thinking that emerged under the backdrop of information 

society in the Internet age are “user-centered” and “zero distance” thinking modes. 

Internet has largely improved information mobility and penetrability, reduced transaction 

costs, immensely accelerated large-scale social division of labor and collaboration. The task 

mode based on user need completed through fast aggregating resources and online 

collaboration gains great popularity. Theories including the long tail, maker, crowdsourcing, 

wiki and sharing economy all describes the same mode from different perspectives. You 

Wuxiang, senior expert from Alibaba Research Institute, concludes this mode as Customer to 

Business mode (C2B) in a broad sense, that is, the user-demand-driven mode wherein 

commercial resources are driven by market demands. In this case, commercial resources 

cover advertisement marketing, processing and manufacturing, innovation capability, raw 

material, logistics, storage, labor force, IT, data, financial service, and so forth. “market 
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demands” not only refers to end-users’ needs, but also includes the demand of manufacturers, 

which after all is part of consumer demand, therefore, emerge C2B and C2B2B. As can be 

seen, they are all user-centered and user-demand-driven modes. 

In his speech at the “2014 Internet and Innovation Interaction Conference”, Zhang 

Ruimin spoke of win-win relations among users, enterprises, employees and partners, which 

precisely backed up the user-centered ideas. He said in the conference: 

“Take the relation between enterprises and customers for example. In the past, 

information between enterprises and users was asymmetric and initiatives were completely 

held by enterprises, who made every endeavor to make users know more about their products 

as well as purchase their products. The best means were advertisement and propaganda. 

However, nowadays users have more information than enterprises, they may have the 

information from all over the world that enterprises may not be aware of. As a result, 

advertisement is no longer useful to convince the users.” Therefore “traditional advertisement 

shouldn’t be made, all of them. If you advertise, it suggests that there is still some distance 

between you and users. The way to attract users by making advertisement is not going to work. 

You must make more online interactions with users.” 

“Take another example of the relation between enterprises and their employees. In the 

past, employs were under the control of enterprises and did their work by following 

enterprise’s instructions. This isn’t going to work either. Now employees acquire information 

faster than the enterprise does. They get to user demand the first time. Enterprises, however, 

do not necessarily have the information. Consequently, enterprises should not adopt the 

outmoded approach by which they take control of all the information or require employees to 

offer information to their superiors who then would give orders. Employees should have 

certain autonomous right.” Hence, enterprises are able to make fast response to user need.  

“With respect to the relation between enterprises and suppliers, it used to be gambling 

relation. Through competitive bidding, the vendor who offers the lowest price becomes an 

enterprise’s supplier. However, currently the supplier with lowest price does not necessarily 

satisfy user demand. As a result, suppliers need to be involved in participatory design as 

well.” 

“User” is more and more frequently the focus of our business thinking. The overall 

direction of our thinking is about how to shorten the distance to “users” from every aspect of 

an enterprise, and finally achieving “zero distance to users”. This is part of the process of 

management innovation, departing from customary management approaches. Paradigm shift, 

i.e., “user-centered” Internet Thinking, is the driving force behind this innovation. 

Here are some illustrations about the word “user”: the author agrees on the notion that 
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user and customer are two different concepts, though they resembles in usage under most 

circumstances. Users refer to who use the products manufactured by an enterprise whilst 

customer is those who pay for the products. The word with broader meaning emphasizing on 

individuals is “consumer”. 

In this research, user, customer and consumer have the consistent meaning, unless 

otherwise indicated.   

2.6 Summary of the chapter  

This chapter of literature review covers the influences brought about by information 

society, innovation, management innovation, entrepreneurs’ and scholars’ viewpoints about 

major impacts and transitions due to the advent of Internet age, and so forth. As it can be seen, 

China is experiencing a great age of transformation.  

China is at the transition from industrial society to information society. Production 

factors are undergoing great changes; knowledge and data currently play a bigger role than 

energy and capital. Business model is shifting from Business to Customer (B2C) in a broad 

sense to Customer to Business (C2B) in a broad sense. User-centered Internet Thinking is 

posing challenges to various traditional business thinking. Viewing from the management 

perspective, “Some understand its power to upend old business models. But few have faced 

up to the fact that sooner or later, the Web is going to turn our smoke-stack management 

model on its head” (Gary Hamel, The Future of Management Innovation, p.242). Under the 

driving force of overall environment, management innovation in Chinese enterprises seems to 

be imperative. The author believes that management innovation within the framework of 

“user-centered” Internet Thinking will lead this era of transformation. In fact, an array of 

enterprises have been pioneered in making management innovations and achieved remarkable 

business growth and enterprise development, for instance, Alibaba, Didi Taxi(China Uber), 

Xiaomi, just to name a few. It will be helpful to discover pattern, build up model and expand 

theories through collecting, sorting, inducing and studying the characteristics of management 

innovation in these successful enterprises. 

Over the past four years when the author studied in the EDBA program, a group of 

burgeoning consumer electronics companies such as Xiaomi, Huawei Customer BG, Letv and 

so forth emerged, and fast grew out of nothing into unicorn enterprises with market value 

reaching tens of billions of dollars in the span of a couple years. The reasons accounting for 

their success are an important topic worthy of research. There are published articles and 

reports most of which have mentioned management innovation within these companies under 
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the context of user-centered Internet Thinking though, the author suggests only by empirical 

research and field study can acquire the most accurate information and then find out patterns 

and conclude characteristics of management innovation. 

On this basis, this research choose Xiaomi, Huawei Customer BG, Letv, Haier Group 

and Qihoo as sample companies to implement the investigation on characteristics of 

management innovation in Chinese enterprises. 
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Chapter III Research Design 

This research aims at gathering information of a variety of phenomena in the 

management innovation practice of Chinese enterprises in the Internet age and on this basis 

making further analyses of these phenomena as to find out the characteristics and regular 

pattern among the practice and proffer a model. Whereas nor an advanced comprehensive 

theoretical framework or related empirical studies under Chinese context are available at 

present, this thesis employs the multi-case research method based on Grounded Theory to 

induce the characteristics of management innovation and hereby build a characteristic model. 

According to the preliminary findings of the previous step, hypotheses are proposed and 

validated through sending out questionnaires to a large sample of people and statistical 

analysis of acquired questionnaires. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Multi-case Research Methods and case selection 

Case study is the most appropriate research method for investigating the why and how 

questions in scientific researches (Eisenhardt, K. M., 1989). A case study is an empirical 

inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially 

when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident (Yin, 1989). 

Multi-case study has the advantage in offering universalanalyses, which is more suitable for 
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Figure 3- 1overview of the research design 
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theory construction. (Robert. K. Yin, Case Study, 2010).Therefore, multiple-case study, in 

contrast to single-case study, promises higher reliability and validity. Moreover, interviews 

conducted through multi-case research method extracts characteristics in real life, which is 

useful in the follow-up questionnaire design. 

Through the multi-case research of five fast-growing enterprises in the field of consumer 

electronics, this thesis proffers inductive features that the five enterprises have in common 

and then sums up the characteristics of management innovations.    

 

In consideration of case selection, Internet service providers (for instance, Alibaba, 

Baidu) are excluded from case selection because the study focus is not Internet service but the 

influence of Internet(and internet thinking) on firm’s management innovation.Consumer 

electronics enterprises (Xiaomi, Huawei, Letv, Haier and Qihoo) that emerged rapidly over 

the past four years are more appropriate research objects because they are similar in business 

nature and common in industry.Among 5 companies, Xiaomi, Huawei and LeTVmore 

resembles in operation and business mode. They are main research cases in this thesis. Haier 

and Qihoo 360 are supplementary for the test of theoretical saturation. 

Following are the common characteristics of these five enterprises: 

 Fast growth (sales volume, market capitalization/company value, market share) 

 Consumer electronics (smartphone, TV and other home appliances) 

 Wide recognition of being original on managementinnovation through Internet 

thinking and Internet + (according to media reports) 

 Unicorn enterprises with a company value/market capitalization of billions of 

dollars, though they differ in employee scale and product scale. 

 

 

The briefing and whole background of the selected case firms are in Appendix A. The 

following table gives a Glimpse. 
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Table 3- 1 Glimpse of case enterprise for case study 
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The above five enterprises are selected as research cases out of considerations in three 

aspects, data availability, case representativeness and research convenience. To be more 

specific, three among five are listed companies and another two have sufficient exposure in 

social media, consequently, the availability of these companies’ information is high; they are 

all typical examples of combining consumer electronics manufacturing with the spirit of 

Internet through management innovation. The author has been a veteran in IT and Internet 

with a variety of connections, including capital relation (Xiaomi), alumni relation (Letv), 

business relation (Huawei and Qihoo) and academic relation (Haier) to top executives in these 

five enterprises, which contributed to the research convenience and also ensuring the 

interviews to be conducted in an objective and authentic way. 

 

3.2 Grounded Theory 

3.2.1 Origin of Grounded Theory 

Qualitative research is a collective term for a variety of research approaches, including 

the ethnographic approach, naturalistic inquiry qualitative study, fragment analysis, case study 

as well as ecological sample records analysis, just to name a few [1](p27). Grounded 

Theory(GT), first developed by Barney Galsser & Anselm Strauss in 1967, is adopted as a 

scientific and effective methodology of qualitative research. It refers to the tentatively verified 

theory that emerges and develops through the systematic process of data collection and 

analysis. GT is a systematic methodology in the social sciences involving the construction of 

theory through the analysis of data. Rationale of the theory to be grounded is that this theory 

helps close the gap between theory and empirical research.This theory method is a systematic 

generation of theory from data that contains both inductive and deductive thinking. One goal 

is to formulate hypotheses based on conceptual ideas. Others may try to verify the hypotheses 

that are generated by constantly comparing conceptualized data on different levels of 

abstraction, and these comparisons contain deductive steps.(Strauss & Corbin, 1994) 

 

3.2.2 Approaches of Grounded Theory 

 

The Grounded Theory approach has three main schools, that is, Glaser & Strauss’s 

classic GT, Strauss & Corbin’s systematic approach of GT and Charmaz’s constructivist GT. 
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The biggest difference between the classical approach and the systematic approach lies in the 

coding process whilst constructivist GT emphasizes on a further development of positivism, 

and becoming a more explicit and reflective research approach through integrating methods 

and questions proffered by constructivistsover the past two decades.  

Table 3- 2GT paradigm comparison 

 Glaiseran Paradigm Straussian Paradigm Charmazian paradigm 

Category  Classic Systematized  Constructivist  

Features  More interested by 

emergence & 

researcher’s creativity 

More interested by 

validation criteria & 

systematic approach 

More interested by 

constructivist’s 

approach 

Coding  18 coding families 

giving many options 

One coding paradigm: 

context, conditions, 

interactions& emergence 

Constructivism 

Popularity  Criticize, “too open” Popular due to “systematic” New  

Note: The author adapted and expanded the table content based on the textbook of Qualitative 

Research Approach taught by Anthony Hussenot in University of Paris Dauphine. 

 

The systematized Ground Theory put forward by Strauss and Corbin has been the most 

popular paradigm to this day, especially in China, thanks to the remarkable propagation work 

of its publisher Sage, and the excellent Chinese translation of Strauss & Corbin’s book by 

Professor Xu Zongguo from Department of Sociology, National Taipei University (Jia 

Xudong, Tan Xinhui, 2010). The systematic approach of GT has gained wide popularity and is 

well-known to the domesticacademia, thus most Chinese documents that discuss about 

Grounded Theory employ Straussian paradigm. 

This research also adopts Strauss& Corbin’s systematic approach of Grounded Theory. 

 

3.2.3 Coding of Grounded Theory 

Stepwise coding of empirical data is a critical link in the Grounded Theory approach. 

Coding refers to the process of analyzing, segmenting and conceptualizing the collected data.  
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Opening coding is the process of conceptualizing and categorizing some significant 

social phenomena based on comparing empirical information back and forth. It is the 

interpretive process by which data are broken down analytically. The purpose of open coding 

is to help the analysts gain new insights into the data by breaking through standard ways of 

thinking about (interpreting) phenomena neglected in the data. In open coding, 

event/action/interaction, and so forth, are compared against others for similarities and 

differences; they are also conceptually labeled. In this way, conceptually similar one are 

grouped together to form categories (or core categories) and their subcategories (or 

categories). 

During the process of axial coding, connectionsare made amongst categories and 

subcategories as to indicate logic relations existing between each parts of the collected data 

(Jiang Yimin, Wen Jun, 2010). These relations include causal relation, procedural relation, 

structural relation, functional relation, and so forth. Linkages between categories are 

constructed through Coding Paradigm. 

In axial coding, categories are related to their subcategories, and these relationships 

tested against data. It is through the “Coding Paradigm” of conditions, context, strategies 

(action/interaction), and consequences, that subcategories are related to a category. The more 

abstract concept must be developed in terms of its properties and dimensions.  

Selective coding refers to the final stage of selecting a “core category” after system 

analysis of the identified conceptual categories and then focusing the following analysis on 

concepts related to the core variable. Selective coding includes five steps: (1) form a clear 

storyline of collected information; (2) define the properties and dimensions of core categories 

and subcategories on the basis of coding paradigm; (3) propose hypothesis, update 

Figure 3- 2Analysis framework of systematic approach of Grounded Theory 
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information and expand related categories; (4) identify the core categories; (5) establish logic 

relations between core categories and subcategories, fillin any categories that perhaps require 

to be further refinedor developed.GT encourages researchers to placethe property along a 

continuum of dimensions, such as high—low, internal—external, difficult—easy and 

more—less.Selective coding is done to elicit connections between categories and their 

subcategories and then leading to model building.  

 

3.3 Data Collection 

In recent years, discussions about “Internet Thinking”, “Internet +” and other buzzwords 

concerned with transformation of traditional enterprises abound our society whilst the 

majority are just smattering, lacking academic and empirical arguments. This thesis has 

employed the method of interviewing in particular, to ensure the authenticity and reliability of 

the acquired research information, materials of chairmen’s speeches as supplementary. 

Interviewees are limited to top executives (C-Level, VP or higher level) who have a general 

knowledge of management innovation in Chinese enterprises. 

Table 3- 3Enterprises and executives involved in interviews 

Serial 
number 

Name Position Company Interview types photos 

1.  Lei Jun 
Chairman, 
CEO 

Xiaomi  
Speech & 
Questions 

 

2.  Chen Tong  VP Xiaomi 
Face-to-face 
interview 

 

3.  
Gao 
Xiongyong 

VP Xiaomi 
Face-to-face 
interview 

 

4.  Ren Zhengfei Founder  Huawei  Public speech 
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5.  Liu Jiangfeng President  Huawei  
Face-to-face 
interview 

 

6.  Rui Bin CSO  Huawei  
Face-to-face 
interview 

 

7.  Jia Yueing 
Chairman, 
CEO 

Letv Public speech 

 

8.  Yang Lijie CFO Letv  
Face-to-face 
interview 

 

9.  Jiang Dongge 
General 
manager of 
president office 

Letv 
Face-to-face 
interview 

 

10.  Zhang Ruimin Chairman  Haier  Public speech 

 

11.  Yang Ligeng 
CEO of Haier 
e-commerce 

Haier  
Face-to-face 
interview 

 

12.  Zhou Hongyi Chairman  Qihoo Public speech 

 

13.  Xu Siqing CMO  Qihoo 
Face-to-face 
interview 

 

 

This research is mainly designed on the methodology of problem-centered in-depth 

interview (PCI) with a semi-structured interview. PCI is a data-collection approach borrowing 

concepts largely from the theorygenerating procedure of grounded theory. As a kind of 

qualitative in-depth interview, this approach is the practical application of semi-structured 

interview. PCI tries toneutralize the alleged contradiction between being directed by theory or 
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being open-minded so thatthe interplay of inductive and deductive thinking contributes to 

increasing the researcher's knowledge (Witzel, 1982, 2000). In the stage of data collecting, 

researcher’s previous theoretical knowledge has functions of “enablement—framework 

analysis—data collection”. 

In addition to data-collection directly from interviews, some other materials with high 

objectivity and authoritativeness are obtained and adopted. This research gives priority to 

first-hand data, including entrepreneurs’/or founders’ published books, such as Sense of 

Participation by Xiaomi, My Internet Methodology by Zhou Hongyi, chairman of Qihoo, and 

official articles by Ren Zhengfei(Huawei founder & CEO) published on Huawei’s business 

magazine, just to name a few. A few of second-hand research materials of high quality is 

prudentiallyused in this thesis as supplementary, for instance the study case “Haier - Zero 

Distance to the Customer” by Harvard Business School, business reviewconcerned with 

Xiaomi’s president Lei Jun and Letv’s chairman Jia Yueting in the article “Top Ten Innovative 

Entrepreneurs” by Forbes in 2014.  

“Methodological triangulation” is used to indicate a variety of data sources in this 

research and to ensure all the collected data would be able to complement each other on 

evidence chain. When resembled data or evidence is acquired via different methods, it 

suggests the construct validity of measurement in a case study (Zhang Bosun, “Case Studies 

in Field Research (实地研究中的案例研究) ”, 2012). 

 

3.4 Data Processing 

This research employs the Grounded Theory to code data and make analyses for the 

inquiry of factors and functional relations between factors. Down-up methods of theory 

construction conform to the scientific logics, generating concepts through inductive and 

deductive analysis, spiraling categories as well as the relations between categories. To 

facilitate data processing and analysis, Atlas.ti, a qualitative data analysis computer software, 

is used to support the coding work.  

This research is based on the practice of coding procedure of GT (Charmaz, 2009) 

wherein core adjudicators and comparative adjudicators do the data sorting and read through 

case materials, then separately code data with the aid of atlas.ti.The coding function of this 

computer software will helps to make comparison and analysis of works carried out by 

different adjudicators. 
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3.5 Validity and Reliability 

Researchers who follow methodologies of scientific studies must observe in case study 

the requirement of validity and reliability, including construct validity, internal validity, 

external validity and reliability (Chen Xiaoping, Xu Shuying, Fan Jingli, 2008). Overall 

control and tests (Figure 2) have been conducted throughout the research, and also the method 

of methodological triangulation, indicating various data source, is carried out in order to 

improve validity and reliability of this research. 

Table 3- 4Techniques for establishing the validity and reliability in case study research 

Assessment 

indicator 

Research process status 

1.construct validity: 

measuring the 

appropriateness of 

operation 

 

Data diversity: data acquired from interviews and 

various documents reaches the consistent outcome  

 

Recognition by data providers of the research finding 

draft: findings sent to interviewees for verification 

 

Construction of evidence chain: research 

question—research 

draft—evidence—database—research findings 

 

2. internal validity: 

define the casual 

relations 

 

Pattern matching: models built on the basis of empirical 

materials match the models built on the basis of 

predictions. 

 

Constructive interpretation: refine the preliminary 

concepts, take opposing hypotheses into consideration 

and generate the optimal interpretation 

 
 

x 

Time series analysis: deduct casual relations via time 

series: not conducted 

X 

Logic model: complicated and explicit connections 

between each incidents:  

x 

3. external validity: 

Analogy capability 

of conclusions 

Theoretical guidance: build theoretical framework 

based on literature review 

 

Cross-case cluster analysis: multi-case research  

4. reliability: 

replicabilityof 

process 

Adoption of case study draft: set out a thorough 

research plan in advance 

 

Database establishment: build an evidence bank for the 

convenience of doing research repeatedly 

 

 

Reliability refers to the replicability of research processes. Establishing database in 

research is necessary for making analysis repeatedly in future (Yin R. K., 2009). To establish 

the reliability of a research, in the initial stage, one core adjudicator together with two 

comparativeadjudicators defines the coding outline, and then they work independently to code 

data based on the designed outline. If they got consistent outcomes, thus the outcomes would 

be accepted; otherwise, research group members would step in discussing whether those items 

that adjudicators have different opinions about to be accepted as concepts or to be eliminated. 

Moreover, if there were any new findings or awareness of inexplicitness in the earlier stages 
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during the process of coding, after discussions by the research group, amendments would be 

made to correct findings, that is, a back-to-back coding scheme involving multiple researchers 

and multiple rounds. The search function “code comparison” of the computer software is used 

in this research to make comparison between codes and to measure the consistency of the 

coding of original data by calculating“consistency percentage”. According to Ryan, G W and 

Bernard, H R (2000), if the reliability was above 80%, the outcome would be considered as 

acceptable. The “consistency percentage” in this research is calculated over 80%, indicating a 

relatively high consistency between codes and that findings are reliable, and the designed 

coding is of high operability. 

3.6 Questionnaire Survey and Statistical Analysis 

Ghauri and Gronhaug (2005) suggest that questionnaire survey and statistical analysis 

technique are important methods to test the relations between key variables in a complex 

phenomenon. Hence, based on the preliminary knowledge of characteristics of management 

innovation in Chinese enterprises, this research conducts empirical tests involving a large 

scale of samples to validate the research outcomes in the initial stage, aiming to establish 

validity and reliability, followed by hypothesesvalidation and modeling. 
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Chapter IV Research Process and Findings 

4.1 Overview of Research Process 

The establishment of new conceptsshould always root from scientific research methods. 

This thesis adopts the systematic approach of Grounded Theory, a qualitative research method, 

and utilizes research tools to construct the system of the characteristics of management 

innovation. By theanalytical method of Grounded Theory, the three-level coding – open 

coding, axial coding and selective coding, 12 categories and 4 core categories which influence 

management innovation were extracted. These are also known as the 12 characteristics of 

management innovation, based on which a characteristics model of management innovation is 

established. 

After the 12 characteristics have been summarized through the qualitative study, this 

research conducts a questionnaire survey on a large sample (300) of mid- and high-level 

managers and then uses the structural equation model to verify the hypotheses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The construction of a new theory – applying Grounded Theory 

Data collection 

Data analysis 

Three encoding 

Analysis of conclusinons 

Saturated theory 

Management innovation characteristics 

Unsaturated theory 
Opening coding 

Axial coding 

Selective coding 

Generating analysable texts 

Concepts 

framework 

Concepts’ 

characteristics 

Attributes and 

dimensions 

…… 

Management innovation characteristic model 

Questionnaire 

Data collection 

Testifying the structural agenda model 

Research findings 

 

Conclusion 

Qualitative research 

Theory construction 

Quantitative research 

Model testifying 

Draw conclusion 

Figure 4- 1Research Process 
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4.2 Research Process of Grounded Theory 

4.2.1 Case of Study 

This interview of the empirical study aims to collect opinions from entrepreneurs and 

C-level top executives on management innovation in the Internet age and their related 

practical experience. During the sample selection, the author avoided pure Internet service 

companies like Alibaba, andchose5 consumer electronics companies (Xiaomi, Huawei, Letv, 

Haier and Qihoo) that attributed their rapid business growth over the past 4 years to their 

management innovation in Internet Age instead of different business natures. During the 4 

years when the author were studying for the EDBA degree, these 5 enterprises were growing 

at a fast speed.Meanwhile, these 5 enterprises were also regarded as representative innovative 

companies characterised by Internet Thinking and Internet +(by (Business Value magazine, 

Forbes Business Weekly, Exponential Organizations Selection, also known as ExO, and 

CCTV),) 

4.2.2 The Interview 

In this research, 8 C-Level top executives were interviewed in a great depth and public 

speeches related to the topic of “Characteristics of Management Innovation in Chinese 

Enterprises in the Internet Age”given by chairmen of the 5 enterprises were collected and 

sorted. The author was present on three public speeches and asked questions. 

The characteristics shared by the interviewees are as follows: 

1. They have at least 5 years’work experience of top executives in this industry and 

participate in enterprise core management strategy and management work, and thus have deep 

understanding and perception of the management innovations, especially at the stage of their 

enterprise transformation. 

2. They have held the position of top executive in the case enterprises for at least two 

years from 2012 to 2015. 

3. They were willing to accept this interview on management innovation, and based on 

related questions they discussed with the author about the specific practicescarried out by the 

related enterprises. 

4. They agreed to confirm the interview content and abstracts, and agreed that the data 

can be used for academic purposes (except for the interview with Letv CFO). 

See the table below for detailed information about the interviewees and the interview. 
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Table 4- 1 Detailed Information of Interviewees (Public Speeches Included) 

No. 
Intervi
ewees 

Job Title 
Comp

any 
Date Place 

Duratio
n 

Numb
er of 

Word
s 

Way of 
Interviewing 

1.  Lei Jun 
Chairman 

CEO 

Xiaomi 

Inc. 

2015.03.02 
Yabuli China Entrepreneurs 

Summit 
0:45 5,093 

Public Speech & 

Questions 
2014.03.30 China IT Summit 0:40 3,790 

2.  
Chen 

Tong 
VP 

Xiaomi 

Inc. 
2014.12.10 CIBNTVM 1:00 13,000 

Face-to-face 

interview 

3.  

Gao 

Xiongyo

ng 

VP 
Xiaomi 

Inc. 
2014.03.30 Xiaomi Inc. 1:40 20,777 

Face-to-face 

interview 

4.  
Ren 

Zhengfei 
Founder Huawei 2015.12.09 

Huawei operational excellence 

award 
0:50 11,558 Public Speech 

5.  

Liu 

Jiangfen

g 

President Huawei 2014.06.16 GMIC 0:40 4,004 
Face-to-face 

interview 

6.  Rui Bin CSO Huawei 2014.12.03 TVM 1:30 8,887 
Face-to-face 

interview 

7.  
Jia 

Leting 

Chairman 

CEO 
Letv 2015.12.02 

201514thChina Entrepreneur 

Summit 
0:45 5,523 

Public Speech & 

Questions 

8.  
Yang 

Lijie 
CFO Letv 2015.12.08 Letv Headquarters 0:55 9000 

Face-to-face 

interview 

9.  
Jiang 

Dongge 

General 

manager of 

president 

office 

Letv 2015.12.08 Cafe, Letv Headquarters 2:00 15,232 
Face-to-face 

interview 

10.  
Zhang 

Ruimin 
Chairman Haier 2015.11.27 

“Opinions of Development & 

Reform” held by National 

Development and Reform 

Committee 

1:10 15,400 Public Speech 

11.  
Yang 

Ligeng 

Haier 

e-commerce 

CEO 

Haier 2015.12.08 Novotel Hotel 1:40 14,729 
Face-to-face 

interview 

12.  
Zhou 

Hongyi 
Chairman Qihoo 

2015.03.01 
Yabuli China Entrepreneurs 

Summit 
0:55 9,094 

Public Speech & 

Questions 
2015.09.10 

International Internet Plus 

Exposition 
0:40 3,617 

13.  
Xu 

Siqing 
CMO Qihoo 2015.12.04 Alpha Start-ups 1:45 9,996 

Face-to-face 

interview 

 

4.2.3 Interview and Data Acquisition 

Table 4- 2The Interview Process Guided by Grounded Theory 

1. Design 

interview 

outline 

This research is based on the semi-structured interview, during which researchers 

usually guided the interview to a pre-set direction with an outline. Before an interview, 

questions were designed based on the individual interviewee and the problems that 

researchers tried to solve. In addition, more questions may be generated from 
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interactions and discussions at a higher level may be carried out. 

2. Make 

appointments 

Appointments were made in advance before each interview by means of telephone 

or WeChat and the interview outlines should be sent to the interviewees the day before 

the interview. This had a three-fold function: firstly, interviewees wouldhave enough 

time to prepare for the questionsif they knew the content and topic in advance; secondly, 

making appointments ensured that the interview would go on smoothly without being 

interrupted; thirdly, interviewees could feel that they were respected and valued through 

formal appointment, and thus they might be more likely to accept the interview.  

3. Interview 

process 

Places for the interviews were determined mainly by the interviewees. Having been 

permitted by the interviewees, the author and his assistant recorded the interviews. The 

duration for each interview ranged from 60 minutes to 90 minutes. The auxiliary 

materials used during the interviews were research project introduction, interview 

outline, recording devices, pen, notebook and the phone version of Atlas.ti. 

At the beginning of the interview, the author first explainedabout his purpose and 

the interview content. The interview started with the discussion on the fast development 

of mobile Internet, and then extended tothe promoting effects of Internet and Internet 

Thinking on management innovation.It focused on the discussion about theinfluencing 

factors of enterprise management innovation. Interviewees expressed their opinions 

freely on lots of aspects when they were asked about questions closely connected to their 

expertise,which provided valuable reference for this research. 

This is an empirical study on enterprise management innovation, and confidential 

information of enterprises may be covered during the research process. This research 

shows high respect for research objects according to the requirements of qualitative 

study. 

The research paid attention to the following ethical matters: 

1. The interviewees were willing to accept the interview; 

2. Promise should be made to the interviewees that all the data are used only for 

academic research, with no other purposes; 

3. During the research, respect the will of the enterprises. For actions like recording 

the interviews, the author should ask the interviewees for permissionfirst; 

4. Sincere thanks to all interviewees after the interviews finished. 

4. Transcribe the 

interview record 

After the interviews, the recordings weretranscribed to text by professional 

transcription service agent. The author finished the interview abstracts and memo later 

that day when the transcribing was done. During the coding stage of the research, the 

author listened to the recordings again with the texts at hand, payingattention to the tone 

of the interviewees in the hope of figuring out theiractual meaning. 

4.3 Open Coding 

Open coding refers to extracting concepts and categories from the data collected in the 

interview. The concrete steps of open coding adopted in this thesisare as follows: 
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 Fig

ure 4- 

2Open 

coding 

steps 

 

1. 

Labelin

g and 

pheno

menon 

abstract

ing 

D

uring 

the 

analyti

cal process of open coding, the chunks of text that are related to the research topic were sorted 

out and labelled. 

After asentence-by-sentence analysis of the interview texts about the case enterprises, 

207 labels were identified, which made the original texts and data decompose into 

individualitems. Then the author abstracted each labelled phenomena, which laid a foundation 

for the next step: identifying concepts. 

2. Identifying Concepts 

87 concepts were identified for those labelled phenomena, such as“user orientation” and 

“iteration”. During the process of identifying concepts, an analysis of semantic relations 

among those concepts was done,which laid a foundation for the next step: identifying 

categories. These 87 concepts show the following three relations: 

Table 4- 3Description of relations among Concepts 

Correlation 

The Correlation among concepts refers to theirrelevance in terms of 

path, process or result, i.e. they exist under the same background or they 

are used to explain or elaborate a same phenomenon from different 

perspectives. Take “forward yield” and “derivative yield” as an example. 

These two concepts describe the other yields of user management from 
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two different perspectives. Hence, they are two concepts with relevance of 

correlation. Correlated concepts form an important source and evidence of 

categories. 

Sameness/ 

Similarity 

Thesameness/similarity among concepts refers to the situation where 

different concepts describe the same phenomenon or incident. If they 

describe the same phenomenon, we can condense them as one. For 

example, “simplified management” and “agile management”refer to the 

same thing, that is, a reform to improve efficiency by simplifying 

management within a company. Same or similar concepts are another 

source of categories. 

 

Subordination 

The subordination among concepts refers to the situation where 

different concepts have different ranges of meaning, i.e. one includes 

theother. For example, “price exceeding expectation” and “service 

exceeding expectation” are subordinate to “exceed 

expectation”.Subordination helps us to learn further about relations 

among concepts, which lays a foundation for later axial coding work. 

The labeling and concept identifying processes of the interview data can be done either 

manually or with the help of related software. This research employed software Atlas.ti for 

coding, ensuring an effective and quick processing of the data (altogether 150,000 words). 

Part of the coding and memoing was done on the Atlas.timobile version right after the 

interview had finished, which largely improved the efficiency, accuracy and consistency. At 

last all the coding was collected together on the Atlas.ti windows version. The figure below 

gives an example of the coding work:  
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The extraction of concepts during the open coding process is repetitive and goes on as a cycle. 

All concepts do not appear in the data collected from all the 5 case enterprises, but in least 

3.Therefore, the concepts have cross-case representativeness, which meets the requirement 

ofa multi-case study.See appendix D for the detailed list of the concepts and their frequency 

extracted from open coding. 

3. Identifying Categories 

By analyzing and classifying the concepts, we identify every valuable phenomenon and 

combine related concepts into a category, and that is the process of identifying categories. 

After the “collocation” process of identifying categories, the thesis extracted 12 

categories. See the table below for the categories and the concepts. 

Table 4- 4Categories and Concepts 

No. Categories Concepts 

A01 User-lifecycle 

perspective 

a01 user oriented 

a02 user resource 

a03 Low-gross- profit strategy  

a04 derivative yield 

a05 forward yield 

a06 Subscription revenue 

a07 User-based operation 

a08 connection 

a09 eyeball economy 

a10 Web-traffic based thinking 

a11 value-added service 

Figure 4- 3Coding on Atlas.ti 
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A02 Zero distance to users a12 “To Consumer” business 

a13 Portal for user 

a14 zero distance to customer 

a15 Transparency 

a16 fast 

a17 abolishment of  middle management 

A03 Disruptive innovation a18 Organizational disintegration 

a19 model innovation 

a20 trans-boundary  

a21 “Free” strategy 

A04 User-participation a22 user- participation innovation 

a23 user- participatory improvement  

a24 user- participatory propagation 

a25 empowered users 

a26 fans 

a27 C2B(Consumer to Business) 

A05 Ecological Synergy a28 closed-loop  ecosystem 

a29 open-ended ecosystem 

a30 Periphery & spin-off 

a31 content integration  

a32 application store 

a33 transaction cost 

a34 Wiki 

A06 Exceed expectation a35 Focus 

a36 Word of mouth 

a37 exceed expectations 

a38 experiential economy 

a39 quick feedback 

a40 Ultimate 

a41 Exceed-expectation by price 

a42 Exceed-expectation by service 

a43 Exceed- expectation by quality 

A07 Dynamic agility a44 operational excellence 

a45 Task force 

a46 Management simplification 

a47 Project-based operation 

a48 Podular Org. 

a49 Project as center 

a50 agile management 

a51 dynamic partners 

a52 self-organizing 

a53 loose coupling 

a54 small organization 

A08 Creativity through 

Empowerment  

a55 Trust 

a56 empowerment 

a57 Self-motivate 

a58 Entrepreurial Employee 

a59 efficiency 

a60 error tolerance 

a61 trial and error 

a62 iteration 

a63 knowledge worker 

a64 self-driven 

a65 responsibility 
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A09 Collaborative 

resources 

a66 cloud service 

a67 open source technology 

a68outsourcing platform 

a69 crowdsourcing 

a70 crowdfunding 

a71 logistics service  

A10 E-commerce platform a72 branded e-commerce platform 

a73 public e-commerce platform 

a74 platform cost 

a75 disintermediation 

A11 Social media a76 social network 

a77 community 

a78 owned media 

a79 earned media 

a80 paid media 

A12 Surplus from reform a81 Upgrade of Consumer-consumption 

a82 the knowledge Society 

a83 Informational consumption 

a84 Manufacture-capability surplus 

a85 marginal profit 

a86 marginal cost 

 

4. The definition descriptions, properties and dimensions of the categories are further 

concluded from the perspective of management innovation, as shown in the table below: 

Table 4- 5Definition description, property and dimension of the Categories 

No. 
Category 

Definition description Property Dimension 

A01 

User-lifecycle 

perspective 

This category is a summary of the 

change of ideas from 

“product-lifecycle management” to 

“user-lifecycle management”.The 

former represents a traditional 

enterprise/product-centered 

perspective while the latter represents 

a user-centered perspective.. 

Perspective 
Products - 

users 

A02 

Zero distance to 

users 

This category is a summary of the 

management reform of resource 

arrangement in the enterprises caused 

by the characteristics of “Internet 

eliminating distance and 

intermediary”. It also includes the 

establishment of the equal and direct 

relations among enterprises, users and 

suppliers. In addition, it involves the 

effects of efficiency increase and cost 

decrease which are brought by 

“transparency”.   

Resource 

types, 

 

Distance 

Inside, 

Outside, 

intermediary, 

without 

intermediary 
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A03 

Disruptive 

innovation 

This category is a summary of the 

strategy rethinking and model 

innovationthat are carried out to break 

the “dilemma of innovators”,which 

involves reconstruction thinking about 

business models, management models 

and trans-boundary thinking, etc. 

Model, 

 

Place, 

Degree 

Business 

model, 

Operation 

model, 

Outside - self 

Big - small 

A04 

User-participation 
This category is a summary of the 

overall interaction system between 

case enterprises and their “empowered 

users” and of correspondent 

management practices, such as fan 

management. This also involves the 

value recognition of value co-creation 

theory (Prahalad, Ramaswamy, 2004) 

experienced by users. 

Participation 

stage 

 

 

Effect 

Creativity 

stage, 

Improvement 

stage, 

Distribution 

stage, 

Good - Poor 

A05 

Ecological 

Synergy 

This category is a summary of the 

“business ecosystem” (J. Moore, 1993) 

and the efficiency promotion and 

influence expansion of the ecological 

synergycaused about by the Internet 

age. 

Type, 

Dimension 

Open-ended – 

closed-loop, 

Horizontal - 

vertical 

A06 

Exceed 

expectation 

This category is reflectsa pet phrase of 

users –“Worthy!”Word of mouth is 

built quickly if theproduct exceeds its 

value, that is, a combination of product 

quality, price,user experience and 

timeliness exceeding users’ 

expectation. 

Embodiment 

Quality, 

Price, 

Service 

A07 

Dynamic agility 
This category is a summary of the 

management innovation characteristics 

of the “project-based” enterprises’ 

internal resources, such as 

“organization flat strategy and group 

strategy”, which are repetitively 

mentioned in the interview of case 

enterprises. 

Scale, 

 

Change 

frequency 

Big-small 

 

High-low 

A08 

Creativity through 

Empowerment 

This category is a summary of the 

management innovation practices in 

the incentive system of case 

enterprises’ internal organizations 

which shows a shift from kpi 

evaluation, rewards and punishments 

to building an employee driving 

system of trust, error-tolerance, 

empowerment, and creativity 

encouragement.  

System, 

Degree 

Kpi – 

empowerment 

Strict-loose 

A09 Collaborative This category introduces the external Types Cloud, 
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resources 
resources such as cloud computing, 

open source technology and 

outsourcing,which enterprises can 

conveniently rent/use for production 

and service instead of directly owning 

them. 

 

 

Transaction 

costs 

Logistics, 

Open source 

software， 

Outsourcing,et

c. 

High->Low 

A10 
E-commerce 

platform 

This category introduces using 

self-owned or public e-commerce 

platform for transaction.  

Ownership 
Self-owned, 

Public 

A11 
Social media 

This category is a summary of case 

enterprises’integrated utilization of 

social media and communities. 

Media types 

Owned, 

Paid, 

Earned 

A12 

Surplus from 

reform 

This category is a summary of the 

surplusbrought by the liberation of 

productivity during the past 30 

yearssince the reform and opening up 

of China, including productivity 

surplus of “Made in China”, increasing 

demands for better products and 

services as a result of the upgrade of 

consumer-consumption, and the 

characteristics of information 

consumption demands during China’s 

transformation to an information 

society 

Types, 

 

 

Degree of 

influence 

Production 

capacity, 

Consumption 

upgrade, 

Information 

consumption, 

Big – small 

 

4.4 Axial Coding 

After open coding, 12 categories were formed. This section utilizes the Coding Paradigm 

proposed by Strauss & Corbin (1900) to analyze the logical relations among conditions, 

background, strategies (action and interaction) and results. The relations among core 

categories are displayed in this paradigm. This section also contains a deep analysis of the 

relation between each category and the core categories and the relation between categories 

and the development of enterprise management innovation. 

The process of open coding was mainly induction. Each concept was inducted into the 

emerging category according to its relation with others. On the contrary, in the process of 

axial coding,the process of inducing each category into core categorieswas included as well as 

deducing – the author considers deducing as a process of repetitive comparison and 

explanation of the case data with the main logic formed by categories, core categoriesand 

concepts. At last, the abstract paradigm was determined by coding paradigm. 
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4.4.1 Core Category 1: “People/users first” Logos 

After the open coding, the following gradually manifested themselves: A01 shift from 

product-lifecycle perspective to user-lifecycle perspective, A02 all the resources of enterprise 

zero distance to users, A03 resolution for disruptive innovation. These three categories were 

reflected more often in the conceptual level of people/users first which the author used as a 

core category.  

Case enterprises consider that the relation between enterprise and users should not end 

with the close of deal, but begins with that. The core of neo-business model is to own users, to 

manage users. Based on this corelogos(ideas), resources are re-organized even at price of 

current pattern is disrupted;under such circumstance, the management innovation is carried 

out. 

 

All these three categories embody in the case enterprises’ practice of management 

innovation. They can be detailed as follows:  

 

A01 “User-lifecycle” Perspective:  

 

Before define User-lifecycle perspective, it is better to revisit product life cycle.The 

conceptwas first introduced in the 1950s to explain the expected life cycle of a typical product 

from design to obsolescence, a period divided into the phases of product introduction, product 

growth, maturity, and decline. The goal of managing a product's life cycle is to maximize its 

value and profitability at each stage. Life cycle is primarily associated with marketing theory. 

 

It is observed in the practices of Xiaomi, Letv and Huawei that these enterprises consider 

product as the access to user. The ultimate goal for the whole commerce is not merely selling 

products to user, but for firm to obtain, profile and manage users in the long run. After user 

acquisition, the connectivity that Internet brings enables firm to conveniently interact with 

user, commerce with user, communicate with user. Thus, it is analogous to product lifecycle, 

the concept – “user-lifecycle” perspective comes out when the focus shift from product to 

user. Similarly, there are phases of acquisition, development, exploit and recycle. With 

constraint of length of thesis and time, it will not be further elaborate each phases. 

 

By setting low-gross-profit goal. Xiaomi, LeTV acquires user and selling TV and 

smartphones with hardware-costs prices. The derivative yield that generates from user-based 
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derivative services (other value-added services such as content subscription, game distribution 

and advertising) is set as the long term revenue based on user management. Haier Group goes 

further, viewing user resources as its strategic income statement. Qihoo 360 quickly obtains 

users and expands market share with its free software, and then achieves derivative yield by 

managing user resources.  

 

It is worthwhile to discuss the similarity and difference between A01 user-lifecycle 

perspective and “Freebie Marketing”(also known as the razor and blades business model). 

Admittedly, they are very similar in terms of profit model, which is to sell basic goods at a 

low price (or given away for free) in order to increase sales of a complementary good, such as 

supplies. For example,  Inkjet printer require ink cartridges. However,the focus of”freebie 

marketing” is still product (goods) instead of user. This marketing strategy realizes future 

revenue based on the seeding basic product. The A01 “user lifecycle” perspective represents a 

thinking logic that user who use the product (service) is the critical for long term revenue. In 

Xiaomi and LeTV and Huawei practice, product (Mobile, Smart TV) is the access to user, a 

tool to acquire user. The whole business model is based on user and is to realize future 

revenue from user management. 

 

A02 “Zero Distance to Users”: 

All the case enterprises have experienced management transformation from indirectly 

reaching users to directly reaching users. 

The original intension of Xiaomi Inc. was not to make smartphones, but to produce the 

user interface on smartphones – MIUI, an Android-based Shell, and smartphone social 

software – Mi Talk. However, the distribution of MIUI and Mi Talk required other channels 

(such as forums and app stores) to reach users. Based on the idea that product is the portal for 

users, Xiaomi Inc. started to manufacture smartphones for zero distance to users. 

The smartphone business in Huawei Consumer BG used to be customized by carriers, 

thus a pattern of B to B to C. Based on the idea of zero distance to users, Huawei used the 

business model transformation of its Internet smartphone sub-brand Honor to shift to 

user-direct sales.  

Four years ago, Letv Group’s main business was video copyright wholesales and video 

site advertising. The former was typical to-B business; the latter was to-C media, but its 

source of user web-traffic was indirect – paying for Baidu Search or other drainage 
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advertisements. Based on the thought of zero distance to users, Letv transformed and began to 

produce set-top box, television and smartphones. Thereby, it directly obtains and serves users. 

  Based on similar thought to reach users directly, Qihoo 360 extended from distributing 

360 Safeguard smartphone version to only manufacturing smartphones in a joint venture. 

As a white household appliance giant, Haier’s business model is mainly wholesales 

instead of retail. But according to the interview, Haier explores retail business through ehaier 

and establishes direct interaction with users through Gooday logistics system.  

A03 “Disruptive Innovation” 

To realize the idea of “People/users first”, many old patterns need breaking. All the 

practices of case enterprises reflect the spirit of self-disruption and bold innovation. Lei Jun, 

founder of Xiaomi Inc., is the chairman of the listed company Jinshan Group, who could have 

done Xiaomi business in his own company. However, he chose to establish a new stat-up with 

new operating models such as partnership and the three-level structure of quick management. 

Huawei is a manufacturing enterprise with strong enterprise culture, but in order to embrace 

the innovation changes in the Internet age, Honor business unit which is based on Internet 

Thinking and running completely independently was set up in Huawei Consumer BG. Huawei 

allows Honor to have a different system from its own of producing, marketing, operating and 

service. Letv made a disruptive re-definition for its traditional businesses of copyright 

distribution and advertising revenue, and put forward the idea of trans-boundary, ecological 

Internet system and then building open-ended close-loop ecosystem. Qihoo 360 overturned 2 

billion-valued anti-virus software industry with its freemium model in less than a year, and 

became a listed company valued USD 10 billion. Haier Group, after keeping its white 

household appliance brand global No.1 for 5 years, proposed a disruptive idea of 

“enterpriseplatformization,entrepreneurial employeeand user personalization” (Zhang Ruimin, 

speech on 2013 AOM annual ceremony). On Nikkei 2013 ICT World Forum, rotate CEO Hu 

Houkun said, “The biggest challenge that traditional enterprises have met in the Internet age 

is the Internet-based disruptive challenge. To deal with it, traditional enterprises should first 

change its ideology and business ideas, that is, dare to make disruptive innovation.” 

 

Through the above analysis, we can see that the actual practices of case enterprises 

sufficiently prove that those three categories are typical characteristics of the management 

innovation in the case enterprises, mainly reflected in the idea level. This research induce 

them into core category 1, “People/users first” Logos. See the model below： 
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Table 4- 6Paradigm Model of “People/users first” Logos 

Causal Condition Phenomenon 

connection 

eyeball economy 

web-traffic thinking 

People/users first 

Context 

The core of Internet is “power of networkclustering people” – an eyeball economy or 

attention economy. The user-centered business paradigm stimulated case enterprises to 

rethink. Therefore,  

Intervening condition Strategy (Action/interaction) 

hardware as portal for users 

trans-boundary 

Perspective：product-lifecycle ->user-lifecycle 

Resources ： zero distance to users ， To C 

direct-to-users 

Resolution：disruptive innovation 

Consequence 

Management innovation，business break through 

 

4.4.2 Core Category 2: “Allied value Co-create” Action 

After the open coding, the following gradually manifested themselves: A04 

User-participation, A05 Ecological Synergy, and A06Exceed Expectation. These three 

categories were reflected more often in the interaction among case enterprises, users and 

ecological partners. The author generalizes these three into the core category “Allied Value 

Co-create” Action. 

The interviewees of case enterprises consider that the competition in the age of 

experiential economy is no longer the one among products, but an overall competition 
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including user-participation in value creation and the overall competitiveness brought by 

ecological synergy. The winner that stands out from the competition depends on exceeding 

expectations. 

All these three categories embody in the case enterprises’ practice of management 

innovation. Detailed information is as follows:  

A04 User-participation 

Through interview, this research collected the practices of case enterprises on managing 

user-participation. Xiaomi, Huawei and Letv have intimate addresses for their users – Mi fan, 

Hua fan and Le fan, and maintain interactions with their fans through online community and 

clubs. Each year, they celebrate Fans’ Day (Xiaomi on April 8, Huawei on December 17, and 

Letv on September 9).Fans’ comments, feedbacks, and suggestions are collected and sorted 

out, and are also taken into consideration on product development and content operation. 

From originality, to improvement, testing, and to distribution, every stage of product 

development involves fans’ participation. The participation of fans’ opinions is combined 

with the iterative development of products, and forms an interaction model. Meanwhile in this 

process, users feel a sense of participation since their suggestions are accepted or responded, 

and hence their sense of product identity is also enhanced. The competition among case 

enterprises manifests as fight for fans, response speed of service or users and iteration speed 

of products. The logistics installation service company of Haier Group, Gooday, has a service 

goal of not only offering in-time freight transportand quality installation, but also interaction 

with users and collecting their feedbacks during the process. 

A05 Ecological Synergy 

The ecosystems of Xiaomi, Huawei and Letv have different characteristics, among 

which Letv’s open-ended close-loop ecosystem is comparatively more comprehensive. 

Detailed close-loop ecosystem consists of：Platform (Letv Cloud), Content (Le Vision 

Pictures, Flower Film & TV, and Letv Sports), Terminal (super TV, Le Mobiles, and OTT 

box), and Application (www.le.com, and Letv app). The close-loop ecosystem creates a 

system of its own and provides a complete end-to-end service for users. The so-called 

“open-ended” embodies in each link of the ecological chain, that is, each link is open-ended 

and can be joined in or used by others.  

Letv Cloud platform also serves for other enterprises, such as Zhejiang TV. 

Content from others can enter into Letv’s content system, such as copyright cooperation. 

The terminals of other manufacturers that cooperate with Letv can function as Letv’s 

terminals, such as TCL TV cooperation.  

http://www.le.com/
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Other video applications can be distributed through Le Store, such as app store. 

Close-loop, thus solid; 

Open-ended, thus rich. 

Xiaomi and Huawei also reflect similar system architectures. They organize content 

integration through cooperation. For example, Xiaomi cooperates with video service company 

iQIYI, and Huawei cooperates with Hunan Satellite TV – the so-called Mango TV.  

The production synergy effect of Xiaomi is reflected in hardware. The series of 

“periphery & spin-off” including Mi Patchboard, Mi Power Bank, Mi Band and Mi Box make 

up the ecological out-ring of Mi phones. Besides hardware, it is also reflected in the more 

complete product suit provided for users. 

  The ecosystem of Haier represents as a parallel ecosystem or a win-win ecosystem. The 

former embodies in using the “zero-distance” Internet to change the serial flow into a parallel 

flow, that is, every unit and partner of the enterprise reaches users directly. The latter 

embodies in co-creating new products and services with users through user-participation in 

the parallel ecosystem. 

A06 Exceed Expectation 

To “Exceed Expectation” used to be regarded as the core idea of Internet Thinking. 

Although the author does not completely agrees with this, it is true that exceeding expectation 

is the value of what user-participation and ecological synergy result on users. In other words, 

let the users feel it is worthy. In this aspect, Xiaomi, Huawei and Letv share similarities in the 

following characteristics: 

Realize product exceeding expectation by making quality products; 

Realize price exceeding expectation through “zero hard advertisement, zero channel cost, 

and zero hardware profit”; 

Realize experience exceeding expectation through user-participation. 

Exceeding expectations in these areas makes users feel worthy, and even makes them 

feel they have earned more. By making users feel consensus on values, word of mouth is 

established.  

Throughout the above three categories, the similarities of the case enterprises in 

management innovation are as follows: 

Focus on specific entry point of market segments (Xiaomi: “burn for Mi” IT men, 

Huawei: “be yourself” losers, Letv: content consumers); 

Build real products and services (smartphones, super TV); 

Improve iteration constantly through user-participation (Mi fans, Hua fans, and Le fans); 
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Form complete experience through ecosystem (open-ended close-loop ecosystem); 

Finally realize “exceed expectation” word of mouth. The whole process is extracted into 

core category 2 – “Allied Value Co-create” Action. 

Table 4- 7Paradigm Model of “Allied Value Co-create” Action 

Causal Condition Phenomenon 

Empowered users 

Experiential economy 

 

Allied value co-create 

Context 

Attribute to the connectivity and transparency brought by Internet, case 

enterprises actively and positivelyorganize user resource integration and 

ecological value chain resource integration to enhance their competitive 

advantages. “Exceed expectation” as the goal, by “connection”, carry out: 

Intervening condition Strategy (Action/interaction) 

Connectivity 

 

user-participation,quick response, 

ecological synergy,building ultimate 

products 

Consequence 

(Products, price, services, etc.)Exceed expectation，word of mouth, value 

recognition 

4.4.3 Core Category 3：“Empowerment and Autonomy” Organization 

After the open coding, the following gradually manifested themselves: A07 Dynamic 

Agility, and A08 Creativity through Empowerment, which reflect the internal characteristics 

of case enterprises in their management innovation practices. The author generalizes these 

two into the core category “Empowerment and Autonomy” Organization. 
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The external competitive environment changes quickly. The decentration of Internet 

accelerates the information flow, thus the organizations inside the enterprises have to 

dynamically adapt to the external changes. Meanwhile, the management of knowledge 

workers in the information age is also different from that of manual workers in the industrial 

age. It is shown in the management transformation practices of case enterprises that by 

carrying out project-based dynamic agility management, the characteristics – empowerment 

and autonomy – are reflected in the incentive system when enterprises bring employees’ 

subjective initiative into play. 

 The reflection of category A07 and A08 in the management innovation practices of case 

enterprises is as follows: 

A07 Dynamic Agility 

Xiaomi Inc. emphasizes that “in the world of kungfu, speed defines the winner”. The 

structure of the organization has to adapt to quick external changes, and the three-level 

structure that consists of founder, chief inspector and employees makes the organization 

agiler.  

In Huawei, WhileRen Zhengfei (Huawei founder and Chief)continue endorse the 

“operational excellence”, he also pointed out that “the operation mode of the company is 

shifting from function-centered to project-centered.” He raisedthe question how to simply 

management and put it on the management agenda. He criticizes the over-admiration of digits, 

the over-control of costs and the over-pursuit of enterprise scale that have shown up in the 

management of modern enterprises lead to over-management and limit creativity. Huawei try 

to avoid these through management innovation and organization transformation.  

Letv considers project-based organization as the most effective form to deal with 

external changes during the process of enterprise’s rapid expansion, even though it brings 

challenges in evaluation. Haier goes to further extremes, that is, it overturns employment 

system by adopting dynamic partnership and project-based operation (a dynamic and agile 

way of gathering and dismissing teams according to customer project orders). 

A08 Creativity through Empowerment 

Theo Priestley once said, “Transparency is the new currency. Trust is the bill we’ll just 

be paying for,”, which partly indicates the organizational culture idea of Xiaomi Inc. 

Authorize employees as far as possible, which establishes trust, so that employees will 

willingly and actively do some creative work instead of worrying about the evaluation index 

or making mistakes. And this is empowerment. Xiaomi Inc. considers that empowered 

employees can bring an increase in the efficiency of the whole organization and a decrease in 
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the management costs. Hence, “abandoning kpi” may do no harm. The preconditions of 

practicing all these are 1) careful selection of recruit; 2) atmosphere of trial-and-error and 

error-tolerance; 3) culture of filling gaps (instead of blaming). Huawei emphasizes the 

empowerment of front-line employees which enables them to respond quickly to the market 

changes. Letv and Qihoo 360 emphasize the sense of responsibility of product managers and 

the establishment of self-driven culture. Haier Group proposes that every employee in the 

organization is the subject of innovation with the entrepreneurial spirit 

Through the induction of concepts from open coding, the two categories, A07 Dynamic 

Agility and A08 Creativity through Empowerment are formed, which are obvious 

characteristics reflected in the organizational transformation among case enterprises. Tied 

together, these two categories constitute core category 3, “Empowerment and Autonomy” 

Organization. 

Table 4- 8Paradigm Model of “Empowerment and Autonomy” Organization 

Causal Condition Phenomenon 

decentration，information spreading 

quickly, 

knowledge workers becoming subject 

of production factors, 

user needs 

“Empowerment and Autonomy” 

Organization 

Context 

In the Internet age, information spreads quickly; user needs change 

constantly; knowledge workers have become the major force of producers. 

Case enterprises meet challenges in the construction of enterprise 

organization and incentive system. As a result, they carry out organizational 

transformation. Therefore:  

 

Intervening condition Strategy (Action/interaction) 

error-tolerance dynamic agility，project-based，agile, 
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iteration empowered employees，entrepreneurial 

employees 

Consequence 

efficient organization，creative employees 

4.4.4 Core Category 4：“Leverage of multiplication” impact 

In the process of open coding, four categories showed up – A09 Collaborative Resources, 

A10 E-commerce Platform, A11 Social Media, and A12 Surplus from Reform. All these four 

categories have a common property – “potential energy”. In other words, they have the 

potential to “take the tide at the flood” (a concept from Chinese traditional philosophy), so 

they have multiplication effect and amplification effect. Similarly, in the western researches, 

Ray Kurzweil said, “when you shift to an information environment, the pace of development 

jumps onto an exponential growth path and price/performance doubles every year or two” in 

his 《The singularity is near》in 2005. 

The interview of case enterprises has revealed the fact that if an enterprise can recognize 

and utilize the “tide”, then twice as much can be accomplished with half the effort. Detailed 

embodiment is as follows: 

A09 Collaborative Resources 

Collaborative Resources refer to the external resources that the enterprise does not need 

to own but can conveniently rent or use, including cloud computing, open source technology, 

outsourcing production, and logistics service. Xiaomi, Letv and Qihoo 360 do not own 

production plants, but they can find the best and the most suitable OEM so that their 

employees can focus on creative design and interactions with users. Haier’s black electronic 

products, such as laptop, are also produced by OEM. Haier and Xiaomi manage their big data 

by renting other cloud computing platforms. Huawei gets rid of the dependence on the carrier 

distribution system by utilizing S.F. Express. The appearance of this model brings not only 

division of labor, but more importantly the decreasing transaction costs in the Internet age.  

A10 E-commerce Platform 

In the narrow sense, Electronic Commerce refers to commercial transactions conducted 

with electronic tools (including telegram, telephone, broadcast, television, fax, computer, 

computer networks and mobile communication) on the Internet across the world. It contains a 

variety of commercial activities that are held on the basis of computer networks, so it is a sum 
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of all the behaviors of suppliers for service and products, advertisers, consumers and 

intermediaries. Our general understanding of Electronic Commerce is the narrow sense.  

From a broader view, the word e-commerce comes from “Electronic Business”, which 

means to conduct business activities electronically. By using electronic tools like Internet, 

company, suppliers, customers, and partners share information through electronic business, 

and realize the electronic business process among enterprises, which coordinates with the 

electronic production control system inside the enterprise and enhances the efficiency of each 

link including production, storage, circulation and capital.  

 In China, e-commerce was born in 1995. Up to now, it has experienced the expanding 

and deepening evolution from tool to channel and to infrastructure. In 2013, e-commerce got 

a further evolution from infrastructure, and represented a new business ecosystem, which 

made a further influence on traditional enterprises and accelerated their 

“e-commercialization”. [Wang Junxiu, 2014] 

Since 2011, the e-commerce in China has had a rapid development. In 2012, the total 

trading volume of e-commerce was approximately CNY 8 trillion (CNY 6.7 trillion among 

enterprises and CNY 1.3 trillion on retail). It was estimated that in 2015, the total trading 

volume would surpass CNY 20 trillion with retail of over CNY 4 trillion. [Reported by Gao 

Hucheng, 2015/12/28, Xinhua net] 

In recent years, a batch of e-commerce service industries have entered extenders, whose 

main motive power is the opening of e-commerce platforms like taobao, Tmall, JD, Suning, 

dangdang, and Yihaodian. Meanwhile, since online payment and mobile payment are 

convenient and more available, online shopping has become a popular habit among 

Figure 4- 4Total trading volume of e-commerce 
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consumers. 

As more and more people are accustomed to online shopping, Xiaomi, as a mobile 

Internet Company, takes advantage of the prevailing mobile Internet, makes full use of the 

Internet, and implements the model of online direct selling on its website www.mi.com with a 

product pattern subverting tradition. Compared with traditional physical store selling, online 

direct selling can reduce transaction costs, such as expenses on transportation and storage, 

simplifies agent management, and enhances capital turnover. By means of e-commerce, 

bookings with reservation system can help to grasp consumers’ mind. Besides all these, Mi 

phones also have an “exceeding-expectation” cost-performance, so they are always sold out in 

seconds. After building the e-commerce of its own brand. Xiaomi also uses other brands’ 

e-commerce such as JD to expand its sales.  

During the interview, the author observes that similar to Xiaomi’s e-commerce mi.com, 

Huawei has vmall, Letv has Lestore, Haier has ehaier, and Qihoo 360 sells its smartphones on 

Qiku. These are the e-commerce of case enterprises’ own brands. Meanwhile, case enterprises 

also use public e-commerce platforms such as JD, Alibaba/Tmall for sales, service and 

accounts. 

Building an efficient e-commerce platform and making full use of it is the common 

property of the rapid growth in case enterprises. 

A11 Social Media 

Social Media refer to the platforms on the Internet where contents based on user relation 

are generated and exchanged. People use social media as the tools or platforms to share 

comments, opinions, experiences and ideas. Currently, social media mainly include social 

networks, weibo, WeChat, blogs, forums and podcasting.  

Social media once were over-pursued in the marketing, and even mistaken as an 

important transformation of marketing and management in the Internet age. Rational thinking 

is required here. On the question about the nature of marketing, some people regard that 

Internet changes products, services and paths, but not the nature of marketing or the basic 

operational rules of business. Others argue that Internet deconstructs traditional marketing 

concepts, forms a unique product thinking and media structure, and stimulates a series of 

consumers’ mental-decision process that differ from the past. (Lin, 2014) 

Social media marketing develops in the Internet age, which consists of three types. The 

first type is “owned media” from web 1.0, such as official blogs, weibo and WeChat of 

enterprises, of which enterprises take control. The second is called “paid media”, which is 

http://www.mi.com/
http://www.mi.com/
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media advertising based on keyword search. These media are paid by enterprises to attract 

attention and arouse discussions.  

In recent years, the marketing reform under the heated topic “Internet Thinking” is more 

like the third type – earned media, which let the consumers take control. That means to put 

your brand into free media, and create transparent and permanent word of mouth through 

social media, instead of controlled by media or introduced by paid advertisements. This is a 

two-way listening and responding, a positive cycle generated by the efficient collaboration of 

enterprises’ owned media and paid media. 

Table 4- 9Definition of Owned Media, Paid Media and Earned Media 

Owned Media, Paid Media and Earned Media 

Media 

Type 
Definition Examples Role Benefits Challenges 

Owned 

media 

 

channels 

controlled by 

enterprises 

themselves 

enterprisewebsite 

enterprise mobile 

website 

enterprise blog 

enterprise weibo 

establish 

long-term 

relationship 

with direct and 

potential users 

and earned 

media 

enterprise 

control 

low costs 

long-term 

effect 

wide range 

accurate 

audience 

unguaranteed 

effects 

untrusted 

time-consuming 

for long-term 

maintenance 

Paid media 

 

channels paid 

by 

enterprises 

TV commercial 

paid search 

advertising 

othersponsors 

attract 

attention, 

arouse 

discussion 

as needed 

quick 

wide range 

controlled 

noisy 

lowreliability 

decreasing 

effects 

expensive 

Earned 

media 

 

consumers as 

the channels 

user word of 

mouth 

Buzz 

virus spreading 

listen and 

respond—— 

Earned media 

is a positive 

result of the 

efficient 

collaboration 

of enterprises’ 

owned media 

and paid 

high reliability 

key factor of 

marketing 

transparent 

vivid 

relativelylow 

expenses 

uncontrollable 

potential 

negative 

comments 

wide range 

hard to measure 
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media. 

 

Nowadays mobile social networks are highly developed. Drawing support from social 

media for marketing is the general trend. Xiaomi Inc. did not spend a penny on traditional 

hard advertisements in its early period as a start-up, but actively interacted with users. 

Through “Mi fans” management, Lei Jun’s weibo advertising and self-conscious propaganda 

on social networks from each employee, Xiaomi successfully amplified the effects of “Exceed 

Expectation” word of mouth. “We have to thank the age of social media. In the past five years 

since Xiaomi was founded, the growth of weibo and WeChat has provide a great opportunity 

for Xiaomi. What’s this opportunity? That is, if you have a good but cheap product, the world 

will know it in seconds,” said Lei Jun in his speech. Similarly, Huawei’s propaganda of 

Honor also fully utilizes social media to spread its idea of “being yourself”. The marketing of 

super TV and ecological strategy in Letv also takes advantage of the dissemination function 

of weibo and WeChat.  

However, according to the research and interview, these three media types do not replace 

each other. The heated earned media in the Internet age will not completely take the place of 

owned media and paid media, but the functions and significance of each type of media will 

change constantly. In fact, since 2015 when Xiaomi officially started to use Mi brand and 

mi.com and extended its products to periphery & spin-off such as television and router, it has 

also conducted marketing of paid media via traditional media like CCTV. Jiang Dongge, 

general manager of president office in Letv, pointed out in the interview that Letv started 

from focusing on paid media and then concentrated on earned media, and now it mixed these 

three for a collaborative effect. For instance, the boot screen of Letv Super TV advertising its 

product release conference or Le Mobiles actually returns to “Owned Media”. 

In the Internet context, everything is the media. Making the utmost of social media, 

twice as much can be accomplished with half the effort. 

A12 Surplus from Reform 

Massive surpluseswere brought by the liberation of productivity during the past 30 years 

since the reform and opening up of China. In the recent four years, they are reflected in the 

consumption upgrade (increasing demands for better products and services), cultural 

information consumption (the characteristics of information consumption demands during 

China’s transformation to an information society), etc. The products and services launched by 

case enterprises mainly meet demands in these respects. Take the tide at the flood, then twice 

as much can be accomplished with half the effort. The smartphones and super TV of Xiaomi 
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Inc. and Letv also take the tide of consumption upgrade and digital life. The online video 

subscription service of Letv meets people’s need of information entertainment consumption. 

Based on the thinking of “tide”, the author summarized A09 Collaborative Resources, 

A10 E-commerce Platform, A11 Social Media and A12 Surplus from Reform into core 

category 4 –“Leverage of Multiplication” Impact. 

 

Table 4- 10Paradigm Model of “Leverage of Multiplication” Impact 

Casual Condition) Phenomenon 

take the tide at the flood, 

division of labor, 

digital economy with decreasing 

marginal cost 

Leverage of Multiplication 

Context 

Case enterprises consider that the rapid growth of enterprises requires for 

leveraging. Enterprises should “take the tide at the flood”. In the Internet age when 

the division of labor is segmented and marginal cost is decreasing, case enterprises 

adopt: 

 

Intervening condition Strategy (Action/interaction) 

lower transaction costs, social progress 

and consumption upgrade in the 

Internet age 

 

throw a sprat to catch a herring by utilizing 

“collaborative resources”;  

reduce costs with self-owned e-commerce 

platform and disintermediation; 

take advantage of the new spreading power 

of social media; 

take the tide of reform, and utilize the 

leveraging of surplus. 
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Consequence 

Exponential growth 

4.5 Selective Coding 

Through the above opening coding and the detailed analysis of axial coding, the general 

skeleton of management innovation characteristics in case enterprises rises. In the stage of 

selective coding, the core categories and other categories are series-connected through a story 

line, which is as follows: 

Management innovation in enterprises in the Internet age is by no means simply a 

utilization of Internet technology, but a profound shift in aspects of idea, actions, organization, 

etc. Through the investigation and research on the case enterprises, the author finds that these 

enterprises first establish “People/users First” Logos, including a perspective shift, insist on 

“zero distance to users” and resolution for “disruptive innovation”.The perspective shift is a 

shift from product-lifecycle to user-lifecycle, which will bring a change in the entire 

management thinking paradigm, and that is may be the so-call Internet Thinking. After the 

perspective shift, insist “zero distance to users” on resource allocation, and eliminate any 

intermediate link between enterprise and users. Thirdly, entrepreneurs and managers have the 

daring and resolution for disruptive innovation, courage to break current patterns and 

boldness for trans-boundary thinking.  

After establishing “People/users First” Logos, enterprises let user participate in the 

actions and interactions to co-create values. Meanwhile, enterprises also build their 

ecosystems through horizontal and vertical integration on the value chain, and finally achieve 

the effect of “exceed expectation” word of mouth, which makes users feel worthy and realizes 

the value recognition after allied value co-created. 

To support the above ideas and actions, innovation is also underway in the internal 

organizations and the incentive culture of enterprises. Bureaucracy model and the 

organization form of intelligence unit gradually transform to podular org and project-based 

dynamic agility; the culture of supervisory control and rewarding the diligent and punishing 

the lazygradually transforms to the empowerment culture of employee autonomy and iterative 

error-tolerant system.  

When ideas, actions and organizations all surround the paradigm of “People/users first”, 

the efficiency and speed of the management innovation in enterprises depend on whether they 
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can effectively utilize the “potential energy” which includes the above-mentioned 

“collaborative resources”, “e-commerce platform”, “social media” and “surplus from reform”. 

Take the tide at the flood, then twice as much can be accomplished with half the effort. 

4.6 Research Conclusion from Grounded Theory 

This chapter adopts the three-level coding of Grounded Theory to analyze the data. At 

first, 207 labels were identified through open coding, which later were extracted into 88 

concepts. Afterwards, the 88 concepts were induced into 12 categories, and then they were 

induced into four core categories through axial coding. See the table below: 

Table 4- 11Table of Categories and Core Categories 

Core Category Category 

“People First/Users First” Logos 

 01 User-Lifecycle perspective 

 02 Zero Distance to Users 

 03 Disruptive Innovation 

“Allied Value Co-create” Action 

 04 User-participation 

 05 Ecological Synergy 

 06 Exceed Expectation 

“Empowerment &Autonomy” 

Organization 

 07 Dynamic Agility 

 08Creativity through Empowerment 

“Leverage of Multiplication” Impact 

 09Collaborative Resources 

 10E-commerce Platform 

 11Social Media 

 12Surplus from Reform 

 

At last, a “story line” explanation was made up through selective coding so that the 

characteristics combination of management innovation which contributed to the rapid growth 

of case enterprises could be inferred. See the figure below: 
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To sum up, the author generalizes four core categories including 12 characteristics of the 

management innovation in enterprises in the Internet age according to the research on case 

enterprises based on Grounded Theory. The initials of the four core categories are: 

（1）L:“Leverage of Multiplication”Impact； 

（2）E:“Empowerment and Autonomy”Organization； 

（3）A:“Allied Value Co-Create”Action; 

（4）P：”People First/Users first” Logos. 

Combined together, “LEAP” is a large and important advance. Hence, based on the research 

findings, the author calls the model of management innovation in the Internet age LEAP 

model. See the figure below: 

Figure 4- 5Diagram of achievement breakthroughs in management innovation 
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Figure 4- 6LEAP Model – Model of management innovation in the Internet age 

4.7Hypotheses on LEAP Model 

Abstract of this segment: According to the understanding of management innovation, 

this segment bases on thepreliminary LEAP model built by the research methods of Grounded 

Theory, and puts forward related hypotheses. By means of statistics tool SPSS, the hypotheses 

are tested. At last, the model of management innovation characteristics is validated. 

4.7.1 Major Hypotheses on LEAP Model 

Based on the construction and analysis of the framework of management innovation 

characteristics in the case enterprises, the characteristics contain four aspects – “People/users 

first” logos, “Allied value co-create” action, “Empowerment and autonomy” organization, and 

“Leverage of multiplication” impact. 
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As a result, the major hypotheses are as follows： 

 

4.7.2 Research Hypotheses 

According to the major hypotheses on LEAP model, a complete set of research 

hypotheses is put forward.  

H1: Enterprises in the Internet age establishing “people/users first” logos is one of the 

major characteristics of management innovation in enterprises. 

H1 consists of the following three sub-hypotheses:  

– H1a：Shift from product-lifecycle perspective to user-lifecycle perspective is one of the 

characteristics of management innovation in enterprises； 

– H1b：Enterprises’ resources zero distance to users is one of the characteristics of 

management innovation in enterprises； 

– H1c：Entrepreneurs’ resolution for disruptive innovation is one of the characteristics of 

management innovation in enterprises. 

H2：“Allied value co-create” action in the Internet age is one of the major characteristics 

of management innovation in enterprises. 

H2 consists of two sub-hypotheses： 

Figure 4- 7Major Hypotheses on LEAP Model 
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– H2a: “User-participation” is one of the characteristics of management innovation in 

enterprises； 

– H2b:“Ecological synergy” is one of the characteristics of management innovation in 

enterprises； 

– H2c: “Exceed expectation” is one of the characteristics of management innovation in 

enterprises. 

H3: “Empowerment and autonomy” organization in the Internet age is one of the major 

characteristics of management innovation in enterprises. 

H3 consists of the following two sub-hypotheses： 

– H3a: “Dynamic agility” is one of the characteristics of management innovation in 

enterprises； 

– H3b: “Creativity through empowerment” is one of the characteristics of management 

innovation in enterprises. 

H4: “Leverage of multiplication” impact is a distinguishing characteristic of management 

innovation in enterprises. 

H4 consists of the following four sub-hypotheses: 

– H4a: Utilizing collaborative resources is one of the characteristics of management 

innovation in enterprises； 

– H4b: Utilizing e-commerce platforms is one of the characteristics of management 

innovation in enterprises； 

– H4c: Utilizing social media is one of the characteristics of management innovation in 

enterprises； 

– H4d: Utilizing surplus from reform is one of the characteristics of management 

innovation in enterprises. 

Thus, according to the theoretical model of management innovation, relationships among 

all the hypotheses are established as follows: 
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In this model, there is one exogenous variable – management innovation, and four 

endogenous variables –“people/users first” logos, “allied value co-create” action, 

“empowerment and autonomy” organization, and “leverage of multiplication” impact. This 

thesis will use structural equation model to analyze the relationship between the exogenous 

variable and endogenous variables. 

4.8 Hypothesis Testing of LEAP Model 

4.8.1 Questionnaire Design and Data Collection 

 According to the above analysis, the preliminary characteristics of management 

innovation in case enterprises were extracted by the coding method of Grounded Theory. To 

test the universality of the characteristics, this thesis designed a questionnaire survey on 

enterprise management innovation based on theoretical analysis, which was used to test the 

LEAP model built in the previous segment. 

According to the requirements of questionnaire analysis, 300 people were invited to do 

the questionnaire and comment on the representativeness of the management innovation 

characteristics combination, including 150 mid-level managers and top executives from case 

enterprises Xiaomi, Huawei (Consumer BG) and Letv, 35 EDBA fellow students who are also 

enterprise mangers, 50 EMBA students, 50 experts and scholars in related fields, and 15 

fellow managers. These questionnaires were sent out in papers, or through website and 

Figure 4- 8Hypothesis Model of Management Innovation Characteristics Variables 
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Wechat, collected and sorted by Sojump. 295 of 300 were returned, with 271 valid (a valid 

response rate of 90.3%). See the detailed information of investigation samples is in Table 

4-12. 

Table 4- 12 Basic information of investigation samples 

  sample 

number 

percentage

（%） 

valid rate 

（%） 

Gender 
Male 171 62.9 63.1 

Female 100 36.8 36.9 

Education 

College and 

below 

18 6.6 6.6 

Undergraduate 162 59.6 59.6 

Graduate and 

above 

92 33.8 33.8 

Position 

High-level 

manager 

2 0.7 0.7 

Mid-level 

manager 

19 7.0 7.0 

Low-level 

manager 

251 92.3 92.3 

Working period 

in current 

company (year) 

0~5 170 62.5 62.5 

6~10 76 27.9 27.9 

10+ 26 9.6 9.6 

Age 

20~29 142 52.2 52.4 

30~39 113 41.5 41.7 

40~49 15 5.5 5.5 

49+ 1 0.4 0.4 

4.8.2 Research analysis 

This research adopted statistics software SPSS11 and EXCEL to do the data analysis, 

and used the following three statistical approaches to analyze the returned sample data.  
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Table 4- 13Statistical analysis approaches 

Reliability and 

Validity Analysis 

Reliability refers to the consistency or stability of the result got by the 

testing tools. It is an index that reflects the truth of tested 

characteristics.Validity is an assess tool which tests whether the 

questionnaire has truly measured what researchers need, that is, the 

closeness between result and target. 

Correlation 

Analysis 

It is a statistical approach that analyzes the correlation among random 

variables by studying whether there exist certain dependencies among 

the phenomena and if there do exist, then studying the dependency 

direction and correlation degree.  

Hypothesis 

Testing 

It is a statistical process of rejecting or accepting the hypotheses based 

on the sample data. During the hypothesis testing, sample is the only 

source of the overall data. Since samples are random and typical, their 

results are used to determine whether the hypotheses on the population 

parameter are supported or not.  

 

4.8.2.1 Reliability and Validity Analysis 

a. Reliability Analysis 

Reliability refers to the consistency or stability of the result got by the testing tools. It is 

an index that reflects the truth of tested characteristics [92]. 

The degree of reliability is expressed in reliability coefficient. The bigger the coefficient 

is, the higher reliability the measurement has. Scholar DeVellis (1991) proposed the following 

standard to measure reliability: 0.60～0.65(better not); 0.65～0.70(minimum acceptable); 

0.70～0.80 (good)；0.80～0.90 (excellent). Hence, if the reliability coefficient of the total 

scale is below 0.80 or the internal consistency coefficient of subscale is below 0.60, it will be 

necessary to consider revising the scale or adding/deleting items. 

Reliability analysis approaches mainly include test-retest reliability, parallel-forms 

reliability, split-half reliability, scorer reliability andαcoefficient of reliability.Cronbach’s 

alpha is currently the most commonly used reliability coefficient. The formula for Cronbach’s 

alpha is: 

α = (k/k − 1) ∗ (1 − (∑S𝑖
2)/𝑆𝑡

2) 

In this formula, k is equal to the number of items in the scale; Si
2 is the inter-item 

variance of item i; St
2equals the variance of total points of all the items. It can be seen from 
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the formula that αcoefficient assesses the consistency among the point of each item in the 

scale, so it is an internal consistency coefficient. This thesis used a seven-point scale based on 

the five-point Likert scale (see Attachment four), and used Cronbach’s alpha to assess the 

reliability.  

Table 4- 14SPSS Reliability Analysis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The result shows the Cronbach’s alpha of this investigation is 0.8346, which represents a 

high reliability.  

b.validity analysis： 

Validity is an assess tool which tests whether the questionnaire has truly measured what 

researchers need, that is, the closeness between result and target. This thesis will discuss content 

validity and construct validity respectively. Generally, content validity of the scale is tested by the 

correlation among each variable while construct validity of the scale is tested according to whether the 

correlation between each variable and total points exceeds the correlation among each variable.  

Content validity refers to the degree for the assessment tool to cover the research theme. 

It is a subjective assessment system, which shows the recognition degree of experts in a 

specific field on whether a certain scale can measure the quantized objects. Thus, the 

procedure followed in the development of assessment tool is very important. If the content of 

this assessment can represent the research theme, then the assessment tool is considered with 

high content validity. 

In the broad sense, Construct validity refers to the internal validity of the study which is 

generally required by researches. In the narrow sense, it refers to the degree whether the 

assessment of variables can truly represent the concepts that we are studying. This research 

measures the construct validity of the questionnaire survey through factor analysis which 

conducts PCA on questionnaire data and makes the judgment according to the clustering 

situation and the accumulated variance contribution rate. First it tested whether the factor 

analysis can be conducted. The commonly used tool is KMO measure of sampling adequacy 

and Bartlett’s test.  

A factor analysis is conducted on the P value of each property: 

RELIABILITY   ANALYSIS   -   SCALE(ALPHA) 

 

Reliability Coefficients 

N of Cases =100.0 N of Items = 16 

Alpha = 0.8346 
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Table 4- 15KMO and Bartlett's Test 1 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling  

Adequacy. .673 

Bartlett’s Test of Approx. 222.85 

Sphericity Chi-Square 2 

 df 78 

 Sig. .000 

 

In the above analysis, KMO value is 0.673. According to the standards given by 

statistician Kaiser, factor analysis can be conducted. 

The concomitant probability given by Bartlett’s test is 0.000, below the significant level 

0.05, so the null hypothesis of Bartlett’s test is rejected. This proves that the data have a sign 

of relationship, so it can be considered that it meets the research requirements and is suitable 

for factor analysis. 

A factor analysis is conducted on the E value of each property: 

Table 4- 16KMO and Bartlett's Test 2 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling  

Adequacy. .688 

Bartlett’s Test of Approx. Chi-Square 286.730 

Sphericity   

 df 78 

 Sig. .000 

 

In the above analysis, KMO value is 0.688. According to the standards given by 

statistician Kaiser, it is above 0.6, so factor analysis can be conducted. The concomitant 

probability given by Bartlett’s test is 0.000, below the significant level 0.05, so the null 

hypothesis of Bartlett’s test is rejected. This proves that the data have a sign of relationship, 

so it can be considered that it meets the research requirements and is suitable for factor 
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analysis. In addition, factors with eigen value greater than 1 are extracted through major 

factor analysis, and are orthogonally rotated by means of varimax rotation. Factor loadings 

are also eliminated. According to the result of factor analysis, the sub-properties under each 

property automatically aggregate, so construct validity is met.  

4.8.2.2 Correlation Analysis 

Correlation analysis is a statistical approach that analyzes the correlation among random 

variables by studying whether there exist certain dependencies among the phenomena and if there do 

exist, then studying the dependency direction and correlation degree. In correlation analysis, the 

commonly used correlation coefficients are Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient, and 

Spearman and Kendall’s tua-b coefficient. This thesis uses Pearson’s correlation coefficient.  

1. Correlation analysis of H1 and its sub-hypotheses 

Table 4- 17Correlation analysis of user-lifecycle perspective and management innovation 

  management 

innovation 

user-lifecycle 

perspective 

management 

innovation 

Pearson 

1 .832** 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) . .000 

 N 100 100 

user-lifecycle 

perspective 

Pearson 

.832** 1 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) .000  

 N 100 100 

 

The matrix of correlation coefficient shows the correlation coefficient of user-lifecycle 

perspective and management innovation is 0.832, next to which there are two *, representing 

the concomitant probability is below 0.01 (0.000 in the table) when the significant level is 

0.01. Hence, user-lifecycle perspective has a significant influence on management innovation. 

H1a is valid. 

Table 4- 18Correlation analysis of “zero distance to users” and management innovation 

  management 

innovation 

zero distance 

to users 
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management 

innovation 

Pearson 

1 .791** 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) . .000 

 N 100 100 

zero distance to 

users 

Pearson 

.791** 1 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) .000  

 N 100 100 

 

The matrix of correlation coefficient shows the correlation coefficient of “zero distance 

to users” and management innovation is 0.791, next to which there are two *, representing the 

concomitant probability is below 0.01 (0.000 in the table) when the significant level is 0.01. 

Hence, “zero distance to users” has a significant influence on management innovation. H1b is 

valid. 

Table 4- 19Correlation analysis of “disruptive innovation” and management innovation 

  management 

innovation 

“disruptive 

innovation” 

management 

innovation 

Pearson 

1 .784** 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) . .000 

 N 100 100 

“disruptive 

innovation” 

Pearson 

.784** 1 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) .000  

 N 100 100 

 

The matrix of correlation coefficient shows the correlation coefficient of “disruptive 

innovation” and management innovation is 0.784, next to which there are two *, representing 

the concomitant probability is below 0.01 (0.000 in the table) when the significant level is 
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0.01. Hence, “disruptive innovation” has a significant influence on management innovation. 

H1c is valid. 

 

2. Correlation analysis of H2 and its sub-hypotheses 

Table 4- 20Correlation analysis of “user-participation” and management innovation 

  management 

innovation 

“user- 

participation” 

management 

innovation 

Pearson 

1 .707** 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) . .000 

 N 100 100 

“user- 

participation” 

Pearson 

.707** 1 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) .000  

 N 100 100 

 

The matrix of correlation coefficient shows the correlation coefficient of 

“user-participation” and management innovation is 0.707, next to which there are two *, 

representing the concomitant probability is below 0.01 (0.000 in the table) when the 

significant level is 0.01. Hence, “user-participation” has a significant influence on 

management innovation. H2a is valid. 

 

Table 4- 21Correlation analysis of “ecological synergy” and management innovation 

  managementin

novation 

“ecologicalsyn

ergy” 

management 

innovation 

Pearson 

1 .878** 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) . .000 

 N 100 100 

“ecological Pearson .878** 1 



 

100 

 

synergy” 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) .000  

 N 100 100 

The matrix of correlation coefficient shows the correlation coefficient of “ecological 

synergy” and management innovation is 0.878, next to which there are two *, representing the 

concomitant probability is below 0.01 (0.000 in the table) when the significant level is 0.01. 

Hence, “ecological synergy” has a significant influence on management innovation. H2b is 

valid. 

Table 4- 22Correlation analysis of “exceed expectation” and management innovation 

  management 

innovation 

“exceed 

expectation” 

management 

innovation 

Pearson 

1 .872** 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) . .000 

 N 100 100 

“exceed 

expectation” 

Pearson 

.872** 1 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) .000  

 N 100 100 

 

The matrix of correlation coefficient shows the correlation coefficient of “exceed 

expectation” and management innovation is 0.872, next to which there are two *, representing 

the concomitant probability is below 0.01 (0.000 in the table) when the significant level is 

0.01. Hence, “exceed expectation” has a significant influence on management innovation. 

H2c is valid. 

 

3. Correlation analysis of H3 and its sub-hypotheses 

Table 4- 23Correlation analysis of “exceed expectation” and management innovation 

   management 

innovation 

“dynamic 

agility” 
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management 

innovation 

Pearson 

1 .849** 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) . .000 

 N 100 100 

“dynamic 

agility” 

Pearson 

.849** 1 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) .000  

 N 100 100 

The matrix of correlation coefficient shows the correlation coefficient of “dynamic 

agility” and management innovation is 0.849, next to which there are two *, representing the 

concomitant probability is below 0.01 (0.000 in the table) when the significant level is 0.01. 

Hence, “dynamic agility” has a significant influence on management innovation. H3a is valid. 

Table 4- 24Correlation analysis of “creativity thru empowerment” and management innovation 

  management 

innovation 

“creativity 

through 

empowerment” 

management 

innovation 

Pearson 

1 .881** 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) . .000 

 N 100 100 

“creativitythrou

gh 

empowerment” 

Pearson 

.881** 1 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) .000  

 N 100 100 

 

The matrix of correlation coefficient shows the correlation coefficient of “creativity 

through empowerment”and management innovation is 0.881, next to which there are two *, 

representing the concomitant probability is below 0.01 (0.000 in the table) when the 
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significant level is 0.01. Hence, “creativity through empowerment” has a significant influence 

on management innovation. H3b is valid. 

 

4. Correlation analysis of H4 and its sub-hypotheses 

Table 4- 25Correlation analysis of “collaborative resources” and management innovation 

  management 

innovation 

“collaborative 

resources” 

management 

innovation 

Pearson 

1 .826** 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) . .000 

 N 100 100 

“collaborative 

resources” 

Pearson 

.826** 1 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) .000  

 N 100 100 

The matrix of correlation coefficient shows the correlation coefficient of “collaborative 

resources” and management innovation is 0.826, next to which there are two *, representing 

the concomitant probability is below 0.01 (0.000 in the table) when the significant level is 

0.01. Hence, “ecological synergy” has a significant influence on management innovation. H4a 

is valid. 

Table 4- 26Correlation analysis of “e-commerce platform” and management innovation 

  management 

innovation 

“e-commerce 

platform” 

management 

innovation 

Pearson 

1 .811** 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) . .000 

 N 100 100 

“e-commerce 

platform” 

Pearson 

.811** 1 

 Correlation 
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 Sig.(2-tailed) .000  

 N 100 100 

The matrix of correlation coefficient shows the correlation coefficient of “e-commerce 

platform” and management innovation is 0.811, next to which there are two *, representing 

the concomitant probability is below 0.01 (0.000 in the table) when the significant level is 

0.01. Hence, “e-commerce platform” has a significant influence on management innovation. 

H4b is valid. 

Table 4- 27Correlation analysis of “social media” and management innovation 

  management 

innovation 

“social media” 

management 

innovation 

Pearson 

1 .818** 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) . .000 

 N 100 100 

“social media” Pearson 
.818** 1 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) .000  

 N 100 100 

 

The matrix of correlation coefficient shows the correlation coefficient of “social media” 

and management innovation is 0.818, next to which there are two *, representing the 

concomitant probability is below 0.01 (0.000 in the table) when the significant level is 0.01. 

Hence,“social media” has a significant influence on management innovation. H4c is valid. 

Table 4- 28Correlation analysis of “surplus from reform” and management innovation 

  management 

innovation 

“surplus from 

reform” 

management 

innovation 

Pearson 

1 .831** 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) . .000 

 N 100 100 

“surplus from Pearson .831** 1 
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reform” 

 Correlation 

 Sig.(2-tailed) .000  

 N 100 100 

 

The matrix of correlation coefficient shows the correlation coefficient of “surplus from 

reform” and management innovation is 0.831, next to which there are two *, representing the 

concomitant probability is below 0.01 (0.000 in the table) when the significant level is 0.01. 

Hence, “ecological synergy” has a significant influence on management innovation. H4d is 

valid. 

4.8.2.3 Analysis of Hypothesis Testing result 

The result of correlation analysis shows that the five hypotheses and the sub-hypotheses 

are all valid. See detailed information in Table 4-29 below: 

According to the hypothesis testing result, all the hypotheses of this study have passed 

the test and the measurement model has been verified.  

4.9 Research Conclusion 

This chapter started from the theoretical basis of management innovation model, and 

then studied the relationship between each factor and management innovation. First, it 

verified the scale had high validity and reliability. Then it set up research hypotheses by 

combining the conceptual model proposed in Chapter IV, and constructed structural equation 

model. It used SPSS to test hypotheses of LEAP model, which laid a solid foundation for the 

strategy study in the next chapter. 

After the study in this chapter, an important conclusion is reached – the verification of 

management innovation characteristics. See Table 4-29: 

Table 4- 29Testing result of management innovation characteristics 

Research 

Hypothesis 

Sub-hypothesis Testing 

Method 

Research 

Result 

Testing 

Result 

H1: Enterprises 

in the Internet 

age establishing 

“people/users 

first” logos is 

H1a：Shift from product-lifecycle 

perspective to user-lifecycle 

perspective is one of the 

characteristics of management 

innovation in enterprises； 

correlation 

analysis 

“People/users 

first” logo is one 

of the major 

characteristics 

of management 

valid 
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one of the major 

characteristics 

of management 

innovation in 

enterprises. 

H1b：Enterprises’ resources zero 

distance to users is one of the 

characteristics of management 

innovation in enterprises； 

innovation in 

enterprises. 

H1c：Entrepreneurs’ resolution for 

disruptive innovation is one of the 

characteristics of management 

innovation in enterprises. 

“Allied value 

co-create” 

action in the 

Internet age is 

one of the major 

characteristics 

of management 

innovation in 

enterprises. 

H2a: “User-participation” is one 

of the characteristics of 

management innovation in 

enterprises； 

correlation 

analysis 

“Allied value 

co-create” 

action is one of 

the major 

characteristics 

of management 

innovation in 

enterprises. 

valid 

H2b: “Ecological synergy” is one 

of the characteristics of 

management innovation in 

enterprises； 

H2c: “Exceed expectation” is one 

of the characteristics of 

management innovation in 

enterprises. 

H3: 

“Empowerment 

and autonomy” 

organization in 

the Internet age 

is one of the 

major 

characteristics 

of management 

innovation in 

enterprises. 

H3a: “Dynamic agility” is one of 

the characteristics of management 

innovation in enterprises； 

correlation 

analysis 

“Empowerment 

and autonomy” 

organization is 

one of the major 

characteristics 

of management 

innovation in 

enterprises. 

valid 

H3b: “Creativity through 

empowerment” is one of the 

characteristics of management 

innovation in enterprises. 

H4: “Leverage 

of 

multiplication” 

H4a: Utilizing collaborative 

resources is one of the 

characteristics of management 

correlation 

analysis 

“Leverage of 

multiplication” 

impact is a 

valid 
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impact is 

animportant 

characteristic of 

management 

innovation in 

enterprises. 

innovation in enterprises； distinguishing 

characteristic of 

management 

innovation in 

enterprises. 

H4b: Utilizing e-commerce 

platforms is one of the 

characteristics of management 

innovation in enterprises； 

H4c: Utilizing social media is one 

of the characteristics of 

management innovation in 

enterprises； 

H4d: Utilizing surplus from 

reform is one of the 

characteristics of management 

innovation in enterprises. 
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Chapter V Conclusion and Discussion 

Focusing on a series of hot phenomena in China in the recent years: Internet Thinking, 

Internet+ and enterprise transformation and innovation, this research set 5 typical 

fast-growing enterprises in the consumer electronic industry as samples, and conducted an 

empirical study based on Grounded Theory. This research also identified 12 characteristics of 

management innovation in Chinese enterprises in the Internet age, and verified them through 

questionnaire survey and structural equation model. This Chapter contains a brief review and 

discussion of the research and results of this empirical study and puts forward the main 

creative contributions of the research. In addition, it also contains author’s suggestions of the 

management innovation and transformation in the Chinese enterprises in the Internet age 

based on other scholars’ research results and author’s own management experience. 

5.1 Major Research Work 

5.1.1 Literature Review and Arrangement 

This study started with literature review of information society, findings and principles 

in Internet business in the recent decade, concepts of innovation and management innovation 

as well as ideas of so-called Internet Thinking, based on which the author concluded that the 

“user-centric” thinking paradigm would guide management innovation practices among 

enterprises in the Internet age. With this as the start pointing, an exploratory empirical study 

was conducted.  

5.1.2 Qualitative Research Process 

This multi-case empirical study chose 5 newly-rising consumer electronics companies 

(Xiaomi Inc., Huawei Consumer BG, Letv Group, Haier Group and Qihoo 360) that attributed 

their rapid business growth to their management innovation in Internet ageover the past 4 

years. The interview and other first-hand data of chairmen and C Level executives from the 5 

enterprises formed a 150,000-word interview transcription. Through the coding methods of 

Grounded Theory, 88 concepts were extracted into 12 categories; then 4 main categories were 

sorted out. All the categories and main categories were demonstrated based on the related 

practices in the case enterprises. Characteristic combinations of management innovation were 

derived in a story line through selective coding. 

In the qualitative study, Xiaomi Inc., Huawei Consumer BG and Letv Group were the 

main case enterprises while Haier Group and Qihoo 360 were supplements which examine 
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theoretical saturation. During the process of concept refining of Grounded Theory, a gradually 

convergent theoretical saturation procedure of concepts and relations was represented. 

5.1.3 Quantitative Research Process 

After the qualitative study determines the characteristic combinations of enterprise 

management innovation, this quantitative study conducted the theoretical examination 

through questionnaire survey, data collection and structural equation modeling. The target 

objects of the questionnaire survey were 150 mid-level managers and top executives from 

case enterprises and 150 others. Altogether 300 questionnaires were sent with 271 valid 

returned. These questionnaires were sent out in papers, or through website and Wechat, 

collected and sorted by Sojump.    

This study used SPSS to do the statistical analysis. After the analysis and testing of 

validity and reliability, a correlation analysis using Pearson related coefficient was conducted 

based on the 4 hypotheses and 12 sub-hypotheses in the structural equation model. Then the 

testing of hypotheses was carried out. 

5.2 General Statement of Conclusion 

According to the requirements on the scientific standards of qualitative and quantitative 

research methods, this multi-case empirical study on the characteristics of management 

innovation in Chinese enterprises in the Internet age has the following general statement of 

conclusion: 

1) “User-centered” thinking paradigm is the core idea of management innovation among 

enterprises in the Internet age. 

2) The 12 characteristics of management innovation among enterprises in the Internet 

age are classified into four core categories which are as follows: 

The first major category is “People/User first” Logos, which contains 3 characteristics: 

 “User-Lifecycle Perspective”: a shift from product-lifecycle perspective to 

user-lifecycle perspective. The ultimate goal is not to sale products, but to obtain and manage 

users in the long term. 

 “Zero Distance to Users”: Enterprises’ resources are organized through user-centered 

thinking paradigm. Without intermediary, direct contacts with users are reached. 

 “Disruptive Innovation”: It requires determination, resolution, courage and boldness to 

beak current self or industrial patterns and cross boundaries. 
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The second core category is “Allied Value Co-create” Action, which contains 3 

characteristics: 

 “User-participation”: Through Internet, users participate in each stage of product 

development – creativity, improvement, testing and dissemination, which facilitates the 

iterative development of products and enhances users’ common view on product value 

through the sense of participation generated during the interactions. 

 “Ecological Synergy”: Enterprises enhance their competitiveness through ecological 

synergy effects by building ecosystem with vertical integrated services and horizontal 

integrated “Periphery & spin-off”. 

 “Exceed Expectation”: Enterprises earn users’ loyalty with products, prices, services 

and experience exceeding expectations, which users will feel worthy. 

The third core category is “Empowerment & Autonomy” Organization, which contains 2 

characteristics: 

 “Dynamic Agility”: Enterprises adapt to the quick changes of external environment 

through project-centered management and realize the maximum organization efficiency in the 

dynamic changes. 

 “Creativity through Empowerment”: By empowering employees, enterprises form 

creative culture of self-driven employees and create the atmosphere of error tolerance and 

trial-and-error, making employees in the organizations the subjects of innovation who possess 

entrepreneur spirits. 

The fourth core category is “Leverage of Multiplication” Impact, which contains 4 

characteristics: 

 “Collaborative Resources”: Under the circumstances of decreasing transaction costs in 

the Internet age, enterprises use or rent a large amount of external resources as needed for 

rapid growth. These external resources include cloud computing, open source technology, 

outsourcing production, logistics service, etc. 

 “E-commerce Platform”: Enterprises use public e-commerce platforms or those of their 

own brands as their major trading method. 

 “Social Media”: Enterprises make full use of social media as earned media for 

interactions and marketing dissemination.  

 “Surplus from Reform”: Enterprises take advantage of the social surplus accumulated 

since reform and opening up, which includes the demand change brought by consumption 

upgrading, digitalized life of information society and “Made in China” capacity.  

3) Model of management innovation characteristics – LEAP, is established and verified.   
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Management innovation characteristics model demonstrates the characteristics and 

logical relations of management innovation, as shown in Figure5-1. 

5.3 Main Contributions of This Research 

This is an exploratory multi-case empirical study with obvious creative characteristics. 

To sum up, the main creative contributions of this research are as follows: 

1) Sense of contemporaneity 

 “Internet+” and “transformation of traditional enterprises in the Internet age” are hot 

topics in recent years, yet researches on management innovation in the China context have not 

covered much of these topics and empirical studies based on first-hand data are even rare. As 

an exploratory multi-case empirical study based on first-hand data, this research makes 

literature contribution to the field of management innovation in the current Internet age. 

2) Systematic-ness and validity 

This research systematically summarizes 12 characteristics of management innovation in 

the Internet age. With data based on the interviews with top executives of case enterprises, the 

research is characterized with a strategic height and an all-round perspective. The multi-case 

study contributes to induction and deduction, and helps to conduct the testing of theoretical 

saturation. Questionnaire survey and data analysis verify the validity of research conclusions 

in large samples. 

Therefore, this empirical study is a systematic research whose results of characteristics 

and relations of management innovation will have certain practical significance. 

Figure 5- 1 Management innovation characteristics model of enterprises in the Internet age 
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3) Research methods 

To studythe new things in the business field, exploratory empirical study is often 

conducted. In the recent two or three years, case study is often used in researches on 

management reforms brought by Internet. This research is conducted through Strauss 

Corbin’s systematic approach of Grounded Theory, which has not only strict abstracting and 

deduction processes of concepts, but also strong consistency. During the process of Axial 

Coding, the author supplements deductive explanation of related characteristics in case 

enterprises’ practices as far as possible, which makes the axial coding not too mechanical or 

abstract and reaches a certain balance. This research can serve as a reference in terms of 

research methods for other Grounded Theory researchers. 

 

5.4 Limitations and Future Study 

As Professor Romelaer pointed out, the thesis suffers from possible biases in the data: 

interviews and questionnaire were collected from people who are likely to be convinced of the 

merit of the researcher model, no data has been collected from people who could have 

different positions. 

The thesis did not completely adopt Wetzel’s "problem-centered interviews". Here the 

researcher has put a part of his views and convictions in the interviews and in the 

questionnaire. For this reason, the research is intermediately between the views of the 

respondents and the empirical test of the ideas of the researcher. 

This is a research on strategic level of management innovation, which refines highly 

abstract characteristics and concepts. Due to limits of time and length, the characteristics 

summarized have not been further illustrated in details. Micro-observation will help with a 

more sufficient discussion in the future study. 

The research focuses on the first-hand data. Due to the limit of time, other helpful 

second-hand information has not been utilized, the validity of which remains to be improved. 

Sample selection is restricted on fast-growing enterprises of consumer electronic products in 

the recent four years. 

The original intention of this research was to establish a set of index system to measure 

and evaluate the Internet Thinking index of enterprises. However, the author gradually 

realized during the research process that scientific discovery of characteristics in the 

management innovation practices is the premise and theoretical basis of building the index 

system. Hence, the author extracted and summarized the characteristics through Grounded 
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Theory and had them tested by questionnaire survey and structural equation model. Based on 

the research conclusions, other scholars or future EDBA students can further establish the 

index system. 

5.5 Managerial Implications 

The above limitations notwithstanding, this research has important implications for 

practice. First, the LEAP model provides a framework and a checklist for entrepreneurs and 

executives to refer when they may want to transform their business through management 

innovation. The existing research and discussion on the so-called “Internet Thinking” and 

“Internet +” were fragmental. Thus they may focus on specific but not holistic. The findings 

in this empirical study put things together to offer a more comprehensive and structured view. 

Entrepreneurs and executives may use it for strategic planning, organizational design, and 

even exam on-going management change. Business consultants may use the framework to 

establish measurement model to evaluate the firm and organization so as to provide strategic 

level advice to management team. 

Second, the findings in the research may help managers to distinguish the “driving 

factors” from “tools and methods”. There are quite a few mis-understanding on the impact 

that Internet brings to firm’s management. Some think it as “a tool for efficient only”, some 

think it is just about SNS and e-commerce for business and open source for innovation. The 

results of study provide a correction. It can suggest managers to re-think the paradigm (such 

as from product-centric to user-centric), review from logos to Eco to organizational 

perspectives, and re-weight managerial factors that fundamentally drive the changes and 

transformation. 

Finally, under the social background of ““mass entrepreneurship and innovation (大众创

业,万众创新)”, this empirical study gives not only the theory but also the story of fast 

growing firm such as xiaomi and LeTV that developed from almost zero to an unicorn firm. 

Regarding the firm’s exponential growth and innovation, there are many other scholar’s study 

in 2015: “Exponential Organizations” by Salim Ismail, “Zero-distance to customer” by David 

Campell, Harvard Business Case study 2015, “Social Innovation” by Yansheng Huang of 

MIT. This study supplements their work with the findings in China context. Entrepreneurs 

may cross-check the results and facts for implementation of management innovations. Upon 

the completion of the thesis, Yabuli Entrepreneur forum, the largest China private firm 

entrepreneur organization, has started to working on a new set of firm-innovation index by 

putting LEAP model into one of considerations. 
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5.6 Conclusion 

The thesis concludes that the knowledgeable who were interviewed and who answered 

the questionnaire holds opinions that the variables tested in the research are important for 

innovation, though the variables that were tested are NOT the only one or the most important 

sets for management innovation. Many research on innovation have shown the importance of 

several other variables, for example (1) the use of flexible planning; (2) the use of financial 

and marketing technical estimates; (3) a good coordination between marketing and production; 

(3) the use of intrapreneurs; (4) the use of a sequence of steps in the innovation process that is 

in line with the strategy of the firm and the uncertainty/ambiguity of the innovation. The list 

can never be complete. However, the LEAP model covers a part of what is important to 

manage innovation. 

The researcher collected data on the opinions of the interviewees concerning themes of 

his interest; hence all the conclusions are about what are the beliefs of knowledgeable people 

in innovative companies with some influence of the researcher's views. The researcher agrees 

that management research does not yet know what are all drivers of management innovation 

at the Internet age, but the findings on what knowledgeable people’s believe is already a 

sizeable step forward, as advised by Professor Pierre Romelaer. 

 

To explore the magic-of-art and principles of firm’s growth has been a long time endure 

for management study. In recent year, under the heat of Internet, a batch of Chinese 

enterprises achieved significant fast progress in revenue, market share, firm valuation, and 

brand awareness through management innovation. The findings in this research indicate the 

traits and characteristics of these firms’ management innovation. These attributes are further 

deducted and framed into a LEAP model, a good metaphor for firm’s rapid growth. For 

management practice, the conclusion of the study lend insight into how entrepreneurs and 

executives could plan and exam management innovation in order to achieve a business 

LEAP-forward.  
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APPENDIX 

Appendix A：Overview of Sample Enterprises 

Xiaomi Inc., founded in April 2010, has achieved an amazing leap with annual sales 

rising from 0 to nearly CNY 100 billion and company valuation rising from 0 to USD 45 

billion within only five years in the era of mobile Internet when smartphones are flourishing. 

Its sales of smartphones once topped the list in China. Xiaomi has also successfully extended 

its product line into fields of smart TV, wearable devices, smart home, etc. Mi.com, Xiaomi’s 

e-commerce, now ranks top 5 in Chinese e-commerce platform.   

 

Huawei Consumer BG was almost ‘Mr. Nobody’ four years ago running as a supplier of 

mainly mid- and low-end smartphones for carriers (Carrier OEM). But in only three years, it 

has made Huawei a new and vigorous brand among the global smartphone manufactures with 

a market share ranking among the top 3 worldwide through management innovation. With 

annual sales rising from USD 7 billion to nearly USD 22 billion, Huawei Consumer BG has 

become a leading smartphone manufacturer worldwide. 

 

Letv Group, founded in 2004, had no more than 300 employees when it was listed on 

Start-up Board in China in 2010. Letv began with video copyright wholesales and video site 

advertising Business, but in just five years it has developed a whole ecosystem including 

super TV, Le Mobiles, Le Vision Pictures, Letv Cloud, Letv Sports, etc. The “Letv 

Ecosystem”, an online platform with content, devices and applications, has pushed the share 

price of LeTV at record highs, market value up to over CNY 100 billion.    

 

Haier Group, founded in 1984, started from a refrigerator factory and now has become 

a global leading manufacturer of household appliance and supplier of fine life plans by 

expanding into fields of household appliance, communication, IT digital products, home 

furnishing, logistics, finance, real estate and biopharmacy. In 2014, Haier reached a global 

turnover of CNY 200.7 billion, a total profit of CNY 15 billion with profit growth three times 

income growth, and an online trading volume of CNY 54.8 billion with an increase of 2391% 

compared to the same period of the previous year. According to the data from Euromonitor 

International, an authoritative market intelligence firm, Haier accounted for 10.2% of global 

retail sales in 2014, winning six straight times the No.1 brand of global large household 
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appliance. In early 2016, Haier Group acquired General Electric’s appliance division for USD 

5.4 billion.    

 

Qihoo 360, founded in July 2006, was listed on the New York Stock Exchange in 2011. 

It has completely overturned the industry of Internet security products and service with the 

pattern of disruptive innovation in only a few years. Qihoo 360 redefined the market pattern 

and the profit model of computer and Internet security. The freemium business model has 

earned 360 products like 360 Safeguard for Chinese PC users a market penetration rate of 

90%, and has earned 360 Mobile Assistant a market penetration rate of nearly 70%. 

Meanwhile, the revenue from 360’s extended service of online advertising and Internet 

value-added service has pushed the market value of Qihoo 360 up to over USD 1 million. In 

2014, Qihoo 360 established a joint venture, Qiku, with one of the oldest Chinese smartphone 

manufacturers, Coolpad, to produce and sell smartphones and other electronic products in an 

Internet way.   

Xiaomi： 

Company Overview： 

Xiaomi Inc., founded in April 2010, has achieved an amazing leap with annual sales 

rising from 0 to nearly CNY 100 billion and company valuation rising from 0 to USD 45 

billion within only five years in the era of mobile Internet when smartphones are flourishing. 

Its sales of smartphones once topped the list in China. Xiaomi has also successfully extended 

its product line into fields of smart TV, wearable devices, smart home, etc. Mi.com, Xiaomi’s 

e-business, now ranks top 5 in Chinese e-business platform. 

Development of Xiaomi： 

On April 6, 2010, Xiaomi was formally founded and settled in the Beijing Yingu 

Mansion. On August 16, 2010, Xiaomi launched its Android-based smartphone Shell MIUI 

(private beta), which was pursued by numbers of smartphone enthusiasts.   

On July 12, 2011, the founding team of Xiaomi made their first official debut, 

announcing that they would match toward the market of smartphones. They also revealed 

three Xiaomi’s products – MIUI, Mi Talk and Mi 1 smartphone. On August 16, Xiaomi Mi 1 

smartphone was officially released. By the end of 2011, Xiaomi had received USD 90 million 

in the new funding round, which made Xiaomi’s valuation USD 1 billion. 

In June, 2012, Xiaomi received a funding of USD 216 million, making its valuation USD 

4 billion. In 2012, Xiaomi hit CNY 12.6 billion in sales. 
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On August 23, 2013, Xiaomi completed another round of funding, making its valuation 

up to USD 10 billion. With an annual sales revenue of CNY 32.6 billion in 2013, Xiaomi 

became the fourth largest Internet Company next to BAT in China.   

On April 22, 2014, Xiaomi purchased a new domain – mi.com (MI also known as an 

acronym for Mobile Internet). In the same year, Xiaomi brought about a multi-field expansion 

by entering the fields of television, set-top box, router and tablet computer, and it also entered 

the Indian market. In the latter half of 2014, Xiaomi released Mi 4 and MIUI 6.  

By the end of 2014, Xiaomi had shipped over 70 million smartphones (including data 

from overseas market). Having overtaken Samsung, Xiaomi successfully became the largest 

smartphone vendor in the domestic market with annual sales of CNY 74.3 billion. At the end 

of 2014, Xiaomi completed a new funding round of USD 1.1 billion, making its valuation 

over USD 45 billion.  

However, Xiaomi will not confine itself to smartphone industry. BiMBA summarized 

Xiaomi’s rapid development as an ecosystem of the business model E-EPIC – expansion, 

product, Internet and customer. 

Xiaomi’s Ecological Chain: Business Model of E-EPIC 

Currently, Xiaomi positions itself as an innovative technology enterprise that focuses on 

building the ecological chain of high-end smartphones, Internet TV and smart home devices, 

with a vision that “everyone can enjoy the fun of science and technology”. As Xiaomi has an 

increasing market share in the smartphone market, there also comes a boundary. Hence, 

Xiaomi started the ecological chain strategy in 2014. 

Xiaomi’s business model can be concluded as E-EPIC (Figure 1), in other words, to 

build Mi Ecosystem step by step by means of Expansion to related business on the basis of Mi 

Products in the Internet context with the Customer-centered idea. 
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1) On the basis of Product: Measured in terms of material basis, Xiaomi’s competitive 

advantage is undoubtedly its fully independent third-party operating system – MIUI. 

Since Xiaomi started to sell smartphones, MIUI and related soft services have gradually 

become Xiaomi’s major source of income. This hardware platform not only focuses on 

user experience, but also works as an operating system that can be bundled with 

softwares and contains various terminal applications like Mi Store, App Store, Theme 

Store and Duokan, forming the ultimate entry point to the mobile Internet. Besides 

smartphones, some other Mi products mentioned above are also widely approved by 

consumers. Xiaomi itself is always expecting to provide more quality and high 

cost-performance products in order to consolidate its market position. 

2) In the Internet context: Internet gave birth to the smartphone market, and meanwhile, 

more and more people are used to online shopping. As the first mobile Internet Company, 

Xiaomi takes advantage of the prevailing mobile Internet, makes full use of the Internet, 

and implements the model of online direct selling on its website with a product pattern 

subverting tradition. Compared with traditional physical store selling, online direct 

selling can reduce transaction costs, such as expenses on transportation and storage. 

Without doubt, Xiaomi’s “hunger marketing” strategy is the icing on the cake, which 

perfectly grasps the consumers’ mind. Therefore, Mi phones – low price and high 

efficiency – are always sold out in seconds. 

3) Customer-centered idea: Customers first. Xiaomi has cultivated its unique “Mi Fan” 

culture centered on users. On the one hand, Xiaomi focuses on the sense of participation. 

Customers/Users not only purchase the products, but also give their suggestions on 

Figure 1: Xiaomi’s business model of E-EPIC 
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various platforms provided by Xiaomi, especially those who have a crush on 

smartphones. As a result, customers are also playing the roles of product co-developers 

and co-creators. On the other hand, Xiaomi emphasizes on interactions. Every employee 

of Xiaomi team is using multiple social media platforms to build a two-way 

communication with customers/users. For instance, Lei Jun pays much attention to his 

conversations with Mi fans on his weibo. 

4) By means of expansion: Under the circumstance that smartphone market has a limited 

room for growth, Xiaomi is longing for a constant development and growth of its 

ecosphere. At first, Xiaomi and several small technology companies jointly developed a 

series of best-selling items, such as Mi TV, MI Box, MI Power Bank, Mi earphones, and 

Mi Band. These items have a high cost-performance, and pay attention to the aesthetic 

effects on the basis of practicability. However, these are just some simple examples of 

diversified business. The one that can truly reflect Xiaomi’s aggression is the current 

ecological chain project with compact layout and practice. This project sets the 

expansion aim at taking a stake of 100 enterprises, trying to build more related Mi 

products by combining Xiaomi’s hardware, supply chains and brand advantages with the 

technical advantage of Xiaomi itself.   

Generally speaking, Xiaomi has overturned smartphone industry’s traditional 

management of “using low-end devices to hit market share and using mid- and high-end 

devices to make profits” by providing high-collocation low-cost Mi phones for target 

customers, which has perfectly realized Xiaomi’s value proposition of improving product 

value and reducing customer costs. Meanwhile, Xiaomi consistently delivers its value and 

establishes an emotional tie with customers through frequent and close two-way interaction. 

During this process, Xiaomi not only makes high profits, but also builds wide brand 

awareness through word-of-mouth marketing, which lays a solid foundation for Xiaomi’s 

future business expansion.  

 

Challenges and Opportunities 

Viewed from past and present, Xiaomi always keeps a rational mind when facing the 

challenges and opportunities in its development. Firstly, Xiaomi has few patents and there is 

still a long way to go before Xiaomi gets rid of “copycatting”. By contrast, Huawei and ZTE 

Mobile have far more patents than Xiaomi. Especially when competing to seize the 

international smartphone market, Xiaomi is very likely to suffer great losses from patent 
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litigation in the future if it cannot solve the problem of innovation source. Secondly, customer 

loyalty is not high. IPhone targets at mid- and high-income groups so that it has a high price. 

Despite this, the super user experience and the whole ecological plan it provides bring a high 

loyalty of Apple fans. On the contrary, Xiaomi wins by low price. Xiaomi’s target customers 

are highly price-sensitive, which means once there appears another competitor who provides 

similar devices with a lower price, Xiaomi’s current position will probably be threatened. 

Thirdly, Xiaomi has only a single product channel and a poor after-sales service system. The 

pattern of online direct selling is an advantage as well as a disadvantage.  

 

Xiaomi gradually realizes its international expansion. Mi phones are sold in 20 countries 

across the world, and on June 1, 2015, Xiaomi officially opened its online stores in the United 

States and Europe. Despite this, further substantial business growth still remains to be seen. 

 

 

Source：BIMBA:http://www.bimba.edu.cn/zt/SYMS/dianfengluntan1638/2015/1009/24018.html 

 

http://www.bimba.edu.cn/zt/SYMS/dianfengluntan1638/2015/1009/24018.html
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Huawei 

Company Overview: 

Huawei, founded in 1987, is a 100 percent private enterprise. As a big low-key company, 

it is also the only unlisted one among the Fortune 500 companies 

Huawei is the global leading supplier of information and communication solution. In 

2013, Huawei’s sales revenue was CNY 239,025 million, a year-on-yearincrease of 8.5%. In 

2014, Huawei’s sales revenue was up to CNY 288,197 million, a year-on-yearincrease of 

20.5%.  

Overview of Huawei Mobile: 

In 2014, Huawei successfully became one of the leading brands in the smartphone 

market among many countries by practising “Huawei and Honor” double-brand operation and 

sticking to the strategy of refined products. The market share of Huawei flagship smartphones 

increased significantly. Huawei shipped more than 4 million P7 all around the world, which 

was popular among over 100 countries and regions. Mate7, with a rising popularity in the 

high-end flagship smartphones, had a demand that far outstrips the supply. Through Internet, 

the global sales of Honor was up to 20 million since its establishment one year ago. 

In 2015, Huawei Consumer BG shipped 108 million smartphones, a 

year-on-yearincrease of 44%. The annual sales revenue was over USD 20 billion, a 

year-on-yearincrease of nearly 70%.   

In 2015, the gap was gradually narrowing down between the domestic smartphone 

manufacturer represented by Huawei and Samsung, Apple. According to the report on the 

global smartphone market in the first three quarters of 2015 released by GFK, Huawei 

accounted for 9.7% in the global market share, close to Apple which accounted for 11.8%, 

gradually narrowing down the gap with Samsung which fell to 28%.  

 “Huawei smartphone shipments have increased by thirty times from 2010 to 2015,” 

said Yu Chengdong during the interview. 

Development of Huawei: 

In 1992, Huawei developed and launched rural digital exchange solution program. Since 

then, the rural area have been “encircling the cities”, dominating the communication market 

step by step. 

In 1995, Huawei’s annual sales was up to CNY 1.5 billion. With an army of 170,000 

employees developed from the original a few dozens, Huawei nowadays has become the 

flagship industry of global communication. Every day there are over 2 billion people around 

the world using Huawei devices for communication. 70 percent of Huawei’s revenue comes 
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from overseas market. Every year Huawei devotes 10% of its revenue into developing new 

products. Among Huawei’s 170,000 employees, over 45% are engaging in innovation, 

research and development. Huawei holds a core position in over 170 standard organizations 

and open-source organizations, patents authorized accumulating up to 38,825. 

Management Characteristics of Huawei: 

Huawei has already been labelled with key words like low-key, unlisted, international, 

equity incentive, rotating CEO, etc.  

In the early 1996, Huawei drafted “Huawei Basic Law”, which summarized and 

sublimated the management experience of Huawei’s success and defined the concept, strategy, 

principle and fundamental policy of Huawei’s new undertaking. On the one hand, carry out 

Employee Stock Ownership Plan. Employees own 98.6% stocks while Ren Zhengfei owns 

only the rest 1.4%. On the other hand, continue dedicating to the technology development and 

keep devoting 10% of annual sales revenue into R&D. 

In 1998, Huawei cooperated with IBM on “IT Strategic Planning” project, based on 

which Huawei planned for its business transformation and IT projects in the following 3 to 5 

years and truly walked on its way to the sustainable management by insisting on working, 

managing and marketing in line with international standards. 

Huawei practises its unique system of rotating CEO. Every rotating CEO is in full charge 

in his tenure. Compare with traditional succession, this system hands the company over to a 

team instead of a single person. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Huawei emphasizes two key points of success – employee relations and customer 

relations. Huawei not only ties employees with its profits, but also views customers as its 

community. Huawei lays stress on customer-centered idea. “As a 100 percent private 
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enterprise, in the past 26 years Huawei has not lived on government, nor on banks, but on 

customers,” said the top executive. 

Though Ren Zhengfei has brought many management systems from western companies 

into Huawei’s management transformation, such as IBM, GE and HP, he disapproves of the 

financial system of the Wall Street. In his opinion, it is the most unreasonable thing in the 

world that finance professionals make large sum of money just by using digital games while 

workers who do the real job working like a horse earns pitiful wages. Therefore, he keeps 

Huawei unlisted and chooses to share the benefit with his employees. Ren Zhengfei considers 

that the greedy nature of western market capital will harm the long-run development of 

Huawei. “We all have heard of many traditional economics theories which claim that 

shareholders possess long-term visions and they will make reasonable and evidence-based 

investment decisions in the future instead of pursuing short-term interests. However, 

shareholders are all greedy in reality, and they want to squeeze every drop of the company’s 

profits as soon as possible,” he said. 

In the internet age, Huawei carries out constant management innovation to adapt the new 

changes while keeping its enterprise culture. Hu Houkun gave a summary in Huawei’s 2014 

annual report as follows: 

1) Transformation from “acceptance” to “authorization” in organization operation 

Guided by the operational concept – “war of squad leader,” Huawei should grant 

responsibility and power to the first-line organization in order to respond to the customer 

demands more flexibly, more rapidly, and more prospectively. 

2) Transformation from “function-centered” to “project-centered” in business 

management 

Customer projects and product projects are the major forms of Huawei’s future business 

operation. Improving project business model and management level will be the main methods 

for Huawei to enhance the efficiency and to increase the profits in the next few years. In 2015, 

we will consistently propel project-centered operation by testing pre-sales-to-after-sales 

project mode, in order to lead a transformation of Huawei’s organizational structure from the 

weak function-centered project-assisted matrix structure to the strong project-centered 

function-assisted. Huawei will also strengthen the construction of heavy armor brigade, 

key-project department and project management resource pool in an effort to enable the 

circular flow of organization, human resource, technology, management approach and 

experience, making sure that the front organization takes both responsibility and authority 

while the back organization is empowered and supervises the front 
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Sources： 

1. http://www.shenmou.com/caijing/201405/35418_5.html 

2. http://news.bjx.com.cn/html/20150403/604897-9.shtml 

http://www.shenmou.com/caijing/201405/35418_5.html
http://news.bjx.com.cn/html/20150403/604897-9.shtml
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Letv： 

Company Overview: 

Letv, founded by Jia Yueting in 2004, devotes itself to building a combined ecosystem 

of “Platform + Content + Terminal + Application”based on video industry, content industry 

and smart terminals, which is known in the industry as “Letv mode.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Development of Letv: 

In 2009, Letv started the research and development on the field of Internet TV and 

established Letv TV Business Unit. 

At 9:30 am on August 12, 2010, Letv was officially listed on Start-up Board in China, 

making it the world's first IPO company in the sector and the first video company listed in 

Chinese A Stock Market. 

In September, 2012, Letv announced that they would release a smart TV series under its 

own brand – Letv Super TV. In the same year, Letv reached an annual operating revenue of 

CNY 1.167 billion. 

In April, 2013, Letv Box C1S was on sale on Letv’s official website. On the first day 

there were over 120,000 reservations. And the annual operating revenue in 2013 was up to 

CNY 2.36 billion. 

Letv has got many awards and honors, such as China Most Improved Internet Enterprise, 

and three years in a row Deloitte High-tech High-growth Top 50 in China and Top 500 in the 

Asia Pacific Region. It was also on the list of Zhongguancun Top 100 high-growth enterprises, 

2013 Forbes China’s Top 50 Most Potential Companies and China Top 100 Internet 

Enterprises.  

In 2014, the total income of Letv’s ecosystem business was nearly CNY 10 billion. In 

November, 2014, Jia Yueting announced Letv’s “SEE project”, namely making super cars 

and building super electric ecosystem. In 2014, the total operating revenue of the listed 
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companies of Letv Group was up to CNY 6.823 billion, 188.98% in year-on-year growth. The 

total operating revenue of Letv Group in 2014 was twice the sum of the previous two years. 

In April 14, 2015, Le super Mobile phone release conference was held in Beijing, 

announcing that Letv was marching toward smartphone industry in an ecological model. 

About Le Mobiles: 

In January, 2015, Letv announced that it would transform smartphone industry with a 

complete ecological model. Based on the vertically integrated ecosystem “Platform + Content 

+ Terminal + Application”, Letv is going to transform the current smartphone industry by 

building the first ecological smartphone industry in China. In other words, Letv not only aims 

at manufacturing smartphones, but also tries to build a complete ecosystem of the mobile 

Internet. By overturning the current smartphone industry’s traditional manufacturing group 

and Internet marketing group, Letv redefines smartphone and comes out as a dark horse in the 

smartphone industry. 

Le Mobiles create new values for users through content and ecological service. Letv 

insists high-end flagship strategy, and leads the era of profit-negative hardware by pricing 

below the cost of mass production and subsidizing hardware sales with ecological products 

(or service). Hence, Letv not only provides flagship devices for more users, but more 

importantly makes experience-price most attractive to them. In the Le Mobiles ecosystem, 

users pay for content, service and experience. Le Mobiles react chemically inside the 

ecosystem. Ecological business like Le Mobiles, Le Smart TV, Letv Cloud, Letv.com, Le Car, 

Le Vision Pictures and Letv VIP are mutually beneficial, pushing each other to move forward. 

In Letv Ecosystem, so long as there are enough users, ecological profits can be guaranteed by 

reaching more users with ecological service and extended service 

 

In 2015, Letv Mobile Smart Information Technology Company announced that the total 

sales of superphones was over 4 million, overfulfilling its annual sales target. “Product 

strategy, channel innovation and ecological guidance are the three major factors that 

contribute to the constant market breakthroughs and user recognition of Le Mobiles in the 

past year. And these are also regarded as three strongest trump cards played by Le Mobiles so 

that it becomes a black horse among the newly rising domestic smartphone brands in such a 

short time,” said Feng Xing, president of Letv Mobile. 

 

Management Characteristics of Letv: 

Ecology Wins Future, Coordination Initiates Fusion 
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Letv Ecosystem is an open-endedclose-loop ecosystem, whose success is directly related 

to Letv’s life and death. So Letv will continue to do the vertical integration of its industry 

chain. 

The nature of Letv Ecosystem, “Platform + Content + Terminal + Application”, is a 

vertical integration of the industry chain. Vertical integration, on behalf of the advanced 

productivity, is more correspondent to user needs in the Internet age and to the trend of 

economic development. Its significance embodies in the following aspects: First, it really 

develops ultimate products and service for users, creating maximum user values. Second, it 

can break the boundaries and cross the chasm of innovation. Third, it stimulates every link to 

coordinate and triggers chemical reaction. Fourth, it unites all the partners on each link of 

joint industry chain to create greater social and economic value together.  

Jia Yueting, chairman of Letv, said that Letv would establish ecological business process 

and working mechanism in actual practice. That is, Letv will establish a parallel organization 

structure – management and project, and improve Letv management’s system capability as 

well as capacities of managing, overall planning and studying through flat cross management 

and grid result orientation.  

Letv Ecosystem gradually comes into being with the birth of Letv’s products such super 

TV and superphones. Each product is not isolated with others. Instead, each is a key factor in 

the generation of next ecological fission. From the very first ecology, to eco-chemical fusion 

reaction, and to the last ecological economy, it is a procedure of practice and extension. At the 

beginning, people in this industry did not understand what Letv was going to do. Declinists 

thought Letv was deliberately making suspense and commercial concepts speculation, and 

regarded Letv “alien” in the mobile Internet. So far, every step that Letv took has been strictly 

around its ecosystem.  

 

 

Letv Starts Full Incentive Plan 

Jia Yueting’s ecological layout strategy is a partnership systematism of brands like Letv 

in the organizational management. It practises super partner plan outwardly and full incentive 

plan inwardly, which essentially distributes Letv’s ecological construction task to every 

employee, and utilizes a wider range of social resources and forces. Jia Yueting’s boss 

thinking is no longer the traditional Businessman Thinking 1.0 that yours are mine and mine 

still belongs to me. Instead, it is more Internet-based, a new Business Thinking 2.0 that mine 

belongs to everyone and everyone’s is also mine. (Reported by Fenghuang Technology)  
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Letv’s Seven Sub-ecosystems Develop Rapidly 

In the past year, Letv’s seven sub-ecosystems developed rapidly, among which Le Mall 

has risen to the seventh in China Top 10 B2C malls. The total sales of Letv super TV in 2015 

was 3 million, while that of Letv superphones was 4 million. A funding of USD 530 million 

achieved the highest record of the first round of funding in the domestic smartphone industry. 

Letv Super car accomplished the strategy with AstonMartin in 2015, and bought a stake in 

Yongche Inc. (a Chinese car service company like Uber).In addition, the total video view of 

The Legend of Miyue, a Letv-produced TV play, in terminals of televisions, smartphones and 

websites was over 20 billion. Le Vision Pictures has released altogether more than 40 films, 

grossing nearly CNY 7 billion. Letv Sports title sponsored Wukesong Culture and Sports 

Centre, and swept up the most games copyrights across the world. 

It is estimated that Le superphones will achieve a total sales of 15 million and super TV 

6 million in 2016. Le Ecosystem develops so rapidly that the industry has already enjoyed its 

charm.  

 

 

Sources： 

1. China Science &Technology Network ：

http://www.wokeji.com/it/sj/201601/t20160106_2122695.shtml 

2. Fenghuang Tech web：http://tech.ifeng.com/a/20151120/41509829_0.shtml 

3. TechWeb: http://www.techweb.com.cn/news/2016-01-08/2255343.shtml 

4. Xinhuanet：http://news.xinhuanet.com/tech/2016-01/13/c_128623694.htm 

  

http://www.wokeji.com/it/sj/201601/t20160106_2122695.shtml
http://tech.ifeng.com/a/20151120/41509829_0.shtml
http://www.techweb.com.cn/news/2016-01-08/2255343.shtml
http://news.xinhuanet.com/tech/2016-01/13/c_128623694.htm
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Haier： 

Haier Group, founded in 1984, started from a refrigerator factory and now has become 

a global leading manufacturer of household appliance and supplier of fine life plans by 

expanding into fields of household appliance, communication, IT digital products, home 

furnishing, logistics, finance, real estate and biopharmacy. In 2014, Haier reached a global 

turnover of CNY 200.7 billion, a total profit of CNY 15 billion with profit growth three times 

income growth, and an online trading volume of CNY 54.8 billion with an increase of 2391% 

compared to the same period of the previous year. According to the data from Euromonitor 

International, an authoritative market intelligence firm, Haier accounted for 10.2% of global 

retail sales in 2014, winning six straight times the No.1 brand of global large household 

appliance. In early 2016, Haier Group acquired General Electric’s appliance division for USD 

5.4 billion.    

Dedicated to becoming one of the favourite brands among consumers all over the world, 

Haier has been practicing its overseas market strategy of localization development, 

manufacturing and marketing and has accomplished great successes. Haier currently has 5 

development & research centres, 21 industrial parks and 66 trade companies, and itsusers 

come from over 100 countries and regions. 

Haier dedicates itself in building its investment driving platform and user-paying 

platform, and by putting into practice the win-win model which aligns employee goals with 

user needs Haier makes its employees entrepreneurs on the innovation platforms and helps 

them realize their personal value at the same time when they create values for their users. This 

management model transforms Haier from a controlling organization to an investment 

platform, and transforms employees from order implementers to self-driven innovators. And 

it is the continual interaction with user needs that drives employeesto start their business. 

Enterprise, employees and partners cooperate with each another and a win-win ecosystem 

forms among them. The original lineal processes are now carried out at the same time, with 

the parties involved working together and at almost the same time to create market values. 

The theme of 2014 Haier strategy promotion meeting is overturned as 

“enterpriseplatformization,entrepreneurial employeeand user personalization”. 

“Enterpriseplatformization” means enterprises remove its boundaries using Internet Thinking; 

“entrepreneurial employee” represents the idea of helping employees to realise their 

individual value by becoming self-employed innovators; and “user personalization” refers to 

the Internet aim of an enterprise, that is, to create the ultimate userexperience. This win-win 

model, by successfully addressing the management challenge the Internet age, has drawn the 
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attention of world famous management experts and business schools, which have done 

researches on it and included it in textbooks for teaching research. 

The advent of the Internet age has overturned the development model of traditional 

economy and brought both challenges and opportunities to enterprises. Haier’s insistence on 

the Internet-based development strategy has helped the company maintain its position as a 

world class brand in the Internet age by practicing the win-win model, creating 

investment-maker platforms driven by user needs and building an ecosystem which is open to 

outside resources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Haier official website 
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Qihoo 360： 

Qihoo 360, founded in July 2006, was listed on the New York Stock Exchange in 2011. 

It has completely overturned the industry of Internet security products and service with the 

pattern of disruptive innovation in only a few years. Qihoo 360 redefined the market pattern 

and the profit model of computer and Internet security. 

As one of the largest Internet security company in China, Qihoo 360 boasts its team of 

security technology, which is of huge scale and high competence. Its products 360 Safeguard, 

360 Antivirus, 360 Secure Browser and 360 Security enjoy a user penetration rate of 90% 

among in China; the number of the users of 360 Mobile Phone Safeguard has exceeded 0.338 

billion in 2014, maintaining a market share of 70%. Newzoo, a European market research 

company, released its list of Top 10 Android App stores in China in July 2015, and 360 

Mobile Assistant leads the list with a user base of more than 0.7 billion. 

Though a majority of Qihoo’s Internet security software and Internet cloud safety 

services on PC and smartphones are free of charge, its Internet value-added services, 

including online advertising and online games, bring in a large amount of revenue.  

On March 30, 2011, Qihoo 360 was listed in NYSE, valued at USD 4 billion. In 2014, 

Qihoo 360’s revenue was USD 1.3907 billion, 107.2% higher than USD 0.6711 billion in the 

previous year; and in the second quarter of 2015, the revenue was USD 0.4383 billion, 37.9% 

higher than USD 0.3179 billion the same period of the previous year and 14.0% higher than 

USD 0.3844 billion in the previous quarter. The total revenue of the first six months in 2015 

was USD 0.8227 billion, and the total revenue of the whole year was estimated USD 2 billion. 

In December 2014, Qihoo 360 announced a plan to invest USD 0.4 billion in Coolpad, 

one of the veteran smartphone manufacturers in China. Later Qihoo and Dazen, an Internet 

smartphone brand under Coolpad, established a joint venture, Qiku, and spent USD 45 billion 

buying 49.5% of the joint venture’s shares. In November 2015, Qihoo 360 once held 75% of 

Qiku’s shares. On September 1, 2015, 165,000 Qikusmartphones Youth edition were sold out 

in three days; by September 8, another 180,000 were sold out; so in 7 daysthe total sales of 

smartphones was 345,000. This was a very surprising sales performance for a new brand. 

According to an industry expert’s analysis based on the order data in the supply chain, it 

wasprobable that 6 million smartphones would be sold out for the whole year of 2015. 

In addition to smartphones, Qihoo 360 also produces other smart hardware, such as 360 

portable Wi-Fidevices, 360 event data recorder and kid’s smart watch, etc. They are sold on 

qiku.com, an e-commerce platform of its own. 
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Qiku adopts the Internet-based strategy, adheres to the idea of “users first, ultimate 

experience, free strategy” and makes innovations to produce first class products. Links of the 

whole process, including material procurement, research and development of parts, 

manufacturing and logistics management, are operated within the open market, and depend on 

the common development of Shenzhen’s smartphone industry chain and other partners. 

 “Smart hardware is the main entry point towards an age when everything is connected. 

Smart hardware and devices that can connect things together provide a great opportunity to 

build a close connection with a large number of mobile devices users. The high quality 

hardware and built-in Internet security functions of Qikusmartphones and other smart 

products help realise an effective expansion of Qihoo 360 security services from online (cloud) 

to offline (terminal), a shift from virtual to real experience. Qihoo 360 believes that phones 

and smart hardware will continue to be very important components of a company’s long-term 

strategy of mobile devicedevelopment”, said Zhou Hongyi, chairman and CEO of Qihoo 360. 
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Appendix B：Interview Outline 

Research on Characteristics of Management Innovation in Chinese Enterprises in 

the Internet Age 

Interviews with Top Executives 

 

The research explores enterprise management innovation in the Internet age. Interviews 

with top executives can provide us with their opinions of business transformations driven by 

the Internet (especially mobile Internet and social network), and their own management 

innovation practices. 

This interview will take about 45 minutes, including such aspects as marketing, research 

and development, organization management and integration of outside resources. It will be 

excellent if you can share with us your practical experiences. 

Questions include: 

Q1: What’s your position in your enterprise and what responsibilities come along with 

this position? 

Q2: What’s your opinion on the changes bought by“Internet +” and the Internet age 

(from the aspects of society, enterprise, users, etc.)? 

Q3: In what aspects do you think Internet has exerted an influence on enterprise 

management? 

Q4: What influences do you think Internet has brought on enterprises’ marketing and 

services? 

Q5: What influences do you think Internet has brought on enterprises’ research & 

development and manufacturing? 

Q6: What influences do you think Internet has brought on enterprises’ internal 

organization? 

Q7: What influences do you think Internet has brought on enterprises’ integration of 

outside resources? 

Q8:  Is there anything else important you want to add?  

The interviewees’ identity information is confidential and the content of the interviews 

will be stored with great secrecy, with exception made only to Tsinghua University and Paris 

University for academic research. Based on the interviews, an objective and genuine 

recounting of what the interviewees have said will be made through an overallanalysis instead 

of a single-case interpretation. Research findings can be shared when the research is finished. 

Thanks for your understanding and support.  
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Appendix C: Interview Abstract 

Research on Characteristics of Management Innovation in Chinese Enterprises in 

the Internet Age 

Interviews with Top Executives 

This interview of the empirical study aims to collect opinions from entrepreneurs and 

C-level top executives on management innovation in the Internet age and their related 

practical experience. During the sample selection, the author avoided pure Internet service 

companies like Alibaba, andchose5 consumer electronics companies (Xiaomi, Huawei, Letv, 

Haier and Qihoo) that attributed their rapid business growth over the past 4 years to their 

management innovation in Internet Age instead of different business natures. Based on 

objective selection results in the past three years released by different sources (Business 

Value magazine, Forbes Business Weekly, Exponential Organizations Selection, and CCTV 

reports), those 5 enterprises are regarded as Internet Thinking representative and innovative 

companies characterized by “Internet +”. 

In this research, 8 C-Level top executives were interviewed in a great depth and public 

speeches related to the topic of “Characteristics of Management Innovation in Chinese 

Enterprises in the Internet Age”given by chairmen of the 5 enterprises were collected and 

sorted.Specific information can be seen in the table below. 

 

No. Compa

ny 

Interviewe

e 

Title Interview 

Type 

Abstract 

1.  

Xiaomi 

Lei Jun Chairman, 

CEO 

Speech & 

Questions 
Abstract 

2.  Chen Tong VP Face-to-face 

interview 
Abstract 

3.  Gao 

Xiongyong 

VP Face-to-face 

interview 
Abstract 

4.  

Huawei 

Ren 

Zhengfei 

Founder Related public 

speeches 
Abstract 

5.  Liu 

Jiangfeng 

President Face-to-face 

interview 
Abstract 

6.  Rui Bin CSO Face-to-face 

interview 
Abstract 

7.  

Letv 

Jia Yueting Chairman, 

CEO 

Related public 

speeches 
Abstract 

8.  Yang Lijie CFO Face-to-face 

interview 
Confidential 

9.  Jiang 

Dongge 

General 

manager of 

president office 

Face-to-face 

interview Abstract 

10.  

Haier 

Zhang 
Ruimin 

Chairman Related 
speeches 

Abstract 

11.  Yang Ligeng Haier Face-to-face Abstract 
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e-commerce 

CEO 

interview 

12.  

Qihoo 

Zhou 

Hongyi 

Chairman Related public 

speeches 
Abstract 

13.  Xu Siqing CMO Face-to-face 

interview 

Abstract 

 

There are more than 160,000 words of the wholeinterview content. With the consideration of space and 

efficiency, only key points and abstract of each interview are provided here. (Due to the sensitive data 

collected in the interview with Letv’s CFO, related content is kept confidential.) 
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1.Jun’s Public Speech 

Speaker: Lei Jun 

 

 

Date： March 2, 2015 

Occasion： 

The 15th Annual Conference of Yabuli China 

Entrepreneurs Forum  

(ClubMed, Yabuli, Heilongjiang Province, 

China) 

Speech Type: The author asks questions after the speech 

Speaker’s Profile： 

 founder, chairman and CEO of Xiaomi Inc.； 

 chairman of Kingsoft； 

 one of the famous business angels in mainland, China 

Abstract： 

1. The secret for Xiaomi’s success is “focus, ultimate, word of mouth and fast”. Only 

through dedication can a company focus on creating products ofultimate experience. With 

ultimate-experience products, a reasonable price should be set so that certain gross profit 

can be ensured while at the same time users’ psychological expectations can be 

excessively met so thatusers will feel the products worth the money. As a result, an 

expected word-of-mouth effect is created.Through word of mouth via socialmedia and Mi 

Fans’ (loyal users) re-spread,the advertising effect is consistently enhanced while the 

advertising cost is almost zero. 

2. An innovation of business models is inspired by a re-thinking of how much gross profit 

an enterprise can get. Walmart sets its gross profit rate at 22% and it beats most of the 

retailers that set the rate at 45%; Costco sets at 6.5% and the profit is mainly compensated 

through other sources: its derivative products and services like credit cards and member 

fees. Xiaomi sets as its profit 5%-6% of its products’ price and makes larger profits from 

Internet derivative profit model. 

3. A combination of e-commerce, social media and the turning point of smartphone 

popularizationhelps Xiaomi enjoy an extraordinary sales performance. On the macro level, 

Xiaomi’s development benefits from the 30-year accumulation since the policy of reform 

and opening up. Life is getting better and better with people having more and more 

material wealth. During this process, Xiaomi provides high quality but inexpensive 

electronic products to meet the huge market demand through design thinking and an 

optimal utilization of the surplus manufacturing capacity in China. 
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4. As a management methodology, Internet Thinking can bring explosive development to 

almost all sectors. 

5. Concepts such as user satisfaction and user experience that are mentioned in 

Management textbooks have a core idea of word of mouth. To build word of mouth, you 

need to exceed users’ expectations of quality, experience, price, etc. 

6. A quick response to user needs and feedbacks can be realized by fast frequent iterative 

development and release of products. 
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2. Abstract of Chen Tong’s interview 

Interviewee:  Chen Tong  

Interviewer: Eric Lin 

Date: 2014/12/10;2015/12/09 

Occasion: TV-Mining (Beijing, China) 

Interview 

type： 
Face-to-face interview  

Interviewee’s Profile： 
 Vice President of Xiaomi; 

 Former Vice President and former Media Executive of Sina 

Abstract： 

Xiaomi sold over 70 million smartphones in 2014. OTT box and smart TV, 

however, did not achieve the same sales performance, because Xiaomi did not gain the 

first-mover advantage to enrich the company’s content compared to Letv. Xiaomi has to 

catch up in this field as that content building is a crucial issue for Mi products including 

MiTV, MiBox, MiPad and, not to forget, Xiaomi phone. Enhancing content operation 

capacity has become the most urgent problem Xiaomi needs to tackle with when its 

platform development has entered into a new phase. 

In terms of content ecosystem, Xiaomi’s “playing way” is not to buy licensed 

content with USD 1billion; instead, the company has used this sum of money to 

integrate all the content resources in the industry and to offer users access to the content 

through its device terminals.  

Xiaomi considers its content strategy as an open-ended, ecological approach of 

business growth. With its collaboration with online video portals, Xiaomi, though itself 

is not a video website, creates a true content ecosystem, which differs from the closure 

mode of other Internet TV makers.  

In pursuit of this goal to build up content, Lei Jun, Xiaomi’s CEO empowered 

Chen Tong with one-billion-dollar budget, as to enrich Xiaomi’s inadequate content 

through investment and acquisition. 

Fierce competition thrust Xiaomi into a faster implementation of its content 

strategy. This “faster” is shown in Chen Tong’s achievement since he joined Xiaomi for 

half a year. Last November, Xiaomi announced CNY 1.8 billion investment in 

iQiyi.com, following its participation in Huace Film & TV’s fundraising of CNY 2 

billion through private placement of shares. 

On June 10, 2015, Lei Jun made an official announcement that Xiaomi had 

established a content alliance involving near 100 video websites. The first echelon 
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including iQiyi, Youku Tudou, Sohu TV, PPS, PPTV and Hunan TV has joined this 

alliance. Alliance members will share their video content which users can make access 

to through Mi devices such as smart phones, MiTV and MiPad. 

According to the data released by Xiaomi, the number of licensed videos available 

on Internet TV broadcast and control platform ups to 18,051, the number on smart 

phones 33,213, and the number of hardware products having access to video content 

exceeds hundreds of millions. 

Xiaomi’s content ecosystem is still inadequate in some areas, especially in the area 

of sensitive copyright protection, such as sports program. 

Xiaomi’s ecosystem strategy: 

Over the past five years, Xiaomi has made three strategic adjustments: release of 

Xiaomi phone and MiTalk; release of three star products, MiBox, network router and 

smart TV, followed by the cease of MiTalk; strategic upgrading from “smart phone, 

TV, router” to “smart phone, TV, router + ecological chain”. 

The hub of Xiaomi’s portfolio is comprised of three main product lines, i.e., smart 

phone, TV and network router, and its core advantages like Xiaomi website, MIUI and 

supply chain. Instead of implementing category extension of key products, Xiaomi 

invested USD 1 billion in content industry, and built up its ecosystem through multiple 

partnerships with content vendors. Earlier, Xiaomi took a stake in video sites, Youku, 

iQiyi and the audio broadcaster lizhi.fm. 

Xiaomi has invested dozens of hardware startups in several fields including router, 

power bank, patch board, wristband and air purifier. Xiaomi has expanded into 

developing almost every periphery & spin-off that can come into one’s mind. Lei Jun 

has this intention that Xiaomi empire could realize its transformation and upgrading 

through the standardized and open-ended ecological chain of smart hardware. The 

organizations in partnership with Xiaomi is responsible for developing new products 

and once these products are approved by Xiaomi, they will be labeled as “product on 

Xiaomi’s ecological chain” and sold on Xiaomi’s online store. In January 2015, Lei Jun 

introduced at an event announcing a new phone that the company had developed a 

smart module which hardware partners could install on their products to make them 

connected devices and only costs partners 22 yuan. The module will be fitted on super 

apps that are similar to the control platform of smart home devices. 

Starting from a smart phone maker to a complete hardware ecosystem, Xiaomi has been 

unceasingly igniting its dreams. The company aims to having an incredible amount of 

end user access, the most integrated hardware ecosystem in the industry and eventually 
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forming an ecological platform through the convergence of massive data collected from 

end users. 
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3. Abstract of Gao Xiongyong’s interview 

Interviewee:  Gao Xiongyong 
 

Interviewer: Eric Lin 

Date: Dec. 9, 2015 

Occasion: Xiaomi Inc. (Beijing, China) 

Interview 

type： 
Face-to-face interview 

Interviewee’s profile 
 Vice President of Xiaomi; 

 Former CEO of Hisense Cloud Tech Co. Ltd.  

Abstract: 

1. Overall, Internet brings equality (information symmetry and fair dealing), 

equality leads to trust and trust contributes to the improvement of efficiency, 

which is the most crucial part of this whole thing. 

2. The so-called “a flying pig standing at the centre of a whirlwind” refers to the 

general trend, a trend of Chinese people’s increasing demand for better products 

and services. Internet can employ high-efficient methods to satisfy this demand, 

thus efficiency in this case is the key. Traditional enterprises increase its 

productivity to reduce costs and improve capacity, whereas new-type 

organizations like Xiaomi integrate the specialized sectors of highest efficiency, 

which explains the word focus. 

3. User access, including population (QQ), commodity (Alibaba), content (portal 

sites and media), the access to finance as well as to products, is in the core of 

Xiaomi’s product development. For Xiaomi, smartphone is one way to seize the 

product access with the fundamental aim of user operation. 

4. The principle of People/User First needs to be implemented in every aspect of the 

product manufacturing process and development process. User benefit comes first 

in designing product functions. The role of CEO, Chief Experience Officer is to 

gather helpful feedbacks from users through first-hand experience. 

5. There are several premises to the absence of KPI in Xiaomi: cautious recruitment 

of only the excellent and smartest person; a company culture of tolerating errors, 

getting over errors and filling gaps; empowerment out of trust and higher 

efficiency. 

6. Internet technology companies aiming to become owned media need to engage its 

employees in this transforming process and more importantly users. Owned 

media and earned media is the first step, and then paid media. 
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4. Abstract of Ren Zhengfei’s public speech 

Speaker: Ren Zhengfei  

Date: June 16, 2014 

Occasion: 

Huawei “Operational 

Excellence” Awards Ceremony 

(Huawei’s headquarters in 

Shenzhen, China） 

Speech 

Type: 
Public speech 

Speaker’s profile: 

 Founder and spiritual leader of Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd. 

Abstract: 

Though internet promoted the production, communication, acquisition and sharing 

of information, it didn’t make essential changes, for a car is still a car and tofu is still 

tofu (essential changes may happen someday). Also, internet cannot bring substantial 

progress to company management, for scientific management remains to be the basis, 

with procedures and regulations reduced rather than eliminated.  

Internet has changed our way of doing things, decreasing hierarchies in 

transmission and enabling higher speed. The meaning of Internet to real economy lies in 

that it is able to strengthen the core competence of real economy.  

The reform on management and the establishment of modern enterprise 

management system are much more difficult and complex than our anticipation, 

concerning labor efficiency and communications among disciplinary and departments, 

etc. It is especially true under the circumstance that the operation of company is shifting 

from sector-centered to project-centered and customer, R&D, service and reform 

projects are becoming prevailing forms of companies. 

Internet helped greatly in improving internal management of companies. 1) 

Standardize internal transactions, accelerate information transmission and keep the 

whole workflow visible. 2) Simplify internal operation, accounting and control and 

decrease transaction costs. 3) Improve customer insight through big data analysis, 

working together with customers to create values. 4) Optimize the allocation of resource 

through big data analysis on personal and material resources, guiding quality resources 

to quality customers. 5) Shift standardized marketing and administrative purchase to 

internet, operating B2B, B2C and O2O. 

Since the time is changing fast, it is necessary for ossified procedures to keep up 

with time. It is impossible to find a universally applicable mode. Under business 

process management, Huawei is like a snake whose head follows demand and body is 

connected with procedures. 

Our methodology and values draw on five-thousand-year civilization of China as 

well as the ideas of Communist Party. In Chinese culture, it is promoted that even the 

young and the aged shouldn’t be cheated in trade, which means customer-oriented. 

Besides, communist party aims to serve the people, which is also customer-oriented. We 

are customer-oriented, too. We do nothing but try our best to provide qualified service.  

In talent management, Huawei tried to foster a loose environment. I encouraged 

high-end experts and major leaders to participate in international conferences and 

communicate with others. “To have some chat while drinking coffee,” because it is 

more likely to grasp the ideas of others in a loose environment. We should put our eyes 
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high and absorb knowledge from the whole world.  

It is said that Huawei adopted crisis management. Actually we are managing by 

making “the hypothesis”. We assume a crisis to keep our employees alert, reflecting and 

adapting to changes, rather than keep them in panics. 
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5. Abstract of Liu Jiangfeng’s interview 

Interviewee:  Liu Jiangfeng 
 

Date: December 3, 2014 

Occasion: 
Global Mobile Internet 

Conference (San Jose, CA , 

USA) 

Interview 

type: 
Face-to-face interview 

Interviewee’s profile: 
 Founder of Dmall Beijing E-Commerce Co. Ltd; 

 Former chief manager of Huawei Honor’s Business Department 

Abstract: 

The original mode and framework in customer business is out-of-date in fact. The 

biggest difference between customer goods and carrier goods is that the former 

emphasizes on the essence of and cultural meaning behind products, and when 

customers choose a certain product, they are actually making a choice of an attitude 

towards life. The traditional B2B approach had led our research and development of 

software. We always went after what other companies did without taking customers’ 

voice into consideration. We even didn’t know to who we had sold our products. 

Delivery and manufacture were what we did most in the past rather than design and 

investigation. As to make Huawei Honor a popular customer electronics brand, we need 

to start our business with the end in mind and adopt a customer-centered approach. 

The nature of Internet is being equal, open-ended and decentralized. If we cannot 

simplify our workflow, what awaits us ahead is a dead end. The traditional top-down 

management and control structure is no longer our key to success. In the mobile Internet 

age, being speedy is the crucial element to win in the competition, as Facebook’s 

philosophy states, “Move Fast and Break Things.” 

“Being cool” is an important quality that Internet values for it leads to a young and 

vigorous user group including loyal users, customers and stans. Without this quality, we 

will lose a group of vigorous people to make propagation for our products. How does 

the business go on if we lose the momentum based on users? 

We should always stick to the customer-centered idea. No matter how the settings 

of functional sectors are, user experience should be the only guide to product design 

under the leadership of PM and e-commerce as the marketing platform, which is the aim 

of brand integration of Huawei Honor. Each app, each product of us should have a 

product manager who takes full charge of it. We should be responsible for customers’ 

feedback and user experience as People/User First is the criterion for all our products. 

The biggest change that Internet brought about is customer empowerment. Thanks 

to the availability and ubiquity of information, customers know very well that the price 

of phones, whether it is CNY 799 or CNY 999, and how much storage space the 

smartphone has. For phone vendors, they must make better products through 

investigating user need in order to exceed their expectations. 

To win the empowered customer’s favor is the essence of business in the Internet 

age. To gain users is to win the future. 
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6. Abstract of Rui Bin’s interview 

Interviewee:  Rui Bin (Right)  

Interviewer: Eric Lin (Left) 

Date: December 2, 2015 

Occasion: TV-Mining (Beijing, China) 

Interview 

type： 
Face-to-face interview 

Interviewee’s profile: 
 CSO of Huawei Customer BG; 

 VP of BesTV New Media Co Ltd; 

 Strategic Development Manager of Intel Asia-Pacific Research and Development Ltd. 

Abstract: 

1. To fit into today’s world entails management innovation. The object of innovation 

is not necessarily to be Internet per se, whereas Internet serves as an effective tool 

for accelerating innovation, mainly shown in two aspects, higher efficiency and 

reduced cost. 

2. For instance, before itsbusiness transformation, Huawei relied mostly on carriers to 

sell its smart phones, accounting for more than half of the total sales. That is not a 

“to-Customer” mode but in fact a “to-Business” mode. 

3. The change from product-centred idea to customer-centred idea pushed Huawei to 

build up the “to B” mode through the Internet. E-commerce, social media 

marketing, fans management and user participation are the methods created by 

Internet to improve efficiency, reduce cost and to establish connection with users. 

4. The Honor’s Business Department under Huawei Customer BG seeks to make 

innovation in organizational structure in order to embrace the challenges posed in 

the Internet age, and to prevent The Innovator’s Dilemma.  

5. Internet has brought the disintegration of Huawei Customer BG, its organizational 

Structure changing from centralized research and development to project-based 

organization working in teams. 

6. User participation makes possible accelerating product iteration by greatly 

shortening the time of Huawei’s new phone coming into the market. 

7. Huawei’s product strategies have all together gone through three phases: first, 

product-centred phase; second, customer-centred phase; and last step-by-step 

transition to net platform, in pursuit of continuing its ascending development. 

8. Management innovation leads to Huawei Customer BG’s booming. Its total 

revenue has increased from USD 7 billion or less in 2011 to over USD 20 billion by 

the end of 2015. Profit in 2015 is forecast to be USD 2.2 billion with 300% increase 

in four years. 
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7. Abstract of Jia Yueting’s public speech 

Speaker: Jia Yueting 
 

Date: December 6, 2015 

Occasion: 
The 14th China Entrepreneur 

Summit-2015 (Beijing, China) 

Speech 

Type: 
Public speech 

Speaker’s profile: 

 Founder, President and CEO of Letv Group 

Abstract: 

The essence of Letv ecosystem of “Platform + Content + Terminal + Applications” 

is the vertical integration of industry chains, which is representative of advanced 

productivity and will better appeals to users’ demand as well as the trend of economic 

development in the Internet age. The significance of this arrangement lies in: first, 

offering products and services with ultimate user experience; second, breaking the 

boundaries of innovation platforms and crossing the existing innovation gaps; third, 

generating synergistic interaction between different sectors; and last, making alliance 

with partners on every link of joint industrial chains to create greater social and 

economic values in collaboration.  

Ecological innovation will break boundaries and become the leading model in the 

next generation. Foundation innovation (for example technological innovation) and then 

business model innovation of the first generation of the Internet have been unable to 

meet the demand of the modern age, though this traditional innovation model has also 

been in progress. Ecological innovation is required in the next decade. 

China will lead global economy into the internet ecosystem era in the next 

generation, due to 1) China has the world’s largest manufacturing capacity, resulting 

from a sheer number of labor force and even the destruction to natural environment; 2) 

China has also been the largest Internet application nation. The number of internet users 

in China is three times of that in US; 3) China is a country with rich cultural heritages; 

4) China has favoring conditions to make trans-border innovations as that the resistance 

China currently faces is much more smaller than that of US, though for China, there are 

in fact strong resistance ahead. We think that Chinese companies are to lead global 

economy into the Internet ecosystem era. 

Letv’s ecosystem strategy requires an ecological organizational Structure that 

entails ecological incentives. Hence, the company has launched LePar Super Partner 

Initiative, and inside the organization, Letv has carried out share incentive mechanism, 

which would truly engages every employee in its ecosystem building, thereby to make 

use of wider range of social resources and forces. 
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8. Abstract of Yang Lijie’s interview 

Interviewee:  Yang Lijie  

Interviewer: Eric Lin 

Date: December 8, 2015 

Occasion: 
Headquarters of Letv (Beijing, 

China) 

Interview 

type： 
Face-to-face interview 

Interviewee’s profile: 
 CFO of Letv Group 

Abstract: 

Confidential. 
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9. Abstract of Jiang Dongge’s interview 

Interviewee:  Jiang Dongge  

Interviewer: Eric Lin 

Date: December 8, 2015 

Occasion: 
Coffeehouse at the headquarters of 

Letv (Beijing, China) 

Interview 

type： 
Face-to-face interview 

Interviewee’s profile: 

 General Manager of CEO office in Letv Group 

Abstract: 

1. Starting from a small company of about 300 employees, Letv was listed on the 

ChiNext in 2011 and now has grew into a giant ecological internet maker with 

nearly ten thousand employees. Letv attributes its business growth to successful 

strategic transformation that enables the company to take advantage of the capital 

market and expand its ecosystem with the customer-centred idea. 

2. Internet brings significant changes to our society, industries, companies as well as 

customers, mainly reflecting on high speed and the availability and ubiquity of 

information. As every coin has two sides, internet helps to increase both efficiency 

and pressure.  

3. In the process of Letv’s rapid business growth we see how complicated can it be to 

design the organizational structure due to increased uncertainties in the Internet age. 

Sector structures within the organization have been broken down, hence most of 

them turns to the project-based  organizational structure, which would pose 

challenges to performance evaluation whilst promote the organization’s integration 

and help companies getting closer to their long-term objectives. 

4. Letv’s core strategy is to establish the open-ended closed-loop Internet ecosystem. 

Closed loop means that without relying on others, Letv’s content and distribution 

channels could fully meet users’ demand. Being open-ended refers to the possible 

integration of partners’ content alongside its own as to achieve mutual 

development. 

5. Letv launched its crucial strategic transformation in 2012 from “content operation” 

(copyright distribution, Letv.com and advertisement) to “user operation”. Letv has 

been fully aware that they should use indirect portals for user (through “paid 

media” such as “Baidu” and “Sina advertisement”), followed by therecognition of 

the importance of portal. 

6. Letv developed OTT box, Super TV and now smart phones as to offer users portal 

to Letv-owned content. 

7. The significance of content building should not be ignored. The number of Letv 

users has entered into a new stage thanks to its exclusive copyrights of the TV 

drama, Empresses in the Palace. Hence, Letv has been determined to enrich its 

television content including sports game, TV dramas and movies. 

8. Letv took a new look at assets during the strategic transformation. Copyright asset 

is redefined as heavy-asset whilst contract manufacturing of televisions is excluded 

from heavy-asset. Internet enterprises greatly reduced their cost of market resource 

integration. Letv’s fast breakthrough in design and manufacturing of its Super TV 

has proved this point. 
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10. Abstract of Zhang Ruimin’s speech 

Speaker: Zhang Ruimin  

 Date: November 27, 2015 

Occasion: 

Multi-party Conference on 

Development and Reform hosted by 

National Development and Reform 

Commission (Beijing, China) 

Speech 

Type: 
Invited guests only 

Speaker’s Profile: 

 CEO and Chairman of the Board of Haier Group 

Abstract: 

Why Haier’s transformation must upend the traditional mode and establish an 

Internet-based new mode?  That’s because business model, manufacturing mode and 

consumption model all have gone through drastic changes. 1) Disruption of business 

mode: from division of labor to distributed resources; 2) Disruption of manufacturing 

mode: from large-scale manufacturing to large-scale customization; 3) Disruption of 

consumption model: from product economy to experiential economy. 

Haier offers three solutions (how) to the disruptions listed above: 1) 

platform-based enterprises in response to the business model of distributed resources; 2) 

entrepreneurial employees to deal with the manufacturing mode of large-scale 

customization; 3) and customized user experience to face the experiential economy. 

Based on the principle “Division of Labor” proffered in The Wealth of Nations 

written by Adam Smith, F. W. Taylor, Max Webber and Henri Fayol created their 

scientific management system in industrial society. Things, however, have changed 

massively in the Internet age, especially that the distance between user/customer and 

enterprises has vanished. Enterprises-centered mode in the past resulted in information 

asymmetry and internet brings solutions to this issue through decentralization and 

disintermediation. Moreover, empowered users would take more into account 

personalized needs and product experience, which requires enterprises to create values 

together with their customers.   

Internet has increased the efficiency of resource integration. Hence, we have put 

forward the approach of arranging our resources according to programs that are 

implemented through projects. Enterprises become the platform to integrating a variety 

of resources. The project is completed through cross-functional resource integration 

within the organization and crossing enterprise boundary outside the organization. For 

employees, Haier created an environment encouraging them to be interactive 

entrepreneurs and self-driven innovators. This is what Haier called “enterprises with no 

boundary, management with no leaders”. 

Haier has changed its functional departments into two platforms—sharing 

platform and innovation-driven platform, moreover, Haier adopts “win-win value-added 

statement” in replace of the profit and loss statement. In the profit and loss statement, 

revenue minus expense and minus cost, then we get the net profit. Where does user 

reflect in this statement? In the win-win value-added statement, user resource, not the 

sales of product, is listed as the first item. Without interaction with users, an enterprise 

still has no user resource but only products. If the enterprise does have user resource, 

can it create appreciation? If the answer is yes, everyone could get shared profit. Then 

listed on the statement are revenues, cost and in the last marginal cost. Only by 
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enriching its user resource, an organization’s marginal benefit will increase; otherwise, 

what the organization will be faced with is only the constantly decreased marginal 

benefit. 
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11.Abstract of Yang Ligeng’s interview 

Interviewee:  Yang Ligeng 
 

 

 

Interviewer: Eric Lin 

Date: December 8, 2015 

Occasion: 
Novotel Hotel nearing Sanyuanqiao 

(Beijing, China) 

Interview 

type： 
Face-to-face interview 

Interviewee’s profile: 

 CEO of eHaier 

Abstract: 

1. eHaier is positioned as an independent company within Haier Group to propel its 

online retail business concerning every sector of the whole Group. As a 

manufacturing enterprise, Haier used to sell wholesale, that is TOB business, and 

had not been involved in TOC business of retailing.  

2. The four phases of eHaier’s development: 1) responsible of handling excess 

inventory; 2) to establish distribution channels; 3) to become a popular interaction 

and transaction platform by promoting the business modes of Costomer to Business 

and Customer to Manufactory; 4) ehaier as cloud service(Hacs); to drive internal 

divisions and employees to become the platform for makers and startups. eHaier is 

now in the third phase. 

3. Haier’s marketing management transformation touches upon almost every sector of 

the organization with the focus of user orientation. Promoting product and service 

experience is concerned with every employee of Haier. 

4. Internet has made a big difference to service business. Haier’s online feedback 

could drive the improvement of service quality, meanwhile offer users two-way 

choices and a more compatible mechanism. Haier’s core competitivenessis logistics 

and installation service. Alibaba is in partnership with Haier by investing in these 

two fields.  

5. In terms of manufacture and innovation, Haier is working to transform from a 

product-manufacturing platform to a maker-manufacturing platform. In 

management practice, Haier launched HaiTube, a resource platform for global 

suppliers, as well as HaiUser, a customer feedback platform. 

6. Haier favours the project-driven organizational structure wherein resources are 

integrated according to different projects and internalmarketization. Ultimately, the 

enterprise develops into an investor-favoured organization in which user becomes 

ancrucial item in employees’ performance.  

7. Internet leads to decreased cost and enhanced capacity of enterprises to integrate 

external resources. Haier has made its choice of which sector to internalize and 

which sector to externalize, for instance, logistics is one of the best businesses of 

Haier, hence installation service and white goods become the core competitiveness 

of Haier whilst using outsourcing manufacturing of brown goods. 

8. In a nutshell, enterprises’management transformation should go back to human, to 

the liberation of human beings. Here two kinds of human beings are included: first, 

customers, their rights and influences are emancipated and they are empowered; 

second, employees within the enterprises, their potential innovative capability are 

unleashed and they are empowered as well. 
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12. Abstract of Zhou Hongyi’s public speech 

Speaker: Zhou Hongyi  

Date: March 1, 2015 

Occasion: 
The 15th Annual Conference of Yabuli 

China Entrepreneurs Forum (ClubMed, 

Yabuli, Heilongjiang Province, China) 

Speech 

Type: 
Public speech 

Speaker profile:  
 Cofounder, CEO and Chairman of Qihoo 360 Technology; 

 Well-known angel investor 

Speech summary: 

What is in the core of the Internet? If I am only allowed to conclude in one sentence 

the influence of Internet, I would like to say that it is the strength of convergence as that 

Internet is the only thing that could bring so many people together. Connection 

obviously is the most remarkable word in the history of Internet development. User 

experience, business mode and marketing methods all requires the establishment of 

connection first. 

User is a basic concept that is crucial for internet companies who want to make 

transformation. Taking this concept into considering, you would give up the idea of 

“making quick money on the Internet”. Users are comprised of the foundation of 

customer. They may pay for the products and services or may not. Still it remains 

important to build up long-term connections with users. 

Why does the “free” strategybecome so prevailing in the Internet world while it is 

often considered as a deceptive tool in real world? Providing free products and service 

in fact is the easiest way to establish user foundation. 

Many people have come to asking me what to do in the process of transformation. 

Ioffers four keywords, that is, “users first, ultimate experience, free strategyand 

disruptive innovation.” 

IOT is expected to create more connections, which will leads to disruptive 

innovation. 
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13. Abstract of Xu Siqing’s interview 

Interviewee:  Xu Siqing (left)  

Interviewer: Eric Lin (right) 

Date: December 4, 2014 

Occasion: Alpha Startups (Beijing, China) 

Interview 

type： 
Face-to-face interview 

Interviewee’s profile: 

 Founder and CEO of Alpha Startups; 

 Former CMO of Qihoo 360 Technology; 

 Former CMO of ChinaCache; 

 Former Area General Manager of Microsoft China, South China 

Abstract: 

1. (Mobile) Internet has brought unexpected changes to our production mode, life style 

and way of cooperation. This is the trend to which young people is well accustomed. 

For example, the twenty-four-hour IM is going to have a big influence. 

2. Internet has changed the competitive environment, if enterprises do not response 

actively to these changes, enterprises or even the whole industry can be subverted.  

3. Qihoo 360 defeated an industry of CNY 2 billion in one year with the “free” 

strategy, and created a listed company whose highest value exceeds CNY 10 billion. 

Even so, it was subverted by QQ Secure of Tencent on mobile platform and was 

exceeded by CleanMaster of Cheetah in abroad mobile market after occupying 

desktop.  

4. The great interactivity brought about by mobile internet has greatly promote the 

increase in speed.  

- The speed of development iteration increased. For example, Qihoo 360 takes to 

zero-overnight-bug.  

- The speed of organizational communication increased. For example, e-mail has 

been universally alternated by instant messaging.  

- The organizational structure was improved. For example, the structure has 

evolved from pyramid structure to star structure to P2P. 

- The cycle of performance evaluation decreased due to the decrease in 

development iteration cycle.  

5. As the miniaturization and grouping of organizations, the business became visible, 

performance is tend to be evaluated by companies’ overall objectives and more 

grand objectives rather than  department objectives. 

6. SaaS is upending traditional ERP/CRM and IT experts by providing more direct and 

more convenient integration and management of external resources. We should keep 

alert to the disruption of it.  
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Appendix D: Concepts and their frequency from open coding 

Serial 

number 
Concepts 

 

Frequen

cy 

Enterprises Serial 

number 
Concepts 

 

Frequ

ency 

Enterprises 

a01 user oriented 5  a30 Periphery & 

spin-off 
5  

a02 user resource 5  a31 content 

integration  
3  

a03 Low-gross- profit 

strategy  
7  a32 application store 4  

a04 derivative yield 4  a33 transaction cost 8  

a05 forward yield 4  a34 Wiki 3  

a06 Subscription 

revenue 
4  a35 Focus 4  

a07 User-based 

operation 
5  a36 Word of mouth 3  

a08 connection 3  a37 exceed 

expectations 
6  

a09 eyeball economy 3  a38 experiential 

economy 
5  

a10 Web-traffic 

thinking 
3  a39 quick feedback 4  

a11 value-added 

service 
5  a40 Ultimate 3  

a12 “To Consumer” 

business 
4  a41 Exceed-expectati

on by price 
3  

a13 Portal for user 5  a42 Exceed-expectati

on by service 
3  

a14 zero distance to 

customer 
3  a43 Exceed- 

expectation by 

quality 

3  

a15 Transparency 5  a44 operational 

excellence 
7  

a16 fast 4  a45 Task force 7  

a17 abolishment of 

middle 

management 

5  a46 Management 

simplification 
3  

a18 Organizational 

disintegration 
5  a47 Project-based 

operation 
5  

a19 model innovation 6  a48 Podular Org. 4  

a20 trans-boundary  4  a49 Project as center 7  

a21 “Free” strategy 4  a50 agile 

management 
2  

a22 user- 

participation 

innovation 

4  a51 dynamic partners 3  

a23 user- 

participatory 

improvement  

6  a52 self-organizing 4  

a24 user- 

participatory 

propagation 

7  a53 loose coupling 3  

a25 empoweredusers 5  a54 smallorganizatio

n 
5  

a26 fans 3  a55 Trust 7  

a27 C2B(Consumer 

to Business) 
4  a56 empowerment 7  

a28 closed-loop  

ecosystem 
3  a57 Self-motivate 3  
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a29 open-ended 

ecosystem 
4  a58 Entrepreurial 

Employee 
4  

a59 efficiency 3  a73 public 

e-commerce 

platform 

4  

a60 error tolerance 3  a74 platform cost 5  

a61 trial and error 4  a75 disintermediatio

n 
4  

a62 iteration 7  a76 social network 5  

a63 knowledge 

worker 
2  a77 community 3  

a64 self-driven 2  a78 owned media 3  

a65 responsibility 2  a79 earned media 4  

a66 cloud service 2  a80 paid media 5  

a67 open source 

technology 
2  a81 Upgrade of 

Consumer-consu

mption 

5  

a68 

 

a69 

outsourcing 

platform 

crowdsourcing 

4 

 

4 

 a82 

 

a83 

the knowledge 

Society 

Informational 

consumption 

7 

 

4 

 

 

a70 

a71 

a72 

crowdfunding 

logistics service  

branded 

e-commerce 

platform 

3 

5 

4 

 a84 

 

 

a85 

a86 

Manufacture-cap

ability surplus 

marginal profit 

marginal cost 

5 

 

 

5 

5 
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Appendix E: Questionnaire 

This questionnaire survey is about characteristics of management innovation in Chinese 

enterprises in the Internet age through investigating how important executives and managers 

think the 12 listed characteristics are.    

You are invited to answer 12 questions and provide some basic personal information, but no 

confidential information of enterprises or individual privacy is concerned. Thank you for your 

time. 

Name: Gender: ☐Male      ☐Female  

Age:         ☐ 20~29 

☐ 30~39 

☐ 40~49 

☐ over 49 

Education:  ☐ master's degree or higher 

☐ bachelor’s degree 

☐ other 

Job category:  ☐top managers 

☐middle-level managers              

☐low-level managers 

 

Working years    ☐ 0~5 years    

in current company: ☐ 5~10 years 

☐ over 10 years 

 

Assessment scale: 1. very unimportant; 2. fairly unimportant; 

3. slightly unimportant;4. neutral; 5. slightly important; 

6. fairly important; 7. very Important 

 

How important do you assess the characteristics of 

management innovation? 

1

1 

2

2 

3

3 

4

4 

5

5 

6

6 

7

7 

“People/User 

First” logos 

User-Lifecycle 

perspective 

The transformation from 

“product-lifecycle 

management” to 

“user-lifecycle 

management”, the new 

user-centered business 

model 

       

Zero distance 

to users 

“Internet has eliminated the 

distance between enterprises 

and users, the so-called 

disintermediation,” thus 

enterprises should put in 

place direct connection 

between all of its resources 

and users. 

       

Disruptive 

innovation 

To rethink about the existing 

industrial positioning, 

business model, 

management mode and 

organizational form, and to 

be ready to upend them 

       

“Allied Value 

Co-create” 

action 

User-participat

ion 

To engage users in the 

process of developing, 

testing, improving and 

advertising new products 
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and services, to create 

product/service values with 

users, and ultimately to 

achieve value identity 

Ecological 

Synergy 

To better suit users’ 

increasing demands through 

the synergy of “business 

ecosystem” 

       

Exceed 

expectations 

To exceed customers’ 

expectations, including 

product quality, price, user 

experience and timeliness, 

and to buildup 

word-of-month 

       

“Empowerme

nt and 

Autonomy” 

organization 

Dynamic 

Agility 

To employ 

project-basedstrategiess in 

integration of resources 

within an enterprise, and to 

transform into a flat, 

podular and agile 

organization  

       

Creativity 

through 

Empowerment 

To establish incentive 

mechanism in place of KPI, 

implement the management 

practice of mutual trust, 

error tolerance, 

empowerment and 

encouragement for 

employees to become 

self-motivated innovators 

       

“Leverage of 

Multiplicatio

n” impact 

Collaborative 

Resources 

To rent external resources 

which are accessible to for 

production, such as cloud 

computing, open source 

technology and outsourcing 

manufacturing in order to 

achieve rapid business 

growth  

       

E-commerce 

platform 

To rely on enterprise’s own 

and partnered e-commerce 

platform for transaction   

       

Social media 
To take advantage of social 

media and communities 
       

Surplus from 

Reform 

To grasp surplus brought by 

the emancipation of 

productivity since China’s 

open and reform policy 

more than three decades 

ago, including production 
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surplus, 

increasingdemandsfor better 

products and servicesas a 

result ofthe upgrade of 

consumer-consumption, and 

especially the increasing 

information consumption 

demands during China’s 

transformation to an 

information society, thereby, 

in pursuit of a rapid 

business growth 

 

This survey is committed to keep respondents’ identity information confidential, 

including not disclosing the personal information of all the interviewees. Information 

contained within this survey is used for the academic research of Tsinghua University and 

University of Paris only. Thanks for your support. 
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